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DEFINING TRANSITIVITY AND INTRANSITIVITY: 
SPLIT-INTRANSITIVE LANGUAGES AND THE UNACCUSATIVE HYPOTHESIS 
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0. Proposals 
0.1 Basque is not an ergative language; it is split-intransitive. 
* Against the standard typological claim (contra Comrie 1981, Dixon 1994, Primus 1999) 
0.2 Unergative verbs are not always intransitive (they can be transitive:  e.g. Basque). 
* Against the claim in the Unaccusative Hypothesis (contra Perlmutter 1978, Burzio 1986) 
0.3 Split-intransitivity signals that unergatives are transitive. 
* Novel claim: split-intransitivity has been otherwise considered an anomalous pattern. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION: INTRANSITIVE VERBS WITH TRANSITIVE LOOKS (I.E. 1A). Basque is often presented 
as a splendid example of ergativity (Comrie 1981, Dixon 1994, Primus 1999 among many). Tradi-
tionally, ergative languages differ from accusative languages in the verbal argument they mark. Erga-
tive languages mark the subject of transitives (compare the girl in 2 with 1b) and accusative lan-
guages mark the object of transitives (e.g. Latin/Romance; see the feminine singular pronoun in 4). 
However, the axioms in the typological classification of languages would by definition declare 
Basque to be of type split-intransitive (e.g. like Guarani, Gregorez and Suarez 1967 cfr. Primus 1999; 
or Slave, Rice 1991). For Basque has a class of intransitive verbs (1a) whose argument is marked 
exactly as the subject of transitives (2).  
 
Basque intransitives: 
 (1) a. Neskatil-ak       dei-tu       du                 b. Neskatil-a        ailega-tu  da   
   girl-Erg.Sg        call-Per  have.3Sg_3Sg        girl-Abs.Sg      arrive-Per be.3Sg                 
           ‘The girl called’                               ‘The girl arrived’   
Basque transitives:  
 (2)    Neskatil-ak    izozki-a                 amai-tu     du 
          girl-Erg.Sg    ice-cream-Abs.Sg   finish-Per  have.3Sg_3Sg 
           ‘The girl finished her ice-cream’ 
Spanish intransitives:  
 (3) a. Ella    llam-s                    b. Ella          lleg-s 
            she.Nom  call-3Sg.Past             she.Nom  arrive-3Sg.Past 
            ‘She called’                               ‘She arrived’                                              
Spanish transitives:  
 (4)  Ella             la                 acab-s                  (la         nieve) 
          she.Nom     it.Acc.Fem.Sg   finish-3Sg.Past     (the.Fem.Sg ice-cream-Fem.Sg) 
           ‘She finished it’ (where it = her ice-cream) 
 
2. THE CONSEQUENCES OF (1A) FOR THE UNACCUSATIVE HYPOTHESIS AND TYPOLOGICAL STUDIES. 
The class of intransitives exemplified by (1a) is identified with unergative verbs (see Laka 1993, 
1995). Basque unergatives for the most part overlap with the unergatives recognized for Indo-
European (Burzio 1986, Sorace 2000). Thus, some examples of intransitive verbs like (1a) in Basque 
include, but are not limited to, verbs like blow, cough, dance, dream, run, and work. Basque unerga-
tives do not parallel transitives only in ergative case marking on their argument. In addition, unerga-
tives also require auxiliary have (unaccusatives be) and they must show subject and object agreement 
in the auxiliary. In fact, over 50 commonly used unergatives (Zubiri 2000) (may) surface as light 
verbs of the form [Noun + Do] (see 5). The noun argument cannot bear absolutive case (Ortiz de Ur-
bina 1989) as it would in a transitive (2) or intransitive (1b) sentence. 
 
   (5) Neskatil-ak         dei         egi-n         du                                     
         Girl-Erg.Sg        call        do-Per       have.3Sg_3sg 
           ‘The girl called’ 
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2.1. THE UNACCUSATIVE HYPOTHESIS CLAIMS THAT UNERGATIVES ARE INTRANSITIVE. The unerga-
tive-unaccusative distinction arises from Perlmutter’s Unaccusative Hypothesis (1978, henceforth 
UH). For Perlmutter the traditional term intransitive encompasses a mixed group of non-transitive 
verbs (like 1a, 1b) that select a single expressed argument (e.g. the girl). Perlmutter proposes that the 
argument of intransitives is originally a canonical subject (e.g. dance, run) or an internal argument 
(e.g. arrive, break), and coins the terms unergative and unaccusative, respectively (not to be confused 
with ergativity and accusativity). In Italian Syntax, Burzio (1986) later formalizes the idea that the 
internal argument of unaccusative verbs becomes a subject marked nominative due to the inability of 
the verb to case-mark its argument. Italian provided much empirical support for the UH. Intransitives 
split in auxiliary choice, participial agreement, and ne-cliticization, among other morphosyntactic 
tests. Basque parallels and enhances these tests showing at the same time that unergatives are transi-
tive. 
 
2.2. TYPOLOGICAL STUDIES TREAT SPLIT-INTRANSITIVITY AS AN ANOMALOUS PATTERN. The typologi-
cal classification assumes that languages mark an argument only if there is more than one argument 
(the transitive case). Thus, intransitives are unmarked in accusative and ergative languages. Split-
intransitivity challenges this classification for a class of intransitives is marked like transitives. This 
anomaly can be ruled into the model by assuming that in split-intransitive languages unergatives are 
transitive verbs. If unergatives have a latent object, like examples (1a) and (5) from Basque suggest, 
then one of the two arguments needs to be marked. 
 
                                 Mark Subject             Mark Object 
        Intransitive   Unergatives  Ergative               Accusative  
        Transitive    Unergatives    Split-intransitive     Split-intransitive 3.  
 

(6) TABLE 1: Ergativity, Accusativity and Split-intransitivity explained away. 
 
3. CONCLUSION. Basque unergatives (1a) call for a new classification of Basque in the typological 
literature. The long standing claim that unergatives are intransitive does no longer hold. Split-
intransitivity follows from the typological axioms assuming that unergatives are transitive in these 
languages. 
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This paper investigates the position of subject in Persian (a language spoken in Iran) with particular 
reference to the VP Internal Subject Hypothesis (ISH). The study is carried out within the framework 
of Government and Binding as developed in Chomsky (1981, 1986b) and the subsequent works. In 
the traditional form of the X-bar model, subject is considered to be generated in Spec. of IP where it 
is assigned nominative case by the tense and agreement features of INFL. This research deals with a 
proposal which has recently been gaining ground in the literature through a number of studies by Fu-
kui and Speas (1986), Kitagawa (1986), Kuroda (1988), Sportiche (1988) and Koopman and Spor-
tiche (1991). 
 In their analysis, it is argued that subject is base generated in Spec. of VP and then moves to 
Spec. of IP at S-structure to receive case. This movement as an instance of an NP-movement is case 
driven. The present study has analysed Persian data in the light of this hypothesis. The analysis 
shows that ISH does not receive support from Persian data. It seems that movement of subject is an 
instance of topicalisation in Persian from Spec. of IP into Spec. of Top P, a position higher than IP 
according to Split CP Hypothesis. It shown that A’-movement, not a case driven A-movement is in-
volved. The structure of the sentences in which the movement of subject and wh-movement take 
place simultaneously shows that the Spec. of Top P is the only potential landing site of subject after 
movement and adjunction to IP or Spec. of CP cannot be considered as its landing site. The position 
of PRO in Persian embedded finite clauses shows that the PRO theorem cannot be maintained by 
generating it in Spec. of VP. I have also proposed as a result that the base generated position of sub-
ject at the D-structure level and having a derived or non derived subject at S-structure is a language 
parameter. Persian is a language whose subject is non derived and is base generated in the Spec. of IP 
at D-structure level. In this study, I also show that the direct object which is characterized by the fea-
ture [+ Specific] is in the Spec. of VP at S-structure level.  
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The Indo-Iranian languages which occupy a large area in Southern and Central Asia reveal a great 
diversity of linguistic structures, as well as a certain degree of areal consistency. In the domain of 
case one of the most prominent features is the presence of two-term systems. Such systems are of 
particular interest, since they reveal some basic patterns of how language can structure the core 
grammatical relations, and those semantic relations which are associated with them. In Indo-Iranian 
there are two-term case systems of quite different morphological and functional types. In this paper I 
will focus on the functional domain, although some remarks about the formal properties are neces-
sary as well. 
 Two-term case systems usually arise through reduction of more elaborate systems (Lehmann 
1995 [1982]: 121); that is the most frequent case in Indo-Iranian, although newly developed two-term 
case systems can be found, too (cf. Tati). Old case systems usually have several declension types, 
often both cases are marked, their markers are either cumulated with number or sensitive to it; the 
overall degree of fusion of the case marker with the stem is relatively high. On the contrary, in the 
new case systems one of the terms is formally unmarked, and the Oblique case marker is either a cli-
tic or a loosely attached affix. However, the distinction is quite often blurred through multiple re-
structurings of the nominal paradigms which occurred in the history of some languages (cf. Khovar, 
Yagnob). 
 Turning to the semantic and functional content of two-term case systems in the Indo-Iranian 
languages, it is necessary to emphasize the great degree of variation in respect both of the functional 
domains covered by each case and the organization of the core and also a number of recurrent com-
mon features.  
 Although most of the languages exhibit a split-ergative system, there is a minority with a 
purely accusative system, comprising both some of the Dardic languages in the eastern (Prasun, 
Khovar) and some of the Iranian languages in the western part of the area (Tati). However, no rigid 
ergative system similar to that of the Daghestanian languages is attested in Indo-Iranian. Such a situa-
tion is due to the origin of the ergative construction in these languages which stems from the ancient 
passive construction (cf. Estival and Myhill 1988) and at least in some languages (e. g. Urdu) is an 
innovation of a relatively recent origin. Another common peculiarity of these languages is the so-
called differential object marking (Bossong 1985), when the O relation is marked either by the Direct 
case (when the O is inanimate and/or indefinite) and by the Oblique case or a prepositional phrase 
(when the O is animate and/or definite). 
 There is also a tendency to align particular peripheral relations, such as Possessive, Locative, 
Goal, Temporal, Purpose with the core relations, thus marking them with the ‘bare’ Direct or Oblique 
case without any adposition. These relations are marked either by one of the cases or are distributed 
among them, which constitutes one of the main parameters of variation. 
 Another variable feature is the co-occurrence of the cases with adpositions. In some languages 
(Kati, Shina, Yagnob) both cases can be governed by certain adpositions, in other (Vaigali, Pashto) 
only the Oblique case can co-occur with them; there is no language, however, where adpositions 
would exclusively require the Direct case. It is also interesting to note that Indian languages (Hindi, 
Nepali) tend not to allow the ‘bare’ Oblique case, the latter always followed by a postposition. 
 Two-term case systems in the Indo-Aryan region may serve as an excellent polygon for the 
cross-language study of that phenomenon. It should be kept in mind that some of the features com-
mon to these languages may be found elsewhere. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. We ask how useful grammatical relations are for constructing a typology of 
agreement systems. We first sketch the development of work on grammatical relations, and earlier 
suggestions about their relevance for agreement. Then we move to a typology, taking as canonical 
those instances that can be described in terms of grammatical relations, and examining the types of 
construction which require access to additional information.  Examples are taken from various lan-
guages, but especially from Russian which, though it appears to have a rather ‘standard’ agreement 
system, poses considerable problems for an account of agreement based on grammatical relations, as 
demonstrated by data from corpus-based studies. 
 
2. THE RISE OF GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS. The notion ‘grammatical relation’ is well established (see 
Blake 1994: 48–93, Palmer 1994, Givón 2001: 173–232, Kibrik 2003: 109). It has a continuous tradi-
tion in European linguistics, while the attempt in transformational grammar to treat sentence structure 
in terms of dominance and linear order led to a reaction, particularly in America, in which the need 
for grammatical relations was carefully justified, rather than being assumed. This is most evident in 
Relational Grammar, where grammatical relations are given central status (see Perlmutter 1983a, 
Perlmutter and Rosen 1984, Postal and Joseph 1990, Blake 1990). A parallel reaction is found in the 
typology of Keenan and Comrie (1977).1 
        Grammatical relations are treated hierarchically, as in the Relational Hierarchy (Johnson 1977: 
156): 
 
        subject > direct object > indirect object > other object 
 
The Accessibility Hierarchy of Keenan and Comrie (1977: 66) further divides ‘other objects’. In sub-
sequent years, grammatical relations have been embedded in different theories, with somewhat dif-
ferent interpretations. They have a core role in Lexical Functional Grammar, as ‘grammatical func-
tions’ (Bresnan 2001: 44–60). 
 
3. EARLY IDEAS ON GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS AND AGREEMENT. The Relational Hierarchy was con-
sidered directly relevant to agreement. Thus Moravcsik (1978: 364) claimed that if a language shows 
agreement, then there will be cases of agreement with the intransitive subject; only if there is such 
agreement will there be agreement with the direct object, and agreement of this type is a precondition 
for agreement with the indirect object. This is a typological claim at the level of possible languages. 
A more restrictive claim was made by Johnson (1977: 157): 
 
 THE AGREEMENT LAW: Only terms can trigger verbal agreement. 
 
Where ‘term’ covers the first three items on the hierarchy. 
 
4. PROBLEMS WITH GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS. If Johnson’s claim could be maintained, we would 
indeed have a highly restricted theory of agreement, and a fine basis for a typology.2 However, Ais-

                                                 
1 Note, however, that the argument is not only in one direction. After detailed discussion of Spanish psycho-
logical predicates Vogel and Villada (1999) conclude that ‘subject’ is not a particularly helpful notion. 
 
2 It should be pointed out that much of the early discussion dealt with verbal affixes whose status has since 
been debated as to whether they are agreement markers or pronominal affixes (see Corbett 2003 for discus-
sion). 
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sen in various papers, and definitively in (1990), pointed out the problem of ‘brother-in-law’ agree-
ment, as in There are cows in next door’s garden. Such constructions have a dummy element (like 
English there) in the term position, while its ‘brother-in-law’ acts as the agreement controller. 
Perlmutter (1983b) permits ‘silent’ dummies, which allows for analyses in which apparent terms are 
analysed as brothers-in-law to zeroes.  
 There is a second type of non-term which can control agreement, namely predicate nominals, in 
instances of ‘back’ agreement. Examples will be given, of which the most convincing are from Czech 
(Vanek 1970, Corbett 1998).  
        Just as there are instances where a noun phrase which would be predicted not 
to be the agreement controller according to an account based on grammatical relations actually con-
trols agreement, so also we find the converse, where the predicted controller fails to control agree-
ment.  Thus in Russian possessive constructions, the possessor phrase is subject-like in that it con-
trols reflexivization, but agreement is not with this noun phrase. 
 
5. A TYPOLOGY OF AGREEMENT USING GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS. Since our main focus is agree-
ment, we shall ask how far grammatical relations allow us to determine how agreement operates in 
different languages. Suppose we can establish the grammatical relations in a particular construction 
according to other criteria (for instance according to the criteria of Keenan 1976,3 that is, controlling 
reflexives, being the target for promotion, being the missing argument for imperatives, and so on, 
discussed in Comrie 1989: 104–123). Can we then straightforwardly determine how agreement will 
operate? 
 We have seen already that our typology must include instances where the controller is outside the 
candidate noun phrases provided by an approach based on grammatical relations. But our typology 
needs to go beyond grammatical relations for a second, more subtle, reason. Even when grammatical 
relations are sufficient to determine the controller, they may still be insufficient for determining the 
feature values involved in agreement. When we have agreement options (which are prevalent in Rus-
sian, as for instance with quantified expressions),4 the feature value assigned can be influenced by 
considerations outside the scope of grammatical relations. To extend the typology, a suggestion of 
Polinsky proves useful. Polinsky (1995: 360) gives the following mappings for the ‘regular active 
transitive construction’ 
 
        thematic roles           Agent   Theme 
        grammatical relations         subject         direct object 
        communicative functions topic                focus 
 
‘the clause is viewed as a linguistic sign having three distinct levels of representation, namely: the 
meaning of the clause, represented by thematic roles and verbal semantics, and the form of the clause 
represented by grammatical relations, on the one hand, and by communicative functions, on the 
other.’ (1995: 360) 
        Perhaps surprisingly, a typology of agreement requires access to information of all three types. 
If we consider agreement with quantified noun phrases in subject position in Russian, the feature 
value for number depends in part on the semantics of the clause. Corpus-based studies have shown 
that the more agent-like is the subject (as evidenced by the semantic type of the predicate), the more 
likely is plural agreement (Corbett 1983, Robblee 1993). Similarly we need access to communicative 
function, in that the more topic-like the subject (as reflected in word order) the more likely is plural 
agreement (Corbett 1998). We shall provide examples of the different types, showing the role of 
these two sorts of information in addition to that provided by grammatical relations (as in, for in-
stance, Nocentini 1999 and Nikolaeva 2001), in order to fill out the proposed typology. 

                                                 
3 We must recognise that criteria can differ substantially from researcher to researcher, and so comparison of 
different claims is often difficult. For careful discussion of dative subjects see Moore and Perlmutter (2000). 
 
4 A relevant article, fully in the Relational Grammar tradition, arguing that quantified noun phrases in Polish  
can indeed be subjects, even though the verb does not agree, is Dziwirek (1990). 
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6.  THE ROLE OF CASE. We might expect that if we appeal to grammatical relations we shall not also 
need to refer to case. Indeed the Relational Grammar literature stressed the importance of instances 
where the controller was of the ‘right’ grammatical relation but the ‘wrong’ case (quirky case) and 
still controlled agreement. These were discussed in detail with regard to Georgian, notably by Harris 
(1981); for later analyses giving a greater role to morphology see Anderson (1984) and Kathman 
(1995). However, there are clear instances demonstrating the need to refer to case as well as to 
grammatical relations for specifying agreement. These are of two types.  
  First, in terms of the controller, we find instances, as in Russian, where a noun phrase in the 
right grammatical relation (subject) but not in the right case (nominative) cannot control agreement 
(as in the possessive constructions mentioned above). Moreover, the non-subject noun phrase which 
is in the nominative does control agreement. For other comparable examples see Bickel and Yadava 
(2000) and Butt (2001); and for discussion of Inari Sami see Toivonen (2003). Note the regularity 
that when the noun phrase in the ‘right’ grammatical relation has its controlling potential usurped by 
another, that noun phrase is typically in the ‘right’ case: this is true of the cases just discussed, of 
back agreement, and of long distance agreement (Polinsky and Comrie 1999).  
  Second, in terms of agreement choices, we find instances where a modifier in the ‘right’ 
(nominative) case outweighs all other factors which may determine the feature value. The examples 
are again from Russian, and involve determiners and adjectives within quantified expressions. 
 
7. CONCLUSION. Attempts to determine agreement entirely in terms of grammatical relations were 
overly optimistic. However, grammatical relations provide a useful basis for a typology. The types of 
extensions needed affect first the determination of the controller, and second the determination of 
feature values in examples of agreement options. In addition to grammatical relations we need to re-
fer to the meaning of the clause (thematic roles and verbal semantics) and to communicative func-
tions. On top of all this, we also need to refer to (surface) case. 
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GRAMMATICALISATION OF CLAUSE-COMBINING DEVICES IN TURKIC 
 

ÉVA Á. CSATÓ 
Uppsala University, Department of Linguistics and Philology 

 
One well-known typological feature of Turkic languages is that they predominantly employ verbal 
morphology for clause-combining rather than free conjunctors and subjunctors. Typical subjunctors 
include participles, converbs and infinitives employed as predicates of subordinated clauses. The 
class of verb foms functioning as predicates of subordinated clauses, i.e. forms occurring in non-
finite syntactic positions, also includes modal forms (conditional, optative), doubled verb forms, e. g. 
gelir gelmez or olsa olsun, -DI-forms with the interrogative particle, e.g. geldi mi. 
 
A common property of verbal subordinators is that their semantic and syntactic properties are differ-
ent from those of the corresponding finite forms. They may acquire semantic properties that the cor-
responding verbforms in finite position do not render and, at the same time, lose their original mean-
ings. For instance, subordinative -DI plus the interrogative particle mI is reanalyzed as an adverbial 
subjunctor and has gained a new meaning. The syntactic properties of subordinating verb forms are 
also affected. They may lack subject agreement morphology, which is not licensed in finite positions. 
The talk will discuss how the development of these new properties can be accounted for as results of 
different grammaticalisation processes. 
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TYPES OF RECIPROCALS 
 

ALEXIS DIMITRIADIS 
  Utrecht institute of Linguistics OTS, Utrecht 
 
1. This paper addresses the interpretative options of reciprocals cross-linguistically, with particular 
focus on the discontinuous reciprocal construction (1a), found in numerous languages including He-
brew, Hungarian, German, Russian, Polish, Serbian, Sakha, and various Bantu languages, but not in 
French or Italian (Mchombo and Ngunga 1994, Siloni 2001).  
 
 (1) a.  O Giannis filithike me ti Maria          (Greek) 
   the John and the Maria kissed-Recip.Pl  
    ‘John and Maria kissed each other’ 
  b.  O Giannis kje i Maria filithikan 
   the John kissed-Recip.Sg with the Maria  
    ‘John and Maria kissed each other’ 
 

This construction is closely associated with the semantics of necessarily symmetric events, that 
is, events involving a binary relationship whose two participants have necessarily identical participa-
tion (Dimitriadis 2002); I show that, contrary to prior claims, discontinuous reciprocals cannot be 
derived from the corresponding “simple” reciprocals. I take the semantics of necessary symmetry to 
be the core reciprocal meaning of this type of reciprocal; identification of the two arguments is a sec-
ond, optional operation.  

The discontinuous reciprocal construction is specific to a particular type of reciprocal verbs, and 
is impossible with other reciprocal types. It is just one of a number of specifically reciprocal proper-
ties which, while frequently found with reciprocals in genetically unrelated languages, are not found 
with all reciprocals. Other parametrically varying properties include: whether the reciprocal predicate 
is formed via a pronominal or quantificational argument with reciprocal meaning, or via an argument 
structure operation on the verb; if the latter, whether the argument structure operation occurs produc-
tively “in the syntax”, or “in the lexicon” (Reinhart 2000, Siloni 2001); scope and scope-like effects: 
small clauses, derived predicates/ECM, dependent-pronoun readings, or true long-distance binding 
(Heim et al. 1991, Dalrymple et al. 2004, Dimitriadis 1999, Siloni 2001); whether it shows polysemy 
with reflexive, collective, or other meanings (Lichtenberk 1985, Kemmer 1993, Frajzyngier 1999); 
and (keeping in mind that we are characterizing constructions, not languages), whether this construc-
tion is the primary means of expressing reciprocal semantics in that language. 

These properties raise the issue of classification of reciprocal constructions. Typologically we 
may speak of identifying reciprocal types and implicational relationships, while formally one must 
look for a set of representations, corresponding to existing reciprocal types, which can account for 
the observed clusterings of reciprocal properties. 
 
2. THE DISCONTINUOUS RECIPROCAL. The two examples in (1) are, broadly speaking, synonymous: 
the comitative argument in (1a) is interpreted as part of the logical subject of the reciprocal verb. This 
makes it possible for the syntactic subject to be singular, as in example (1a), while still satisfying the 
semantic requirement that reciprocation must be between a plural number of participants. 

Prior analyses of the construction have treated it along the lines of the descriptive summary just 
given, capturing in various ways the intuition that the logical subject of the reciprocal is split between 
the syntactic subject and the comitative argument. (Vitale 1981,  Mchombo and Ngunga 1994, Siloni 
2001). 

A closer look, however, shows that the interpretation of discontinuous reciprocals is not quite 
identical to that of the corresponding simple reciprocal. The argument is based on the semantics of 
sentences in which the syntactic subject and/or the comitative argument denote a plural NP, as in 
(2a).  
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  (2) a. Maria und Sabine schlugen sich mit Johan.       (German) 
   Maria and Sabine hit each~other with Johan 
       ‘Maria and Sabine fought with Johan.’ 
  b. Maria, Sabine und Johann schlugen sich.  
   Maria Sabine and Johann hit each~other 
       ‘Maria, Sabine and Johann fought.’ 
  
Example (2a) only states that Maria and Sabine fought with John, not that Maria and Sabine fought 
each other; but the equivalent simple reciprocal example (2b) is vague with respect to who fought 
with whom, allowing any combination of individuals to have fought (subject only to the condition 
that every individual must have been involved in some fighting). This effect cannot be derived in an 
analysis which treats discontinuous reciprocals as being derived from the corresponding simple recip-
rocal: Schwarzschild (1986) has shown that plural individuals correspond to simple unions of atomic 
individuals, with no intermediate structure such as might be created by the conjunction of two plural 
NPs; hence an analysis that combines the comitative argument with the syntactic subject of the recip-
rocal could never separate them again. It follows that the two are separate arguments at all stages of 
the derivation. 

If discontinuous reciprocals do not involve an intransitivized reciprocal verb, what makes them 
reciprocal? I show that in most languages, reciprocal verbs that allow the discontinuous construction 
must denote a necessarily symmetric event, that is, an event expressing a binary relationship whose 
two participants have necessarily identical participation. The effect can be illustrated with implicitly 
reciprocal verbs in English: example (3a), involving a reciprocal pronoun, can refer to an exchange 
of non-symmetric kisses (e.g., on each other’s cheek or hand); but the reciprocal verb in (3b) requires 
a symmetric kiss, with equal participation by both parties (Gleitman et al. 1996). 
  
 (3) a. John and Mary kissed each other.  

  b. John and Mary kissed.  
  

In some languages, including Serbian and German, the reciprocalization operation does not al-
ways create necessarily-symmetric event verbs; but only the symmetric ones allow the discontinuous 
construction (example (4)). (We set aside for the moment Bantu reciprocals, which conform to a dif-
ferent pattern). 
 
 (4) a. Johann und Maria vergötteren sich.  
   Johann and Maria idolize Refl/Recip (German)  
    ‘Johann and Maria idolize themselves/each other.’ 
  b. *Johann vergöttert sich mit Maria. 
 

I propose that the function of the core reciprocalization operation in verbs of this type does not 
detransitivize the base verb, but creates a necessarily symmetric predicate. The roles of the two par-
ticipants in an event become necessarily identical, but the participants remain distinct. Discontinuous 
reciprocals take two arguments, while simple reciprocals undergo a second, optional operation, which 
causes the two semantic arguments of the reciprocal to be identified. An informal definition of 
“symmetricization” is given in (5). We can then write an abbreviated semantics for verbal reciprocal-
ization as in (6), modeled on the analysis of Heim et al. (1991).  
  

(5) Symm(V)(x, y)  iff  ∃e (V(e, x, y) & V(e, y, x)) 
  (E.g., x symmetrically-kisses y if some event e is both an event of x kissing y and of y 

kissing x). 
(6) Recip(V) = λR λS ∀x ε S ∀y ε R (x ≠  y → Symm(V)(x, y)) 

 
3. TOWARD A TYPOLOGY. A number of different principled schemes for the classification of reciprocal 
constructions have been proposed. Morphologically, we can distinguish whether a reciprocal predi-
cate is formed via a pronominal or quantificational argument with reciprocal meaning, or via an ar-
gument structure operation on the verb; and if the latter, whether the argument structure operation 
occurs productively “in the syntax”, or “in the lexicon” (Reinhart 2000, Siloni 2001, Plank 2002). 
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Interpretationally, we can ask whether we are dealing with a dedicated reciprocal construction, or 
with one that is polysemous between a reciprocal and a reflexive, collective, or other meaning (Fra-
jzyngier 1999); alternatively, we can classify reciprocals according to the reciprocal and reciprocal-
like situation types they allow (Lichtenberk 1985, 1999). Finally, keeping in mind that we are classi-
fying constructions, not languages, we should ask whether a reciprocal construction is the primary 
means of expressing reciprocal semantics in that language.  

I know of no existing classification of reciprocals that corresponds to the distribution of recipro-
cal properties. Bantu reciprocals, in particular, systematically cut across the expected categories. 
They are formed by a demonstrably derivational verbal morpheme but share properties that are usu-
ally associated with each of the three morphological types; they do not show reflexive-reciprocal 
polysemy, but they allow many of the same constructions (such as discontinuous reciprocals) as 
polysemous reflexive-reciprocal verbs in Greek, Serbian and Hebrew (Dalrymple et al 1994, Dimitri-
adis 2002). 
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MODALS, PSEUDOCLEFTS AND THE SUBJECT ROLE 
 

KRISTIN M. EIDE 
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) 

 
1. THE ROOT VS. EPISTEMIC DISTINCTION. In many of the world’s languages, modals have what 
seems to be a two-faced value. Thus, a modal typically has a “root reading”, where it is taken to de-
note e.g. some sort of complex social relation (obligation and permission are cases in point), and an 
“epistemic (or metaphysical, or evidential) reading”, whereby “the speaker signals his attitude to the 
truth-value of the proposition” (Palmer 2001). The Norwegian data in (1) illustrates the phenomenon. 
 
 (1) Jon må være på kontoret 
 Jon must be in office-DEF 
   ‘Jon must be in his office’ 
  (a) Jon is obligated to be in his office (root reading). 
  (b) It must be the case that Jon is in his office (epistemic reading). 
 
2. THE ARGUMENT STRUCTURE OF MODALS: CONTROL VERSUS RAISING? There exists a comprehen-
sive literature on the argument structure of modals. A widespread analysis, implemented in various 
frameworks, assumes that an epistemic modal is best construed as a one-place predicate taking the 
proposition as its argument, whereas root modals denote two-place predicates, construed as a relation 
between an agent (e.g. Jon) and an action.  
 
 (2)  epistemic modal:  must (p) 
    root modal:              must (J, a) 
 
In the generativist framework, this analysis has a long tradition, starting with Ross (1967). It is often 
referred to as the “control-versus-raising” (CvR) analysis, since root modals are analysed as control 
verbs, whereas epistemic modals are analysed as raising verbs. To illustrate; in the root modal con-
struction in (3a), the subject Jon receives its thematic role (θ−role) from the root modal and controls 
the PRO subject of the downstairs verb. In the epistemic modal construction in (3b), the subject Jon 
receives its thematic role from the downstairs verb and moves to fill the subject position of the epis-
temic modal verb, but receives no subject role from the modal.   
 

(3)  θ          θ 
        
 a. DPSUBJ    MVROOT      [ PRO       V ...]  =  control verb 

               Jon                 må                               være på kontoret   
               Jon        must     be     in office-DEF 

‘John must be in his office (John has an obligation to be in his office)’ 
        θ 

      
 b.   e             MVEP             [  DPSUBJ   V...]   = raising verb 
               JonI                må              tI             være på kontoret   
               Jon         must    be in office-DEF 
  ‘John must be in his office (it must be the case that John is in his office)’ 
 
Now, the CvR analysis has a range of predictions (cf. 4), in particular pertaining to the properties of 
the subject in a modal construction. Control verbs (e.g. hope) take rational agents as their subjects, 
whereas raising verbs (e.g. seem) impose no selectional requirements on their subjects. Thus, if root 
modals are control verbs, we would not expect them to take e.g. expletive subjects and other subject 
types assumed to occur in non-thematic positions (cf. Thráinsson and Vikner 1995 and many others), 
but we would expect raising verbs to do so. Moreover, raising verbs are typically scopally ambigu-
ous, capable of scoping over the subject or under it, unlike control verbs, where the subject always 
takes the wider scope. All things equal, we would expect root modals to pattern with control verbs 
and epistemic modals to pattern with raising verbs in this respect.   
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 (4) Predictions of the CvR analysis 
            -            Epistemic modals      Root modals 
  a. Allow expletive subjects          yes   no  
  b. Allow weather-det/Það ‘it’ subjects        yes   no 
  c. Allow idiom-chunk subjects         yes   no 
  d. Allow quirky (non-nominative) subjects (Icelandic)   yes   no 
  e. Allow passive complement with inanimate subject   yes   no 
  f. Display subject-modal scope ambiguity       yes   no 
 
However, these predictions are not borne out (cf. Eide 2002). Although dispositional modals (denot-
ing ability and volition) behave as expected on the CvR analysis, deontic modals (denoting permis-
sion and obligation) pattern instead with raising verbs, not control verbs, with respect to the proper-
ties listed in (4). Thus, (5) illustrates root modals with expletive subject (5a), weather-it subject (5b), 
idiom-chunk subject (5c), quirky subject (5d), passive complement with inanimate subject (5e) and 
subject-modal scope ambiguity (5f). Our findings are summed up in (6).     
 
 (5)  Root modals with raising verb properties 
 
  a. Det skal bestandig være minst to voksne til stede.      
   there shall always   be    at-least two adults at place  
       ‘There should always be at least two adults present.’ 
  b.  Nå  bør  det  snart  regne;  gresset   er så tørt. 
   now should it   soon  rain;   the grass  is so dry 
    ‘It ought to rain soon; the grass is so dry.’ 
  c.  M.h.t. Jon, så kan fanden ta ham!     
    ‘As for John, the devil may take him (= permission).’           
    (Idiom: Fanden ta Jon!  Devil-def take-OPTATIVE Jon)     
  d.  Umsækjandann  verður að vanta peninga 
   the-applicant-ACC must to lack money 
    ‘The applicant must lack money 
            (in order to apply for this grant).’      
  e.  Maten må/ skal/ kan/ bør bli servert snart. 
        ‘The food must/ will/ may/ should be served soon (epistemic/root = OK).’ 
  f.  Noen søkere bør/kan/må/skal søke igjen.            
    ‘Some applicants should/may/must/will apply again.’ 
       i) There are some applicants and they should/may/must/will apply again. 
       ii) It is preferred/allowed/necessary/intended that some applicants apply again. 
 
 (6)  Our findings concerning modals and the properties in (4) 
 
                                                  Raising verbs,     Control verbs & 
                                                         epistemic modals          dispositional root 

   & deontic root modals: modals: 
  a. Allow expletive subjects       yes       no  
  b. Allow weather-det ‘it’ subjects      yes       no 
  c. Allow idiom-chunk subjects       yes       no  
  d. Allow quirky subjects (Ic.)       yes       no 
  e. Allow passive compl. with inanimate subject  yes       no 
  f. Display subject-modal scope ambiguity    yes       no 
 
That is, our findings so far suggest that deontic root modals pattern with raising verbs (i.e. one-place 
predicates), not with control verbs. However, this picture changes when we look at the behavior of 
modals in pseudoclefts.  
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3. MODALS IN PSEUDOCLEFT CONSTRUCTIONS. Although versions of the CvR analysis keep surfacing 
in the literature, it has had a lot of critics over the years. A number of authors (e.g. Pullum and Wil-
son 1977, Wurmbrand 1999) have suggested instead that all modals are raising verbs. This analysis is 
also problematic for certain classes of modals. As listed in (6), dispositional root modals behave like 
control verbs in all types of constructions, whereas deontic modals seem to pattern with raising verbs. 
On closer scrutiny, however, deontic modals constitute something of a paradox. Although their prop-
erties (cf. 6) reveal their resemblance to rasing verbs, it is still possible to construe them as two-place 
predicates semantically. Thus, it is possible to argue that (7) has two distinct deontic (i.e. non-
epistemic) readings, one where Jon is subject to the obligation (what is sometimes called the subject-
oriented reading), and another where somebody else (not mentioned) is subject to the obligation, e.g. 
Jon’s babysitter, some arbitrary person, or perhaps no-one (i.e. the proposition-scope deontic read-
ing).  
 
 (7)  Jon må spise grøten sin. 

 Jon must eat porridgeDEF his 
  ‘John must eat his porridge’ 

    (a) Jon has an obligation to eat his porridge (subject-oriented reading). 
    (b) It is required that Jon eats his porridge (proposition-scope reading). 
 
Certain authors, e.g. Wurmbrand (1999), have claimed that the proposition-scope deontic reading – 
which is easily construed as a one-place predicate relation, just like epistemic modals (cf. 2 above), is 
the basic reading. The subject-oriented reading arises in many cases because of contextual/pragmatic 
factors. This two-place reading, she claims, does not mirror the semantic representation of a modal, 
and it is always possible to force a non-directed reading under any circumstances. However, this is 
incorrect. There is one construction type where only the subject-oriented (two-place) reading is al-
lowed, notably where the complement of the modal undergoes pseudocleft. Raising verbs are typi-
cally ungrammatical in this construction (8ab), whereas control verbs are fine (8cd). Root modals are 
fine in this construction, too, as long as the subject-oriented reading is the natural reading (8ef). 
When this reading is unnatural, and the proposition-scope reading seems to be the only natural read-
ing, the construction is ungrammatical (8gh). Our findings are summed up in (9). 
 
 (8) a. * Det Jon  viste   seg, var  å være  inkompetent.   
            it   Jon  showed  self, was  to be   incompetent            
      (Int.: ‘What John turned out to be, was incompetent.’)   
    b.  * Det Marit antas,     er å være  uærlig. 
       it  Marit suppose-PASS,  is to be   dishonest 
      (‘What Marit is supposed to be, is dishonest.’) 
  c.   Det Jon prøvde,  var  å være  ærlig.    
           it   Jon tried,   was  to be  honest          
        ‘What John tried, was to be honest.’  
       d.  Det Marit håpet, var  å  få  snakke  med  ham.      
    it   Marit hoped, was  to get  talk   to   him 
      ‘What Marit hoped (for), was to get to talk to him.’ 
  e.  Det  Marit må,  er å  snakke  med  ham.    
       it   Marit must is to  talk  to   him     
        ‘What Marit must (do), is to talk to him.’       
  f.  Det  du   skal, er å   pusse tennene. 
        it   you  shall is to  brush teeth-DEF 
      ‘What you will (do), is to brush your teeth.’ 
  g. *Det  en kvinne  bør,   er å bli vår   neste  statsminister.    

     it    a  woman  should,  is to be our   next  prime minister.       
 (Intended: ‘What should happen is that a woman becomes our next prime minis ter.’)                    

  h. *Det   apene  ikke  må,  er  å  mates    av  besøkende 
      it the  monkeys  not  must,  is  to feed-PASSive  by  visitors   
     (Intended: ‘What must not take place is that the monkeys are fed by visitors.’) 
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 (9) Readings available for Mainland Scandinavian modals: 
 

                 Dispositional: Two-place = subject-oriented ¤ 
 

            Root reading              Two-place = subject-oriented ¤   
      
Modals        Deontic        
                      One-place = proposition-scope * 
          
           Epistemic reading:   One-place = proposition-scope * 
 
¤: Accepts a pseudoclefted complement; * rejects a pseudoclefted complement. 

 
4. THE ARGUMENT STRUCTURE OF MODALS. The CvR analysis gives the right predictions when we 
look at dispositional modals (denoting ability and volition) and epistemic modals exclusively. Dispo-
sitional modals are always construed as two-place predicates, and they behave like control verbs syn-
tactically. Epistemic modals are always construed as one-place predicates and they pattern with rais-
ing verbs syntactically. However, deontic modals constitute a problem and a paradox for the CvR 
analysis and the Wurmbrand analysis alike. Deontic modals patterns with raising verbs in some re-
spects and with control verbs as regards other properties. I will claim that the only way to resolve this 
paradox, is to analyse deontic modals as predicates with an ambiguous argument structure, they 
sometimes select for a subject role and sometimes not.  
 However, to account for the argument structure of modals in an exhaustive way, it is necessary 
to describe their semantics on two different levels (cf. Bierwisch and Lang 1986, developing a two-
level semantics for adjectives). The level Semantic Form (SF) specifies the semantics relevant for 
syntax (e.g. the number of syntactically realised arguments), whereas the level Conceptual Structure 
(CS) contains the solely conceptually relevant information (e.g. the source of the modality). By 
means of this two-level system I show how the obligation-reading of deontic modals is not part of the 
semantic matrix of the modal, but arises as a result of one specific combination of SF- and CS argu-
ments. 
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CONTINUITY OF INFORMATION STRUCTURING STRATEGIES IN EASTERN 
KHANTY. DEFINITENESS/TOPICALITY 

 
ANDREJ FILTCHENKO 

Rice University / Tomsk State Pedagogical University, Tomsk 
 

The presentation addresses the issue of structural cohesion in language. Based on the analysis of dis-
course-pragmatic functions and propositional-semantic content of examples in the narrative, it illus-
trates the continuity in morphosyntactic means in the system that are used for structuring of informa-
tion: case, transitivity, voice, agreement, elision, possessive marking, non-finite forms and relative 
clauses. Selected methodology includes contrastive contextual analysis, attending to the information 
structure and extra-linguistic metadata, in the general cognitive-functional framework.  
 Based on narrative discourse analysis of Eastern Khanty, an endangered Siberian native Finno-
Ugric language, it is hypothesized, that a wide cognitive faculty facilitating the structuring of infor-
mation specifies the roles and interrelations of the participants in a complex negotiation of the prag-
matic features (identifiability, activation, topicality), semantic properties (agentivity), prag-
matic/locutionary pressures (power/control, volition, authority) formally manifested in the choice of 
grammatical resources available in the system. It follows from the analysis of the host of the interre-
lated features of a set of constructions that specific conglomerates of the system’s grammatical re-
sources strongly associate with specific conglomerates of pragmatic-functional and semantic proper-
ties. The holistic analysis of pragmatic-functional, semantic and structural properties of all the par-
ticipants in their interaction in the narrative discourse, is viewed as particularly revealing. 
  
1. The syntax of Eastern Khanty generally correlates to SOV word order patterns. In the discourse 
pragmatic organization, a new referent is activated as topic by a full NP and maintained by a free 
pronoun in the S/A relation and by S/A-V agreement. Once identifiable as the pragmatic center, the 
referent continues in this function expressed by elision and by S/A-V agreement. Whenever overt, 
S/A is pragmatically marked as a topic-shift or a presentational clause. 
 
(i) In active-direct clauses verb transitivity and O-argument definiteness is marked by the O-V 
agreement inflection governed by the interaction of a host of the referent’s pragmatic features (identi-
fiability, activation, topicality) and semantic properties (agentivity), as revealed in the syntactic be-
havior of the argument:  

! word order/omissibility: the O arguments that co-occur with O-V agreement may be more flexi-
ble in its constituent position, or altogether elided, whereas the O argument not co-occurring with 
O-V agreement is rigid in its overt SOV position. 
! O-argument focus clauses and WH-question/answer sequences: only S/A-V agreement is at-
tested, thus proving that O-V agreement is contingent upon O’s pragmatic status, i.e. identifiabil-
ity/activation, topicality. 
! subject-controlled embedded participial clauses: non-finite V has co-reference agreement with 
the S/A referent of the non-finite clause, if this S/A referent is high on the pragmatic identifi-
abillty/activation (Lambrecht, 1994; Nikolaeva, 1999).   
! relative subject agreement: – attested in sentences with the S/A-Rel expressed by a free pro-
noun, rather than a full NP, which correlates to the referent’s pragmatic status: identifiabil-
ity/activation.    
! reflexivization: – can be controlled by the S/A or O argument that co-occurs with the O-V 
agreement on the predicate, while the O argument without O-V agreement cannot control it. Thus, 
the reflexive/possessive marker on the NP possessed may refer both to the S/A and O in case of 
O-V agreement, whereas in case of the absent O-V agreement this affix may only refer to the S/A. 
Functional/structural similarity between the relative and the possessive constructions is widely at-
tested in typological literature, as invoking a relation to one entity for identification of another 
(Langacker, 1993).  
! possession constructions: – demonstrate agreement patterns similar to those of relative clauses, 
i.e. while the pronominal head-possessor triggers the agreement on the possessed NP, the NP pos-
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sessor does not, manifesting, once again, the relevance of the pragmatic status of the referent: 
identifiability/activation. 

 
2. The Eastern Khanty non-canonical agent-marking constructions (ergative & passive) appear a 
marginal construction type, describing events with more than one closely associated discourse refer-
ent with competing topicality status simultaneously occupying the stage in the narrative. The actual 
functional-semantic specifics of the constructions lies in the intersection of multidimensional feature-
plains, the degrees of: identifiability and topicality; agentivity; activeness/control/volition; complete-
ness and affectedness.  
 
ii) The “ergative” clause has Loc-marked agent referent and Ø-marked non-agent/target. Verbal mor-
phology remains “active”, demonstrating active-direct S/A-V and O-V agreement patterns, where 
applicable. Its functional-pragmatic motivation is representation of an event where the S/A referent, 
although fairly high on inherent agentivity and pragmatic identifiability, topicality (albeit parentheti-
cal) is, however, low on activeness/control/authority status, merely mapping the locus of the event.     
iii) The passive is a host of constructions unified by compatible general functional and structural 
specifications: identifiability, topicality of the non-agentive S referent. That is, these passive con-
structions prototypically exemplify the promotion of the non-agent referent to the S relation, and, in 
case of the agented passive, the demotion of the agent referent to a locative-marked non-S relation. It 
signals the deficit of authority/control and a shift in topicality, by altering the centrality of the refer-
ents in the proposition.     
  Actual functional specifics of the Eastern Khanty voice constructions lies in the intersection of 
multidimensional feature-plains: discourse pragmatic – the degrees of identifiability and topicality; 
semantic – activeness/control/volition and inherent agentivity; evidentiality – completeness, affect-
edness, reality.  
  Based on the above a notable continuity in the strategies of information structuring, i.e. consis-
tency of association of certain morphosyntactic means with the set of pragmatic and semantic proper-
ties in the Eastern Khanty system is observed in the narrative discourse. The pragmatic features of 
identifiability, activation and topicality are consistently expressed by the grammatical features of 
verbal agreement, possessive/reflexive agreement, case marking, anaphora, ellipsis. The grammatical 
continuum NP-Prn.-Prn.Infl-∅ is seen as iconic of the pragmatic continuum New Ref.-
Identif./Acces.-Active-Topical. Accidentally, this correlation of the pragmatic features and gram-
matical means is resonant with the posited ethymological make up/ the main grammaticalazation 
route: Prs.Prn.-Poss.Infl-Agreement.Infl. 
 

Data Sample: 
(i) Active-direct: 

   ma sar  ter
ka- 

s- im iwes
- 

n«  

   1sg pike     fry- PR
F- 

1sg/sg stick- Loc  

 

     ‘(I) fried (the pike-fish) on sticks’ 
 

 (ii) “Ergative”: 
_ll«_ sar ratS m

a
n-

n« o_
Äo
_l
i- 

s- im     

big pike oldman 1s
g- 

Loc cut
- 

P
R
F- 

1sg/
sg 

     

 

     ‘I cut the big pike’ 
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(iii) Passive: 
aj am

p- 
«li m

a
- 

n« kur-x«t-i ka
tÂ
- 

i  a) Agented    

small do
g- 

Demi
n 

1
s
g
- 

Loc leg- Pl-  Lat ho
ld- 

PS/3s
g 

   ‘I held the dog by the legs’ 
 

tu_
t 

pirn« juX on
t- 

nam ti m
«
n- 

i b) Imper      
sonal 

Dem after forest in-
sid
e- 

Lat Dem go
- 

PS/3s
g 

   ‘After this (we) went to the woods’ 
 

Reflexivization: 
     a)  ωαϕα⊗√ν↔    αµπ   ϕο⊗     νιριµτα_ √σ √τα_   τΣιµιν   οντ√κατ √αλ 
  animal-Loc   dog      home   pull-PRF-3sg   there     inside-house -3sg 
   ‘The bear hid the dog inside his (bear’s / *dog’s) house.’ 
     b)  ωαϕα⊗√ν↔    αµπ   ϕο⊗     νιριµτα_ √σ√↔_⊗↔_ν  τΣιµιν     οντ√κατ √αλ 
  animal-Loc   dog     home   pull-PRF-3sg/sg   there      inside-house -3sg 
   ‘The bear hid a dog inside his (bear's/dog's) house.’ 
 
O-V agreement: 

    a) αµπ κοϕο⊗ι πορ / *πορ√↔ττ↔ 
dog     who  bit.3sg 

- Who did the dog bit? 
 

    b) αµπ ικι  πορ / *πορ√↔ττ↔ 
dog  man bit.3sg / *3sg/sg 

- Dog bit a/that man. 
 

 
RELATIVE CLAUSE: 

35) νοΝ   µασµ↔λτ√↔
µ 

ϖαϕα⊗√↔ν    
  

µ↔ν  

 2sg     shoot-PP animal-2sg go.3sg  
 ‘The bear that you shot/wounded, went away’ 
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TO THE TYPOLOGY OF ARGUMENT STRUCTURE 
IN THE IRANIAN LANGUAGES 

 
KETEVAN GADILIA 

The Institute for Bible translation, Moscow 
 
The paper focuses on the typological study of argument structure within the group of related Iranian lan-
guages.  
  In the modern Iranian languages (both in the East-Iranian (EI) and the West-Iranian (WI) groups) 
several grammatical elements convey the meaning of the definiteness that is simultaneously used for dis-
tinguishing the direct and indirect objects. 
  As a result of analyzing the following rule became apparent that applies equally to several Iranian 
languages. 
  

The direct object is obligatorily marked by the grammatical markers like the indirect case markers 
(WI and IE) and/or the particle râ (WI) . These markers usually convey the meaning of definiteness.  

 
(1) In the Iranian languages where the secondary innovation case paradigm was developed the particle 
-râ  > radiy transformed in case markers (Balochi, Tati, Gilyani). 
(2) In the languages where the old category of case was eliminated *radiy transformed in particle 
(postposition) and in this status became a part of the category definiteness that is closely tied with the 
category of case. 
(3) Designation of definiteness is not the essential function of case markers. The agglutinative case 
paradigm was developed in Gilyani, Balochi and some other Modern Iranian languages, after reduc-
ing the Old Iranian multifunctional infletional case system. MI innovation agglutinative case category 
is not directly connected and correlated with the category of definiteness, but is deeply interre-
lated/interdependent. First, the direct case extends its sphere of usage to denote the direct and indirect 
objects. Afterwards the opposition of definite direct object vs. indefinite direct object became rele-
vant. Thus, the definite nouns are marked by direct case markers as Balochi -râ and Gilyani -a, while 
the indefinite nouns are represented by the nominative unmarked case. The purpose of designating ac-
tants by case markers is to distinguish the subject and the direct object of a transitive verb and avoid 
the possible polysemi. Thus case markers and the particle -râ in Modern Iranian languages reflect the 
topic – focus/subject – object relations. Marking actants is the result of changed sentence structure 
from Old Iranian SVO into Modern Iranian SOV. 
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TEASING APART TELICITY AND GRAMMATICAL ASPECT 
 

BERIT GEHRKE 
University of Utrecht, Utrecht 

 
In accordance with a number of researchers in the field (e.g. Smith (1991/97), Verkuyl (2003)), I will 
assume that aspectual-temporal information obtained at lower levels is not obscured by other such 
information obtained at higher levels. Rather, a compositional approach to aspectuality at higher lev-
els is pursued as the meaning gets more complex with different possible meaning effects due to dif-
ferent layers of meaning that in a way get ‘piled on top of each other’. Although it is widely ac-
knowledged that Aspect and telicity are two different notions (e.g. Glasbey (1998), Borik (2002)), 
there have been some suggestions for defining Aspect in terms of telicity (e.g. Verkuyl (1972)). This 
strategy is especially prominent for Slavic (e.g. Filip (1993/99) or van Hout (2003)) due to a dynamic 
interaction of both categories. Nevertheless, it is crucial for a compositional approach to define 
Slavic Aspects in a way that is not influenced by certain telicity effects, which is a problem for many 
theories on this topic (e.g. Filip (1993/99) or Borik (2002)).  

By taking telicity as a strictly semantic notion, be it in terms of quantizedness (Filip) or subin-
terval property (Borik), eventualities described by verbs, predicates, and even complex sentences are 
classified as telic or atelic at one point or another. In this way, telicity turns out to be equivalent to 
the notion of ‘boundedness’ that can be applied to various language levels as well. Both concepts are 
too vague and not very useful in a compositional approach to aspectuality in general. I will assume 
instead that (a)telicity is a structural property and an instance of inner aspectuality and thus a prop-
erty of VPs, only.1 The particular telicity property of a predicate remains stable throughout the deri-
vation and the eventuality type can be unbounded and bounded at higher levels by different means, 
belonging to the realm of outer aspectuality, which also includes grammatical Aspects. 

There is evidence for a structural as well as semantic asymmetry in the pattern of Slavic pre-
fixes. Di Sciullo & Slabakova (forthcoming) address this problem and state that only internal prefixes 
may change the telicity of the event denoted by the verbal projection they are part of. For Bulgarian 
they claim that internal aspectual features are part of the v projection whereas external aspectual fea-
tures are part of the Tense projection. This is supported by certain properties of Bulgarian prefixes:  

1. An external prefix must precede an internal one, whereas the reverse order is ungrammati-
cal. 

2. External prefixes do not alter the “Aktionsart” of the verb, while internal prefixes do so, 
since they signal telicity. 

3. When more than one prefix occurs on a given stem, it is only one of them that supplies the 
endpoint of the event, the others offer additional meanings similar to adverbial modifica-
tion. 

 
A similar distinction between two groups of Slavic prefixes (lexical vs. superlexical) is also found in 
Svenonius (forthcoming) and Romanova (forthcoming) for Russian, and Milićević (2003) for Serbo-
Croatian. The conclusion of these three authors is different from the one drawn in this paper, though. 
I will claim that in Slavic languages, internal prefixes that apply to verbs (i.e. lexical items) and par-
ticipate in their argument structure grammaticalize telicity rather than Aspect, whereas only external 
prefixes belong to the realm of outer aspectuality, applying higher in the tree to (telic or atelic) predi-
cates (VPs) without changing the telicity property of the predicate they apply to. 

First, I will show that the three properties mentioned above also hold for Russian and Czech 
prefixes. This can be illustrated by means of the highly productive external prefix po- supplying the 
meaning ‘a bit’ and attaching to atelic or telic predicates without changing their telicity value. In 
Russian, the external prefix po- marks Perfectivity on atelic VPs or otherwise temporally unbounded 
eventuality descriptions (delimitative Aktionsart). It gets a temporal interpretation only (‘for a 
while’): 

 

                                                 
1 At this point, I can only give an informal definition for telic predicate types as denoting some point of change. 
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 (1) On po-sidel. – ‘He sat / was sitting (for a while).’  
   On po-ležal. – ‘He lay / was lying (for a while).’ (Russian) 
 
A piece of supporting evidence for the claim that the VP remains atelic can be seen in the interaction 
with temporal adverbials, since such Perfective verbs are only compatible with durational adverbials 
but not with frame adverbials (2), whereas it is the other way round with verbs containing internal 
prefixes marking telicity (3):  
 
 (2)  On           popisal               dva časa /   *za dva časa. (Russian) 
   he-NOM PO-write-PAST two hours     in two hours 
    ‘He was writing for two hours / *in two hours.’ 
 (3)  On           napisal              pis’mo *dva časa /   za dva časa. (Russian) 
   he-NOM PF-write-PAST letter      two hours   in two hours 
    ‘He wrote a / the (whole) letter for two hours / in two hours.’ 
 
The claim that such external prefixes attach at a higher level to the whole VP without changing its 
telicity value is further supported by the fact that they cannot occur as infinitival subjects. In the dic-
tionaries, one does not find independent lexical entries of these verbs and infinitives are always de-
pendent on some other verbal form, e.g. Nado pogovorit’ s nim. – ‘It is necessary to (have a) talk 
with him.’ Russian po- thus functions as a temporal delimiter, comparable to for-adverbials, and pro-
vides the interpretation of temporal boundedness at sentence and discourse level. The verb becomes 
Perfective but the VP itself stays atelic, since there is no additional change in argument structure and 
no telicity effect.  

  In Czech, on the other hand, the external prefix po- hardly ever conveys a temporal but rather a 
spatial interpretation (cf. Filip (forthcoming)). In most cases, it is combined with Perfective telic 
verbs and functions like a weak quantifier, e.g.: 
 
 (4)  Pak   holička                 po-odstoupila [...] (Kundera, Žert) (Czech) 
   then  hairdresser-NOM PO-PF-from-step-PAST 
   ‘Then the hairdresser stepped aside a little.’ 
 
This spatial meaning cannot be rendered by the Russian cognate but an additional lexical item čut’ – 
‘a bit’ is used instead: 
 
 (5)  Potom parikmaxerša       otošla                     čut’ [...] (Russian) 
   then    hairdresser-NOM PF-from-go-PAST bit 
 
In general, Russian external prefixes mark temporal boundaries, only, whereas in Czech, these 
boundaries primarily get a spatial interpretation. Russian and Czech and presumably other Slavic 
languages differ primarily with respect to the usage of external prefixes. The usage of internal 
prefixes and thus the marking of telicity on the verb is more or less identical in both languages. I will 
take this as supporting the claim about the asymmetry of Slavic prefixes.2  
 In addition to marking telicity on a simple verb, most Slavic internal (or lexical) prefixes derive 
new lexical items, often accompanied by a change in argument structure. From these new lexical 
items Slavic languages regularly derive secondary Imperfectives by means of suffixes, mainly, which 
never change the argument structure or the lexical meaning of the base verb but only its Aspect. 
Hence, secondary Imperfectives should be considered telic as well, since they contain internal pre-
fixes. They still imply a natural point of change, the existence of which is stripped off by the suffix.3 

                                                 
2 As to Di Sciullo & Slabakova’s first point, the Russian po-vy-daval ‘gave out for a while’ and the Czech po-
od-stoupil ‘stepped aside a bit’ are used instead of the ungrammatical *vy-po-daval and *od-po-stoupil. 
 
3 A similar effect of the combination of telicity and Imperfectivity arises when the English Progressive is com-
bined with a telic VP (cf. Moens & Steedman (1988)) . Its semantic effect is not exactly the same, though, be-
cause English has an overt marking of Imperfectivity but neither of telicity nor Perfectivity. 
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In this case the suffix explicitly marks that the natural point of change of the eventuality type de-
scribed by the prefixed verb has not been reached in the actual case.4  
 Finally, it has been noted that the quantizedness property of the internal argument (in the sense 
of Krifka (1992)) is not in all cases decisive for the predicate being telic. Ramchand (forthcoming), 
for example, convincingly argues that this is only the case with one class of verbs, namely verbs of 
creation and consumption which combine with incremental theme arguments (undergoers). Such ob-
servations, which stand in sharp contrasts to theories simply deducing the telicity value of a predicate 
from the properties of the internal argument (e.g. Verkuyl), seem to be reflected in the morphological 
processes found with Slavic verbs and the forming of aspectual pairs: Typically we find aspectual 
pairs with so-called empty prefixes precisely where the quantizedness properties of the internal ar-
gument is decisive for the telicity value of the VP. The whole VP is either telic when combined with 
a quantized incremental theme argument or atelic in combination with a cumulative incremental 
theme argument, resulting in a homomorphic mapping from the domain of objects to the domain of 
events (cf. Krifka (1992)). This is in accordance with Filip (1993/99) for Czech and Di Sciullo & 
Slabakova (forthcoming) for Bulgarian. Telic verbs, on the other hand, i.e. those with internal pre-
fixes, form aspectual pairs with secondary Imperfectives. Finally, atelic verbs stay imperfectiva tan-
tum but can be perfectivized by external prefixes deriving what is traditionally known as Perfective 
Aktionsart verbs. Hence, Slavic verbs can be divided into strictly atelic verbs, strictly telic verbs and 
verbs that can give rise to either a telic or an atelic interpretation.  
 The observations made so far have impact on the question of markedness of Aspect. Tradition-
ally, it is claimed that the Slavic Imperfective Aspect is (semantically) unmarked with respect to the 
Perfective Aspect and that both constitute a privative or even subordinative opposition (see also 
Borik (2002), Klimonow (2000)). It has also been noted that this is not always in accordance with the 
morphological marking so that in some cases the morphological marking is claimed to be contra-
iconic (e.g. Klimonow). Bohnemeyer & Swift (forthcoming) address the issue of Aspect and mark-
edness from a quite different angle than what is usually done in the Slavistic tradition. They define 
grammatical Aspect as viewpoint aspect and constitute a telicity bias in viewpoint selection with 
some languages, where there are marked Imperfective Aspect and unmarked Perfective Aspect for 
telic predicates but just the opposite distribution for atelic predicates (e.g. Russian, Yukatek Maya). 
Such a telicity bias is also found in Early Child Language: In English, for example, there is a prefer-
ence for  using the ing-form with atelic predicates, and the ed-form with telic ones. This bias is di-
rectly reflected in Russian Aspect marking which depends on the telicity of the predicate.5  
 To account for the morphological differences between Imperfective simple verbs and secon-
dary Imperfectives and with the distinction between telicity and Aspect worked out so far, I conclude 
that the Imperfective Aspect is not unmarked per se, but that there are different levels of morphologi-
cal markedness, resulting in different kinds of semantic markedness.6 In particular, there is a priva-
tive opposition of unmarked atelicity vs. marked telicity interacting with the equipollent opposition 
Imperfectivity vs. Perfectivity.7  

                                                 
4 This can give rise to different interpretations, e.g. a process meaning: it has not been reached yet, or any 
meaning of repetition: the whole macro-event (process of the macro-event) has not come to an end, but its mi-
cro-events might have reached their particular points of change. 
 
5 Slavic atelic predicates are unmarked for Imperfectivity and marked for Perfectivity by prefixes on the verb, 
whereas telic ones are unmarked for Perfectivity and marked for Imperfectivity (so-called secondary Imperfec-
tives) by verbal suffixes (productive), less often vowel alternation (not productive). 
 
6 Empirical research (Gehrke (2002)) shows that this is reflected in the usage of Czech and Russian aspectual 
affixes. It also shows that grammatical aspect cannot be relegated to one particular level, but fulfils different 
functions at different levels. In Russian, temporal boundedness at sentence level can be marked by perfectiviz-
ing prefixes on atelic predicates, whereas temporal unboundedness at discourse level (habituality) is marked by 
imperfectivizing suffixes. In Czech, on the other hand, Aspect does not operate on these higher levels in such a 
way and temporal (un)boundedness is generally marked by other lexical means or contextually induced. 
 
7 Each affix has some specific meaning effect, which is not necessarily grammatical aspect alone. If there were 
only one imperfective and one perfective meaning each and every affix were used solely to express just one out 
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of these two meanings, one would not expect to find verbs with more than one affix at a time (as in some of the 
given examples). Thus, at least some of them clearly must have a different purpose if they can co-occur.  
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COMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL IN ADYGHE 
 

DMITRY GERASIMOV 
Institute for Linguistic Research, St. Petersburg 

 
Adyghe (Circassian, Northwest Caucasian) possesses a rich system of non-finite verbal forms used to 
code sentential complements. Traditional grammar divides this set of forms into a number of catego-
ries under the standard labels such as “masdar”, “participle”, “converb”, etc. It can easily be shown 
however, that morphologically all these non-finite forms fit into a single paradigm, being able to at-
tach both Case and TAM-markers at the same time. Thus, the segment -new, traditionally referred to 
as “supine ending” is clearly analyzable as a combination of the Future Tense marker -n- and the Ad-
verbial Case marker -ew. No special transcategorial morphemes are used to indicate the non-finite 
status of complement verbs, save for the zere- prefix that marks complements of factive predicates. 
So, in general the morphological structure of the (intransitive) complement verb corresponds to the 
following scheme: (Pers) + (-zere-) + Stem + (Case) + (TAM). Contrary to [Noonan 1985]’s assump-
tion, Adyghe seems to lack the sentential-like strategy of complementation, except conditional and 
concessive forms used in “if-clause” complements. There are some peripheral cases when comple-
ment predicates do not inflect for Case (in Adyghe only nouns with defined reference take overt Case 
markers, the same mutatis mutandis applies to sentential complements), and so their finite/non-finite 
status is somewhat problematic. Such cases will be treated in more detail at the presentation. 
 The co-occurrence of TAM markers with Case endings (the latter being assigned by the matrix 
predicate) is especially interesting, if we take into account that basic inflectional categories in Ady-
ghe, such as Case and TAM, are oriented to sentential functions (such as argument and predicate) 
rather than to parts of speech (such as noun and verb). Thus, a TAM marker can be easily attached to 
a NP used in the predicate position. 
  With respect to co-reference relations, Adyghe shows a great variability: both Subject and Ob-
ject “Control” can be Forward or Backward. It is notable that one and the same predicate can partici-
pate in Forward and Backward “Control”. It is not clear what actually determines the choice between 
forward and backward strategies; since in both types of constructions there are cases when the refer-
ence of the silent participant can’t be identified unambiguously, it may depend on whether the 
speaker considers the situational semantics of the higher or the lower predication more important. 
  It is still not quite clear whether Adyghean complements are syntactically true complements 
and not complement-like adverbial clauses (hence we take the word “Control” in quotes). If they are, 
than the pattern described in the preceding passage will be of great value for the typology of control 
structures. Anyway, the syntactic relation between matrix and embedded predication and, therefore, 
the nature of the silent argument remains problematic. Further investigation concerning selectional 
restrictions, behaviour of negative markers and various modifiers is required to give a final answer to 
the question. Some evidence pro and contra will be presented in the paper. 
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CROSS-LINGUISTIC VARIATION IN OVERALL EXPRESSIVE POWER 
 

DAVID GIL 
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, 

Department of Linguistics, Leipzig 
 
While many linguists believe that semantic structures are universal, it is sometimes recognized that 
languages may differ with respect to their expressive power:  their ability to express concepts of vari-
ous kinds. Nevertheless, the study of cross-linguistic variation in expressive power is often predi-
cated on the assumption that such differences “make up for each other”, and that if one language 
happens to be of lesser expressive power than another with respect to one semantic domain, it will be 
of greater expressive power with respect to some other semantic domain. In other words, it is gener-
ally assumed that if, somehow, for each language, one could calculate the total expressive power 
across all semantic domains, all languages would come out to be roughly the same. 
  This paper argues that the assumption of equal overall expressive power is false. Instead, it is 
claimed that languages may and actually do differ significantly with respect to their total expressive 
power. Two lines of argumentation are presented: a principled argument suggesting that languages 
may and in fact must differ with respect to overall expressive power, and an empirical argument 
showing that languages actually do so differ.  
  On a theoretical level, it is actually very hard to envisage the kind of regulatory mechanism 
that would be necessary in order to ensure equal overall expressive power. Whatever the differences 
between them, most or all theories of language or of grammar are endowed with an architecture that 
is essentially modular, distinguishing between different grammatical and semantic domains that are 
subject to different kinds of rules and principles. To cite just one obvious example, it is hard to imag-
ine a theory that did not distinguish between two phenomenological domains corresponding to what 
is commonly referred to as “argument structure” and “tense/aspect”. (Note: the assumption of modu-
larity does not preclude that such modules may interact, such as, for example, when verbal aspect 
affects the choice of an accusative or absolutive case-marking system; what it says is simply that the 
relevant modules are themselves of very different nature.)  Now in order to maintain equal total ex-
pressive power, there would have to exist some overall regulatory mechanism that would be able to 
interact with just about every nook and cranny of the grammar, adding up the expressive power of 
each module, in order to ensure that the sum total reaches the pre-ordained universal target value. 
Such a mechanism is, to say the least, highly implausible. And it gets worse. What happens if a lan-
guage develops a new semantic distinction in some particular domain, say an elaboration of the 
tense/aspect system?  In order to maintain equal overall expressive power, the regulatory mechanism 
would have to compensate for this new distinction by reducing expressive power in some other mod-
ule of grammar, perhaps by getting rid of some spatial distinctions expressible by means of case 
markings. But language simply does not work in this super-holistic way. Thus, it is hard to imagine 
the existence of a regulatory mechanism of the kind required by the assumption of equal overall ex-
pressive power. Moreover, in the absence of such a mechanism, it is extremely unlikely that the over-
all expressive power of all languages would, by sheer accident, end up roughly the same. Rather, it is 
a statistical near-certainty that the diverse diachronic processes governing the ways languages change 
over time would yield cross-linguistic variation in overall expressive power. Indeed, one would ex-
pect such variation to be of the kind characterizable by a bell-shaped curve, with a large number of 
languages with more or less average overall expressive power, sandwiched between a smaller number 
of outlying languages with significantly greater than average, or lesser than average, overall expres-
sive power. 
 Empirical support for cross-linguistic variation in overall expressive power may be obtained 
from various psycholinguistic experiments designed to measure the expressive power of different 
languages. This work is still in preliminary stages, and therefore conclusive results are not yet avail-
able. However, interim results provide prima facie support for the existence of significant variation in 
overall expressive power. One experiment measures a global parameter which might be referred to as 
the specificity of a language. The experiment consists of two stages. At Stage 1, subjects are pre-
sented with pictures of various events, and are asked to construct a one-sentence description of each 
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picture. At Stage 2, a different set of subjects are presented with the one-sentence descriptions ob-
tained before, and, for each such sentence, with a set of 20 pictures:  one of these pictures is the 
original picture for which the description was provided, while the remaining 19 pictures each differ 
from the original picture with respect to exactly one semantic feature, chosen from a set that includes 
number, gender, spatial orientation, colour, shape, thematic role, aspect, and many others. For each 
sentence, subjects are asked to identify which of the 20 pictures are appropriately described by the 
given sentence. This number provides a measure of the overall specificity of the language:  the fewer 
pictures that are chosen, the greater the overall level of specificity of the language. Work on this ex-
periment is still in progress. A second experiment, similar in goal but of a more restricted nature, per-
tains specifically to thematic roles, measuring the specificity of languages in this particular domain. 
Preliminary results now becoming available for English, Hebrew, and several languages spoken in 
Indonesia suggest that with respect to thematic roles, English and Hebrew are characterized by a 
greater degree of specificity than their counterparts in Indonesia. Differences with respect to specific-
ity thus constitute one of the ways in which languages may differ with respect to expressive power. 
Work in progress within this experimental paradigm is leading towards the conclusion that languages 
may indeed differ with respect to their overall expressive power. 
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ON ARGUMENT STRUCTURE IN TATAR AND FINNISH CONVERB CLAUSES 
 

TEIJA GREED 
Summer Institute for Linguistics (SIL) 

 
The present paper deals with the argument structure of Tatar and Finnish converb clauses from a typo-
logical perspective. These two languages have been chosen due to the many structural and typological 
similarities that appear to exist between them. The purpose of the research is twofold: firstly to find 
out how the argument structure – in our case the subject and object – in Tatar and Finnish converb 
clauses compares with that of the basic finite clause/sentence; and secondly to compare and contrast 
the arguments in Tatar and Finnish converb clauses. 
   Tatar and Finnish belong to different language families – Tatar to the Altaic, and Finnish to the 
Uralic language family. However, typologically there are many similarities between them. Morpho-
logically they are both agglutinative, and strongly suffixing languages, and in genitive constructions 
both can mark the head as well as the dependent. Syntactically both are pro-drop languages, and both 
use non-finite verb forms, such as converbs and participles, extensively. 
   This paper focuses on the converb, that is, a non-finite verb form that functions as a free adver-
bial modifying the finite verb or the entire main clause. An example from Finnish is given in (1), and a 
Tatar example in (2). 
  
 (1)   Kaatu-essa-an                                  Maija  satutt-i            jalka-nsa. 
            fall.over-CONV(2INF.INE)-POSS.3s   Maija  hurt-PST.3s   leg-ACC+POSS 
             ‘When falling over, Maija hurt her leg.’ 
 (2)  Janggyr bet-kach,         bala  uram-ga       chyq-ty. 
            rain       finish-CONV    child  street-DAT   go.out-PST.3s 
             ‘After it had stopped raining, the child went out.’ 
 
In (1) the converb, kaatuessaan, modifies the finite verb satutti. In (2) the converb betkach (with its 
argument) modifies the main clause. In Tatar and Finnish, converbs are typically used in syntactically 
subordinate clauses. 
   Converb clauses in both Tatar and Finnish can frequently take subjects and objects. Special at-
tention is given to describing the possibilities and limitations for converb clause arguments. For exam-
ple, in Finnish, different rules apply to different types of converbs, whereas in Tatar there are fewer 
restrictions. 
   In both Tatar and Finnish, the object in converb clauses retains the form it would have had in 
the equivalent basic finite clause. An object which is in a main clause occurring with a converb clause 
sometimes undergoes changes, depending on whether it is co-referent with the subject or the object of 
the converb clause. The purpose of these changes is to make the reference explicitly clear. 
   While the changes affecting the object are relatively constrained, the subject in both languages 
experiences greater changes when it occurs in a converb clause. In many cases the way the subject is 
marked in converb clauses is different from the way it is marked in finite clauses. These differences 
depend on many factors, one of the most important being whether the subjects of the converb clause 
and main clause are co-referential. The general principle is towards economy: if the subjects are co-
referential, the subject is made explicit with a noun phrase only in one of the clauses. This is particu-
larly prevalent in Tatar.  
   The subject of the converb clause can be non-co-referential with the subject of the main clause 
in both Tatar and Finnish. However, Tatar is far freer: almost all the converbs are able to take non-co-
referential subjects. Finnish is more restricted: some converbs do not allow for non-co-referential sub-
jects at all, while certain others allow them only very rarely. 
   The subject of converbs takes various forms: an independent noun phrase, a possessive suffix, 
agreement marking on the main verb, or zero. The principles determining what form a subject will 
take are different in Tatar and Finnish. In discourse Tatar, unlike Finnish, also allows the subject to be 
fully implicit in both the converb clause and the main clause, if the subject is evident from the preced-
ing context. 
   The argument structure in Tatar and Finnish converb constructions has key similarities, largely 
in the broad spectrum, but numerous differences, mainly in the details. 
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ON MISMATCHES BETWEEN SYNTAX AND MORPHOLOGY IN GEORGIAN 
 

OLYA GUREVICH 
University of California, Berkeley 

 
Georgian presents a clear case of mismatch between syntactic argument structure and morphological 
agreement. The mismatches include the relation between pronominal agreement and case marking, 
number agreement, and the number of slots in the syntactic and morphological frames. These mis-
matches are typologically unusual yet very systematic in the language. They tend to weaken the 
status of grammatical relations, to the point where some scholars have proposed that the notions of 
subject and object are not relevant for Georgian at all. In this paper, I will explore the mismatches 
between morphosyntactic agreement and grammatical relations in Georgian. I will argue that mor-
phosyntactic agreement and grammatical relations, while representing orthogonal sets of distinctions, 
must nevertheless be represented within the same frameworks in order to account for language acqui-
sition and use. I will propose such a representation within the framework of Construction Grammar 
[Kay and Fillmore 1999, Goldberg 1995]. 
 The biggest issue is that grammatical relations are expressed differently by case marking and 
pronominal agreement. The Georgian verbs are traditionally divided into four conjugation types 
based on semantic and syntactic criteria, as follows [Aronson 1990, Holisky 1981]. 
• Conjugation I – Transitive Verbs 
• Conjugation II – Intransitive verbs derived from Conj I verbs 
• Conjugation III – Intransitive active verbs (medial verbs) 
• Conjugation IV – Indirect verbs 
 

Each verb can be conjugated in several tenses, or screeves. The screeves can be grouped into 
three Series based on commonalities in case marking, agreement, and morphological formation pat-
terns. There are three possible case marking patterns, as in  0.  
 

(0) Case-marking patterns 
 

Pattern Subject Direct Object Indirect Object 
A NOM DAT DAT 
B ERG NOM DAT 
C DAT NOM postposition phrase 

 
Pattern C has also been called the Inverted pattern. Tuite [1994] has argued that the DAT argument in 
the Inverted pattern is still the syntactic subject. 

The verbs of four conjugation types choose the following patterns in the three Series: 
 

(1) Case-marking patterns by conjugation type and Series 
 

 Conjugation I Conjugation II Conjugation III Conjugation IV 
Series I A A A C 
Series II B A B C 
Series III C A C C 

 
 The most obvious issue with these patterns is that the subject and object are not represented 
consistently by the same case, and even different verb types can have different subject and object 
case marking. 
 Pronominal agreement on the verbs follows somewhat different principles. The verb marks 
agreement with the subject, object, and sometimes the indirect object. Subject and object agreement 
is expressed by a combination of prefixal and suffixal markers. Traditionally, two sets of agreement 
markers have been identified. The alternation indicated below is conditioned by phonology, screeve, 
and verb type. 
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v-Set: 

 Singular Plural 
1 v- v-             -t 
2 - -               -t 
3        -s/-a/-o       -an/en/es/nen  

    m-Set: 
 Singular Plural 
1 m- gv-              
2 g- g-                -t 
3 -/h/s -/h/s            -t  

 
Both sets can mark subject or object agreement in different circumstances. Indirect object 

agreement can be (optionally) marked by a pre-stem vowel, or not marked at all. The choice of 
agreement by Series and Screeves is as follows: 

 
 (3) Pronominal agreement patterns by conjugation type and Series 

 
 Conjugation I Conjugation II Conjugation III Conjugation IV 

Argument S O IO S O IO S O IO S O IO 
Series I v m yes v m no v m yes m v no 
Series II v m yes v m no v m yes m v no 
Series III m v no v m no m v no m v no 

 
 The first mismatch which can be seen by comparing tables  0 and  0 is that the choice of pro-
nominal agreement set is not always correlated with the case of the nominal argument. Set v markers 
correspond to NOM in Series I but to ERG in Series II. Set m markers correspond to DAT in Series I 
but to NOM in Series II. The situation is even more complex in Series III. While in Series I and II, 
the marker sets were consistently associated with subject and object, in Series III this relationship is 
flipped for several verb types: Set v markers correspond to subjects in Series I and II but to objects in 
Series III; and Set m markers correspond to objects in Series I and II but to subjects in Series III. This 
seems inconsistent: in Series I and II, there was not firm association between agreement marker set 
and nominal case, but in Series III the agreement markers invert when the cases do. 
 Another mismatch concerns the indirect object agreement. In the syntactic argument structure, 
the IO is not a core argument only in cases where case-marking pattern C is followed. In the mor-
phology, IO agreement is impossible whenever the case-marking pattern is C, but also in other situa-
tions (marked by ‘no’ in the preceding table). 
 The next mismatch concerns the number of slots in agreement paradigms. Nouns always in-
flect for case and number, but plural agreement on the verbs is more complex. A non-inverted 
agreement paradigm (in Series I) is in  0 
 
 (4)  Non-inverted agreement paradigm, Series I 
 

OBJECT  
SUBJ 1SG 1PL 2SG 2PL 3 
1SG -- -- g______ g______t v______ 
1PL -- -- g______t g______t v______t 
2SG m______ gv______ -- -- ______ 
2PL m______t gv______t -- -- ______t 
3SG m______s gv______s g______s g______t ______s 
3PL m______en gv______en g______en g______en ______en 

 
Note that there is no explicit agreement with 3Pl objects. By contrast, an inverted paradigm is pre-
sented in  0. 
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(5) Inverted agreement paradigm: 
 

SUBJECT  
OBJ 1SG 1PL 2SG 2PL 3SG 3PL 
1SG -- -- g______ g______t v______ 
1PL -- -- g______t g______t v______t 
2SG m______ gv______ -- -- ______ 
2PL m______t gv______t -- -- ______t 

3 m______ gv______ g______ g______t ______ ______t 
 
The inverted paradigm looks almost identical to the non-inverted paradigm with subject and object 
reversed, except that it contains fewer cells: the inverted paradigm distinguishes plural subjects only 
when the object is 3rd person. There is no parallel to this difference in inverted vs. non-inverted syn-
tactic patterns. 
 Thus is seems that there are two types of parameters through which a sentence can express 
event participants. One is through case marking on the nominal arguments, which is sensitive to verb 
type and screeve. Another is through verbal agreement, which is also sensitive to verb type and 
screeve, but subdivides the space of possibilities in a different way.  
 One prominent generalization is that the verbal agreement markers preserve a permanent asso-
ciation with person/number qualities, in particular for 1st and 2nd person arguments. Thus, the marker 
m- always corresponds to a 1Sg argument, be it subject or object, and the marker gv- always corre-
sponds to a 1Pl argument. 
 Traditionally, the case marking patterns in  0 are said to apply to arguments in all per-
son/number combinations. However, 1st and 2nd person pronouns in Georgian do not inflect for case. 
Thus, case marking for those types of arguments is not helpful for deciphering subject / object rela-
tions, although verbal agreement is. So, in a sense, verbal agreement identifies conversation partici-
pants while nominal case marking identifies formal grammatical relations. 
 In summary, the Georgian verbal morphology and syntactic argument structure are mis-
matched in important and regular ways. This has led some analysts to propose separate levels of syn-
tactic and morphological structure [e.g. Anderson 1992]. The morphosyntactic properties are passed 
down from syntax to morphology, and in morphology they undergo a series of fusion and fission 
rules in order to match the available agreement markers. Thus, there is an abstract level between syn-
tax and morphology where the mismatches can be fixed. 
 However, even if argument structure and verbal agreement exist on separate levels, they still 
have to interact and be acquired by language learners. Recent studies in language acquisition have 
emphasized that learning proceeds as an item-based, very concrete process where learners extract 
generalizations based on specific words they know, and not on abstract level ordering [Tomasello 
2003]. How can we represent the mismatched syntactic and morphological patterns in a way com-
patible with language acquisition? 
 I propose a representation within the framework of Construction Grammar [Kay and Fillmore 
1999, Goldberg 1995] which argues for the existence of constructions as grammatical primitives. A 
construction is essentially a form-meaning pairing with constraints on both form and meaning. As-
pects of meaning can be contributed by the construction as a whole, not just by its participants. Con-
structions can be very specific, single-word (lexical), or very general, e.g. argument-structure con-
structions. Thus constraints can be represented at a multitude of levels so there is no single mono-
lithic syntactic level distinct from a monolithic morphological level. A given utterance, or construct, 
can instantiate several different constructions at the same time; lexicalist-style unification is used to 
make sure that the properties of the different instantiated constructions are not in conflict. That is, a 
given construct can exhibit more than one mismatched pattern at the same time, but no abstract layers 
are required to fix the mismatch. 
 For Georgian, constructions can represent generalizations both about verbal agreement and 
about valence and nominal case marking. Verbal agreement is represented as word-level construc-
tions specific to Series and conjugation types. Case assignment, on the other hand, is represented as 
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phrase-level constructions specific to Series and conjugation types. A given phrase (or construct) uni-
fies the agreement properties expressed by the verb with those dictated by the phrase, without requir-
ing them to be identical. 
 A constructional approach to verbal agreement and phrase structure allows us to represent the 
mismatched patterns in a unified way. It treats possible mismatches as normal rather than excep-
tional, thus allowing an account of the regularity and stability of the Georgian system. 
 A detailed examination of grammatical relation marking in Georgian will be very useful for 
crosslinguistic comparisons within the Caucasus and with neighboring areas. A Construction Gram-
mar approach allows the patterns to be represented in a clear and consistent fashion, making such 
comparisons easier. 
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GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS IN KURDIC LANGUAGES: 
A DIACHRONIC PERSPECTIVE 

 
GEOFFREY HAIG 

Seminar für Allgemeine und Vergleichende Sprachwisenschaft, Universität Kiel 
 
It is widely assumed that ergativity in Iranian developed from a passive construction (e.g. Bynon 
1979, 1980, Estival & Myhill 1988, Campbell & Harris 1995:243–244). On this view, the emergence 
of ergativity must have involved, among other things, a transfer of subject properties from the gram-
matical subject of the erstwhile passive construction to the Agent-phrase, which ultimately became 
the subject of the ergative construction. These changes are generally considered to have occurred 
somewhere between the Old and Middle Iranian periods. 
  While modern Kurmanjî Kurdish appears to offer a straightforward case of ergative alignment 
(cf. Haig 1998), data from lesser-known Kurdish dialects and closely related West Iranian languages 
(Gurani, Awroman, Mukri), suggest that the development of ergativity may in fact have had little to 
do with the widely-held ‘transfer of subject properties’ account. In Bahdinanî Kurdish (North Iraq), 
for example, both ‘passive’ and ‘active ergative’ functions of the same set of verb forms coexist, yet 
there is no evidence of an intermediate stage involving agented passives. In Gurani and Mukri, a 
broad spectrum of constructions with non-canonical subjects combining with intransitive verbs is 
attested, with no clear demarcation distinguishing them from the ergative construction. Crucially, it 
can be demonstrated that such non-canonical subjects already possess subject properties.  
  An alternative view of the emergence of ergativity would be to interpret it as the extension of 
an existent construction, thereby rendering an account in terms of a transfer of subject properties 
within the ergative construction superfluous. It will be argued that this mechanism also offers a more 
plausible explanation for the evolution of ergativity in the Iranian languages generally, a suggestion 
that follows the spirit, if not the letter, of Benveniste (1952). Finally, it is consonant with more recent 
accounts of the changes in Germanic from oblique to nominative subjects of Experiencer verbs 
(Eythórsson & Barddal 2003), where Cole et al’s (1980) approach in terms of a transfer of subject 
properties is called into question. 
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SYNTACTIC AND DISCOURSIVE CONSTRAINTS OF SOME JAPANESE ADJECTIVES 
IN RELATION TO THEIR CONCEPTUAL DOMAINS 
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It has been recognized that adjectives in Japanese are unstable compared to other grammatical cate-
gories of the Japanese language. Some grammarians say that it is because they have not achieved a 
full development in the history of the language. This is the problem I have kept in mind for a long 
time: why adjectives have been left behind when other grammatical elements have reached the final 
stage of ‘development’ of the language. 
  With this in mind, I made an investigation of a Japanese adjective ‘itai’ (meaning ‘painful’) 
and have found that the conceptual distance correlates with the grammatical complexity (Hori 2004). 
That is, when the pain belongs to the speaker-self, the expression is the shortest, but when it belongs 
to another person, the expression becomes longer. This phenomenon well accords with the examples 
given by Croft (2001: 360). According to him, in some languages linguistic distance correlates with 
conceptual distance, the former being measured by the grammatical complexity and the latter by the 
actual relations of the person and the thing. 
  Based on my study of ‘itai’, I plan to continue investigating some other adjectives. The prob-
lems to be questioned will be: (1) what syntactic constrains exist for each adjective; (2) what concep-
tual distance from the speaker is implied in each adjective; (3) what is the possible concept underly-
ing each adjective and how it affects the syntactic and discoursive constraints. 
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THE CASE OF OBJECTS IN FINNO-UGRIC 
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In this paper, I examine nonfinite and “defective” finite modal constructions which contain a direct 
object whose case is nominative instead of the canonical accusative within the Finno-Ugric language 
family. I concentrate on the following languages: Finnish (Fi), Estonian (Est), Hungarian (H), Mari 
(Mar), and Moksha Mordvin (Md). The nonfinite constructions include infinitival sentences contain-
ing an invariant modal predicate and an infinitive whose direct object is nominative, illustrated in (1-
3)1.  
 
 (1)  Sinu-n    täyty-y     osta-a    uusi          talo.                 (Fi) 
         you-gen must-3sg  buy-inf  new-nom  house-nom 
         ‘You have to buy a new house.’ 
 (2)  See  raamat        tuleb  teil         läbi         lugeda.2.        (Est) 
         this  book-nom  must  you-dat   through  read-inf 
           ‘You have to read through this book.’ 
 (3)  Kuγura·k  iza·žƏn        sömari·            šta·š        kƏle·š.        (Mar) 
         big           brother-dat  wedding-nom  hold-inf  must-3sg 
           ‘The elder brother has to arrange a wedding.’ 
 
The sentences in (4-5) demonstrate the canonical situation, i.e., when the direct object is accusative3. 
 
 (4)   Minä   halua-n     luke-a      tämän/*tämä    kirjan/*kirja.    (Fi) 
        I-nom  want-1sg  read-inf   this-acc/*nom  book-acc/*nom 
         ‘I want to read this book.’ 
 (5)  Õpilane          võttis  raamat-u   ja    luges.           (Est) 
          student-nom   took   book-acc  and  read 
           ‘The student took the book and read.’ 
 
   Older stages and some current dialects of Hungarian demonstrate objects unmarked by any suf-
fix, therefore can equally be called nominative objects.  Such objects occur predominantly in nonfi-
nite environments as well: as complements of infinitives (6–7), as complements of verbal participles 
(gerunds) (8), and also as complements of adjectival participles (9–10). 
  

(6)  Egy  kevet-et       Duna              lát-ni     bocsátának.      (H) 
          an     ambassador  Danube-nom see-inf  sent3sg 

‘They sent an ambassador to see the Danube.’ (Klemm 1922: 157; Pann. Megv. 30) 
 (7)  Jőjetek            el …  halott         lát-ni.          (H) 
          come-imp2pl VM    dead-nom  see-inf 
          ‘Come to see the dead’ (Klemm 1922: 157; Arany: A varró leányok) 
                                                 
1 It is interesting to note that the same construction is observed in Old Russian (OR), illustrated in (i).  This 
phenomenon in OR is claimed to be the result of geographic promixity and linguistic contact with Finnic lan-
guages.  
(i) Ino  dostoit’’  mužu      žena            svoja        nakazyvati. (OR) 
      for   fit-3sg     man-dat  wife-nomF his-nomF  punish-inf   
         ‘For it is fitting for a man to punish his wife.’   
 
2 The object is nominative in Estonian only if the infinitive of the modal construction is a da-infinitive, such as 
the one in the example in (2): lugeda 'to read'.  This restriction does not exist in Finnish. 
 
3 The same situation can be observed in OR, as (ii) exemplifies. 
(ii) Ol’ga        že         povelĕ    iskopati  jamu/*jama        veliku/*velika.       (OR) 
      Olga-nom EMPH ordered  dig-inf    hole-accF/*nom  large-accF/*nom 
       ‘Olga ordered to dig a hole.’ 
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 (8)  ayto         be    rekeztuen               (H) 
          door-nom VM having-closed 
           ‘having closed the door’  (Klemm 1922: 157; HorvC. 93) 
 (9)a. fa                vágó                                                                  (H) 
            wood-nom cutter 
             ‘wood cutter’ (Klemm 1922: 158)  
       b.  pu      rošê                                                                           (Mar) 
            wood cutter 
             ‘wood cutter’ (Klemm 1922: 158; FgrF. XVI, 195) 
 (10)a. egymás              szeretők               (H) 
            each-other-nom lovers 
             ‘those who love each other’ (Klemm 1922: 157; Bal. 230) 
          b. hazá-ja                    vesztett               (H) 
            homeland-Poss3sg  lost  
             ‘somebody who lost his homeland’ (Klemm 1922: 158; Hall: HHist 1, 5) 
 
The “defective” finite constructions include imperatives that take a direct object in the nominative 
case, as in (11-14). 
 
 (11) Lue                   (sinä)         tämä         kirja!               (Fi) 
           read-impv-2sg  (you-nom) this-nom  book-nom 
           ‘Read this book.’ 
 (12) Too    raamat        siia!               (Est) 
          bring  book-nom  here 
           ‘Bring the book here.’ 
 (13) Eszem  a    lelk-e!                         (H) 
          eat-1sg the soul-3PossSg 
          ‘I eat his soul.’   (Klemm 1922: 160; typical of folk language) 
 (14) Fogd             ez   a    nyulfark!              (H) 
          hold-imp2sg this the rabbit-tail 
           ‘Hold this rabbit tail.’ (Klemm 1922: 160; Arany II, 252) 
 
      Another Finno-Ugric language, namely Mordvin, also possesses nominative objects.  In this lan-
guage, indefinite direct objects are always nominative4 regardless of the type of construction in which 
they occur, as in (15).  
 
 (15) Son  šužäŕńä       poŕi.               (Md) 
          he    straw-nom  chews 
           ‘He (the mouse) is chewing a piece of straw.’ 
 
 On the basis of Finno-Ugric data such as (15), I propose that the notion of specificity is connected 
to the category of the direct object.  Another example for this claim can be found in Finnish: when 
the direct object is a personal pronoun, a referential (specific) element, as in (16), the direct object's 
case is the canonical accusative in the same nonfinite (cf. (1–3) or “defective” (cf. 6–14) environ-
ments, that otherwise require the direct object to be nominative5.  
       
 (16)a. Sinu-n     täyty-y       kutsu-a    minu-t/*minä.          (Fi) 
             you-gen  must-3sg    invite-inf   I-acc/*nom 
              ‘You have to invite me.’ 

                                                 
4 Indefinite direct objects are nominative also in Mari as well as in several Turkic languages. 
5 It is interesting to note that in OR the issue of specificity manifests itself in terms of "animacy".  Only direct 
objects of inanimate categories can be nominative; i.e., inanimate masculine and all feminine NPs (animate 
masculine NPs receive the canonical accusative case) (cf. Timberlake 1974). 
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         b. Kutsu                   minu-t/*minä!             (Fi) 
              invite-impv,2sg   I-acc/*nom 
               ‘Invite me.’ 
 
        Assuming Di Sciullo’s (2000) framework, I propose that the difference in case follows from an 
asymmetrical relation between lexical and functional features. Consequently, case checking equals 
identification of case features under local asymmetry in either the lexical or the functional domain.  
Thus, in modal infinitivals (1–3), the NP direct objects are merged with nominative case in Spec-VP, 
and thus case checking (i.e., case identification) happens in situ in the lexical domain. On the other 
hand, direct object pronouns (16) are generated in the functional projection DP in the complement 
position of V with accusative case since pronouns are not lexical categories (i.e., they are not part of 
the lexical domain, and thus necessarily behave differently from full NPs. In this theory, only lexical 
categories (N and V) are part of the lexical domain. All others, including pronouns (D), belong to the 
functional domain. Hence the difference between the case realization of NP and pronominal direct 
objects boils down to the difference in their case identification, i.e., shifting (merge) or linking 
(movement), respectively.  
         Besides the major difference in the case of direct objects in Finnish (i.e., direct objects of im-
peratives and infinitives embedded in a modal context are nominative), there are several differences 
in the case of the direct objects even within these well-defined circumstances: the direct object of 1st 
and 2nd person imperatives is marked as the nominative case (cf. (6)), whereas the direct object of 
3rd person imperatives is marked as accusative (cf. (17)). 
 
 (17)a. Luke-koon         hän            kirja-n.              (Fi) 
            read-impv,3sg   (s)he-nom  book-acc 
             ‘May he/she read the book.’ 
         b. Hän            luke-koon         kirja-n.             (Fi) 
             (s)he-nom  read-impv,3sg  book-acc 
              ‘May he/she read the book.’ 
 
        It will be shown that the difference in the feature specification of second and third person im-
peratives coincides with their pattern of subject omission6. I propose that the nominative direct object 
NP of 1st and 2nd person imperative verbs is generated in Spec-VP where it checks its nominative 
case in situ (also, there is no obligatory nominative subject present in such sentences). The optional 
occurrence of a nominative-cased subject thus does not cause a theoretical problem and it is structur-
ally accounted for (without the proliferation of functional projections, as in Mitchell 1991), i.e., it 
checks its case in Spec-AgrSP. On the other hand, the direct object of 3rd person imperatives is gen-
erated in the complement position of V with accusative case. This assumption is supported by the 
obligatory presence of a nominative subject NP in the sentence.   
       The advantage of this proposal is that it ties together two distinct properties of second and third 
person Finnish imperatives in accounting for the case difference that their direct objects display. 
When the imperative has an obligatorily overt nominative subject, it takes a direct object in the accu-
sative in the cross-linguistically canonical way. On the other hand, when the imperative’s subject 
(i.e., ImpNP) is not necessarily overt, the direct object’s case is nominative. Notice that even when 
the ImpNP is overt, it cannot occupy the regular sentence-initial subject position: it always follows 
the verb (in contrast with (10b)). The regular absence and the position of the ImpNP suggests that it 
has different properties from those of regular subjects (cf. Platzack & Rosengren 1998). Conse-
quently, its case is a weaker nominative, which allows the presence of another nominative (the direct 
object) in the same clause. Platzack & Rosengren 1998 suggests that the ImpNP can be considered to 
be caseless since imperatives lack the case-checking TP position. While this suggestion might be cor-
rect, I suggest that the nominative case of ImpNPs is checked in AgrSP (there is an AgrS projection 
since the ImpNP agrees with its subject) (cf. Iatridou 1993).   

                                                 
6 Finnish is a “mixed” pro-drop language, i.e., it allows an empty subject in first and second person, but the 
presence of the subject is obligatory in third person (cf. Vainikka & Levy 1999).  
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  The paper also shows that previous hypotheses (Timberlake 1974, the Case Tier Hypothesis 
(1985), or Mitchell 1991) cannot account for all the data, e.g., they fail to explain the possibility of 
two nominative NPs in the same clause. Furthermore, they do not provide a formal mechanism for 
the nominative object to check its [-interpretable] feature, and they do not indicate where and how 
the nominative object checks its nominative case, i.e., whether it differs from the way in which the 
nominative subject checks its case.   
  Finally, the Hungarian data will be explained by a diachronical syntactic process, namely, the 
reanalysis of certain syntactic functions. 
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TOPIC MARKING AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF NARRATIVE IN SIBE 
 

TAEHO JANG and TOM PAYNE 
University of Oregon, Department of Linguistics 

 
The Sibe language is the language spoken by those members of the Sibe nationality that live in 
northwest China. The Sibe in northwest China are the descendants of thousands of Sibe 
soldiers and their families who were assigned to Xinjiang (present day Xinjiang Uygur [Uighur] 
Autonomous Region) from northeast China in 1764. The Sibe language belongs to the Manchu-
Tungus branch of the Altaic family of languages. It has the largest number of speakers of any lan-
guage belonging to that branch. Most of the data for this paper is drawn from natural discourse, rely-
ing primarily on a corpus of folktale narratives recorded by T. Jang.  
  In this paper we show that there is a prototypical grammatical construction in Sibe that func-
tions to advance the foregrounded portion of a narrative text. This construction crucially involves the 
particle da in interesting and varied usages. The particle da occurs in four syntactic contexts in our 
corpus, but is never “obligatory” in any particular context. In other words, it is a particle that is con-
strained, but not determined, by syntactic structure. The central question that we address in this paper 
is what semantic and/or pragmatic factors influence or determine a speaker’s choice to use or omit da 
in any particular environment in which it may occur. 
  Our conclusion is that the usages of da are sensitive to a cluster of semantic and pragmatic 
properties extending from a prototype in which da marks the topic, in the sense of Li and Thompson 
(1976). The other usages can all be insightfully viewed as extensions of this basic use. In the process 
we show that Sibe is appropriately considered a topic and subject-prominent language. It is similar in 
this respect to Japanese and Korean. However, Sibe is more flexible in what may be the topic con-
stituent in topic-comment sentences. Therefore Sibe is closer to the topic-prominent end of the topic- 
/ subject-prominent continuum than either Japanese or Korean. 
  Finally, the usages of the discourse particle da are crucially involved in an indigenous notion 
of style. The frequency of da is highest in stories told by well-known and proficient storytellers. Fur-
thermore, da is virtually absent in daily conversation, and its use lends a highly valued element of 
formality, or even archaism to narrative text. This study, therefore, provides a preliminary template 
for how linguistic analysis may inform a fundamental characterization of genre, style and literary 
esthetics. 
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ON THE HIERARCHY OF STRUCTURAL CONVERGENCE  
IN THE AMDO SPRACHBUND 

 
JUHA JANHUNEN 

University of Helsinki, 
Institute for Asian and African Studies 

Department of East Asian Studies 
 
The Amdo Sprachbund, also known as the Qinghai-Gansu Sprachbund (Slater 2003), comprises ca. 
15 languages and/or principal dialects spoken in the Sino-Tibetan borderland historically known as 
the Amdo Province of Ethnic Tibet, and today divided between the Gansu and Qinghai Provinces of 
China. The languages of the Sprachbund belong to four linguistic stocks: Turkic (Sarygh Yughur, 
Salar), Mongolic (Shira Yughur, Huzhu Mongghul, Minhe Mangghuer, Qinghai Bonan, Gansu Bo-
nan, Kangjia, Santa), Sinitic (Northwest Mandarin, Hezhou, Tangwang, Gangou, Wutun), and Bodic 
(Amdo Tibetan, with variants). All of the idioms concerned have undergone interactive adaptations, 
which may be seen as manifestations of mutual “creolization”. Speaking of “creoles” in the proper 
sense of the term is nevertheless unjustified, since the distinction between the four genetic lineages 
remains synchronically unambiguous, as is evident from the genetically diagnostic sections of lin-
guistic substance (basic vocabulary, morphological elements). Outside of the Amdo Sprachbund, but 
partly within the same physical region, other languages are spoken which also represent the same 
four linguistic stocks: Turkic (Kazakh), Mongolic (Qinghai Oirat), Sinitic (Standard Mandarin), and 
Bodic (Khams Tibetan, marginally also variants of Central Tibetan).  
 The mutually conditioned structural developments observed in the languages of the Amdo 
Sprachbund may be divided into four categories: active positive (adoption of a new feature), active 
negative (loss of an original feature), passive positive (retention of an original feature), and passive 
negative (non-adoption of a new feature) (Janhunen 2001). As a result, the participants of the 
Sprachbund share a significant number of properties at all levels of linguistic structure (phonology, 
morphology, morphosyntax, syntax, discourse). Not all properties are shared by all the participants, 
however. Diachronically, it is possible to operate with three typological spheres, which variously 
cover the languages of the Sprachbund: the Altaic sphere, the Sinitic sphere, and the Bodic sphere. 
Features representing the Altaic sphere (as understood in the typological sense only) are mainly 
manifested as a general substratum, uniformly present in all the languages of the Sprachbund, while 
features representing the Sinitic and Bodic spheres are often, though not necessarily, mutually exclu-
sive. Thus, the Sinitic and Bodic languages of the Sprachbund may be said to share a basic Altaic 
typological orientation with their Turkic and Mongolic partners. The contrast between the Sinitic and 
Bodic spheres is most clearly observed in the Mongolic languages of the Sprachbund, which can 
have an exclusively Sinitic orientation (Santa), an exclusively Bodic orientation (Shira Yughur, 
Huzhu Mongghul, Qinghai Bonan), or a primary Bodic orientation upon which secondary Sinitic fea-
tures have been added (Minhe Mangghuer, Kangjia, Gansu Bonan).  
 Apart from the overall Altaic orientation of all the languages of the Amdo Sprachbund (the 
highest level of interaction), and the cumulative impact of the contrasting Sinitic and Bodic typologi-
cal spheres (the medium level of interaction), there are also more localized relationships of structural 
adaptation (the lowest level of interaction). These are manifested as an even closer convergence es-
pecially at the morphosyntactic and phonotactic levels, making the participating idioms mutually 
fully convertible both morphologically (isomorphy) and phonologically (isophony). Even in such 
cases, at least synchronically, one of the languages seems to be the dominant partner, while the 
other(s) take(s) a recessive position, as can be deduced from the generally unilateral forms of bilin-
gualism. The most obvious such case is formed by Minhe Mangghuer (dominant) and Gangou (re-
cessive) (Zhu & al. 1997), but the areal union between Santa (dominant) and Tangwang (recessive) 
may also turn out to be a relevant example. Another pair of convergent languages is formed by Qing-
hai Bonan and Wutun, though it is difficult to establish for the time being to what extent their paral-
lelism is due to their immediate mutual interaction, and to what extent it is conditioned by their inde-
pendent convergence under the impact of the local form (the Rebgong dialect) of Amdo Tibetan (the 
dominant form of speech and lingua franca in the area).  
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 Although the structural properties characteristic of the Amdo Sprachbund are present in sev-
eral languages in parallel, it is generally possible to single out for each property the specific linguistic 
stock, or stocks, from which the property ultimately derives. At the syntactic level, for instance, the 
basic word order in the Sprachbund is SVO, which is typically an Altaic (as well as, possibly, Bodic) 
feature secondarily introduced into the Sinitic (as well as, possibly, Bodic) languages of the 
Sprachbund. At the morphosyntactic level, Altaic (as well as, partly, Bodic) features include the sys-
tems of suffixally (or postclitically) marked nominal cases and verbal tense-aspect categories.  The 
use of postpositions (often with genitive rection) seems also to be a feature deriving mainly from the 
Altaic sphere of the Sprachbund. On the other hand, the loss of the category of suffixally marked per-
sonal conjugation in the Turkic languages of the Sprachbund (Sarygh Yughur, Salar), as well as the 
non-introduction of personal conjugation in the Mongolic languages of the Sprachbund (in deviation 
from several other branches of Mongolic), clearly represent the impact of the Sinitic and Bodic typo-
logical spheres. An important feature of the discourse level contributed to the Amdo Sprachbund by 
Bodic (Amdo Tibetan) is the category of perspective, documented to a varying degree from several 
Turkic (Sarygh Yughur, Salar?), Mongolic (Shira Yughur, Huzhu Mongghul, Minhe Mangghuer, 
Qinghai Bonan, Gansu Bonan, Kangjia?), and Sinitic (Gangou? Wutun?) languages of the region. 
Another Bodic (supported by Sinitic) feature is the presence of a final indefinite article (from the 
numeral ‘one’) in some of the Mongolic languages of the Sprachbund (Huzhu Mongghul, Minhe 
Mangghuer, Qinghai Bonan, Gansu Bonan).  
 From the analysis of the structural features shared by the languages of the Amdo Sprachbund it 
is obvious that certain structural properties were liable to be transmitted by areal contact, while others 
were not. In contrast to the conventional understanding of “creolization”, it would be wrong to view 
the diachronic developments that have taken place in the participating languages as manifestations of 
a tendency towards overall grammatical simplification, in which the Sprachbund would end up ex-
hibiting the smallest common denominator for each given feature. For instance, the loss (or non-
development) of personal conjugation in some languages of the Sprachbund may be seen as a simpli-
fication, but the effect of this simplification is counteracted by the parallel adoption of the new cate-
gory of perspective, which in some respects overlaps functionally with the category of person. It is 
simply not possible to determine which feature is universally less complex, personal conjugation or a 
grammaticalized system of perspective (though the latter is certainly less frequent among the lan-
guages of the world). The real issue is, however, why it was the category of person that receded in the 
Amdo Sprachbund, while the category of perspective expanded into new languages. This may have 
been connected with the demographic and cultural power relations of the languages concerned, but it 
is also possible that there is an inherent, though not necessarily universal, hierarchy of structural con-
vergence, rendering some features more liable to be borrowed than others.  
 If the assumption of a hierarchy of structural convergence is correct, it is interesting to have a 
look at such features in the languages of the Amdo Sprachbund that have generally not been transmit-
ted across language boundaries. It is not impossible that such features represent exceptionally persis-
tent and, consequently, conservative properties of language, on a par with the contrast between head-
marking and dependent-marking grammars (Nichols 1986). Not surprisingly, among such features 
we find the basic difference between accusative and ergative strategies of sentence structure. In the 
Amdo Sprachbund, Amdo Tibetan (like other forms of Tibetan) is consistently an ergative language, 
and in spite of its otherwise Altaic sentence structure it has not adopted the accusative strategy of 
Altaic typology. On the other hand, the Turkic and Mongolic languages of the Amdo Sprachbund 
keep their original accusative strategy with the only complication that the Mongolic (but not the 
Turkic) languages of the region have replaced the actual accusative by a syncretic connective case 
which also functions as a genitive (Janhunen 2002). Interestingly, the Sinitic languages of the region 
have generally adopted the accusative model (with no syncretism between accusative and genitive), 
while the ergative strategy seems to have remained alien to them. This may be connected with the 
fact that the direct impact of Bodic on Sinitic in the Amdo Sprachbund is rare (the only exception 
being Wutun). A secondary ergative is, however, reported from a “creolized” variety of Chinese 
(Daohua) spoken in Northern Sichuan (Ye.shes.vod.gsal xA.tshogs 2003).  
 Another apparently conservative feature for which the languages of the Amdo Sprachbund re-
tain their original structural diversity is the word order of the nominal phrase. The languages belong-
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ing to the Altaic and Sinitic typological spheres exhibit the widespread Altaic (and Sinitic) word or-
der GAN, in which both the genitival (G) and the adjectival (A) attribute precede the head noun. 
Amdo Tibetan (like other forms of Tibetan), by contrast, belongs to the Southeast Asian area of lan-
guages in which the adjectival attribute (including adjectivally used numerals and pronouns) follows 
the head noun, while only the genitival attribute precedes the head noun, yielding the order GNA 
(Dryer 2003). With the exception of the final indefinite article (based on the numeral ‘one’), as well 
as the occasional use of borrowed Tibetan numerals in a Mongolic context (Qinghai Bonan), this fea-
ture seems not to have crossed language boundaries within the Amdo Sprachbund, leaving a funda-
mental structural difference between the Bodic and non-Bodic languages of the region.  
 It has to be noted that almost all the languages and dialects of the Amdo Sprachbund, including 
even those for which relatively large systematic grammars and/or dictionaries are available (Sarygh 
Yughur, Salar, Huzhu Mongghul, Minhe Mangghuer, Amdo Tibetan), are still insufficiently docu-
mented, especially as far as their syntactic and discourse properties are concerned. It will take a lot of 
more effort to map their individual grammatical systems in detail, so that a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of their shared properties and areal relationships can arise. A fortunate circumstance in 
this context is that almost all of the languages (and even dialects) concerned are still alive, being 
transmitted to the next generation. Therefore, the Amdo Sprachbund remains a promising laboratory 
for future fieldwork on contact linguistics.  
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ARGUMENT STRUCTURE AND CASE ASSIGNMENT IN THE CAUSATIVE CON-
STRUCTIONS OF WESTERN NEW INDO-ARYAN LANGUAGES (HINDI-URDU,  

PUNJABI, GUJARATI, RAJASTHANI) 
 

LJUDMILA VIKTOROVNA KHOKHLOVA 
Moscow State University 

Department of Indian Philology, 
Institute of Asian and African Studies 

 
This paper explores the properties of the causative constructions found in some Western NIA lan-
guages. It shows that: 1) assignment of instrumental vs. dative/accusative case to the causee reflects 
the thematic role of the argument in that construction (agent vs. beneficiary); 2) morphological op-
erations (e.g., addition of a second causative morpheme) do not always parallel syntactic operations 
such as changes in argument structure. 
  The process of causativization in Western NIA languages depends upon the syntactic and se-
mantic properties of the underlying verbs. Four main syntactic subclasses of verbs may be singled out 
in Western NIA languages: 1) ‘intransitives’ (of the type ‘to be cut’); 2) the so called ‘ingestive’ tran-
sitives (e.g., ‘to eat’); 3) ‘non-ingestive transitives’ (‘to do’ and the like) and ‘double transitives’ 
(e.g.,‘to give’).  
  The first level of derivation results in (a) single-object transitive verb if the underlying verb is 
intransitive: ‘to be cut’ – ‘to cut’; (b) double object transitive verb if the underlying verb belongs to 
the ‘ingestive’ class: ‘to eat’ – ‘to feed’; (c) causative verb if the underlying verb belongs either to the 
transitive? class: ‘to do’ – ‘to get done’ or to the class of inherent double object verbs: ‘to give’ – ‘to 
arrange receiving’. As the verbs of the third class form causatives already at the first level of deriva-
tion, the second level of derivation does not imply any addition of an ‘extra agent’ to their verbal 
case frame. The verbs of the first two classes form causatives at the second level of derivation. 
  The causee of ‘ingestive’ verbs is Recipient, marked by Dative/Accusative case. The causee of 
non-ingestive verbs is usually Mediator (causee agent) marked by Instrumental/Ablative case. How-
ever, some ‘non-ingestive’ verbs are regularly used with dative causees in special meanings, usually 
separately mentioned by dictionaries: for example, the causative from 'to write’ with the dative 
causee means 'to dictate', while the same causative with the instrumental or ablative causee means 'to 
ask to write'. 
  Non-ingestive verbs form also ‘assistive’ causative constructions where the causee plays the 
role of Beneficiary. In fact, ‘assistive’ meaning does not incorporate the meaning ‘cause’, but in 
many mutually unrelated languages it may be expressed by the same marker as used for ordinary 
causatives. (Kulikov 2001). ‘Assistive’ causatives are usually mentioned but their usage in Western 
NIA is not really investigated by linguists, that is why they will be discussed in detail in this paper.  
  The usage of ‘assistive causatives’ varies in different Indo-Aryan languages. Hindi seems to be 
most intolerant to 'assistive’ causative constructions when the causer and the causee perform one and 
the same 'physical’ action like ‘Ram helped Mohan to lift the luggage’. In Punjabi, Rajasthani and 
Gujarati equivalents of this construction are not rejected by many native speakers.  
  ‘Assistive’ causatives are most acceptable in all described languages in situations when the 
causer performs an action different from that of the causee, but both actions are aimed at one and the 
same result. The causer’s action may be explicitly described: ‘Having poured water mother helped 
the child to wash face and hands’, or it may be not described, but understood from the context: ‘We 
arrest you on accusation of helping the criminal to escape’. 
 ‘Assistive’ causatives represent one of the deviations from the general pattern: the causative 
verb differs from the non-causative counterpart in presence of an extra agent in its case frame (Bala-
chandran 1973), (Kachru 1966), (Kachru 1973), (Kashi Wali 1989), (Mistry 1969), and others. The 
argument added to the case frame of ‘assistive’ causatives is Beneficiary, not Agent.  
  The properties of some other causative constructions are incompatible with the claim that mor-
phological operations (e.g., addition of a second causative morpheme) parallel syntactic operations 
such as changes in argument structure (Baker 1988). When a causative morpheme is added to a verb, 
an extra argument is not necessarily added to the argument structure of the verb from which the 
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causative morpheme is derived. The paper explores the semantic factors that can encourage the use of 
the causative construction without changes in the argument structure.  
 

1) Non-volitional causation: the causer may be inanimate, animate non-human and human; the ac-
tion is always performed unintentionally, accidentally; the human causer may perform some other 
action, that (without his desire) results in causation of the action expressed by the predicate; the 
action may affect either the goal or the causer himself (Gujarati does not use causatives when the 
action affects the causer himself). 
2) Volitional causation: a) the causer and the goal demonstrate the ‘whole-part’ relation; b) the 
causee is unspecified; c) the causatives are used honorifically (mostly in Rajasthani). 
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IS THERE CASE IN HEAD-MARKING LANGUAGES? 
 

ANDREJ A. KIBRIK 
Institute of Linguistics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow 

 
The distinction between head- and dependent-marking of semantic relations, formulated in the work 
of Johanna Nichols, constutes one of the central typological parameters. Consistently head-marking 
languages express semantic relations on the heads rather than on dependents. In particular, relations 
between verbs and their arguments (actants) and adjuncts (circumstants) are expressed on verb forms, 
rather than on noun phrases. Traditional linguistic theory, still dominating the thinking of the major-
ity of linguists, has assumed (implicitly) the dependent-marking pattern to be the basic one, and the 
head-marking the exotic one. This of course results from the dominance of the dependent-marking 
pattern in the languages that European linguists became familiar with in the first place, including In-
do-European, Turkic, and Finnic.  
  Such dominance remains true with respect to the whole area of Europe and Central/Northern 
Asia. However, fragments of the head-marking pattern are scattered throughout this area here and 
there, in particular in the North-East. In this paper I propose to look at the data of languages that are 
technically beyond the area under consideration but are its immediate neighbors. I mean Athabaskan 
languages of North America that are generally thought to descend from the last wave of immigration 
from Siberia into America (not counting the Eskimo-Aleut languages that still reside on the both side 
of the Bering Straits).  
  Athabaskan languages constitute the core of the Na-Dene phylum that also comprises more 
distantly related Eyak and Tlingit languages. Athabaskan is a relatively closely related family, proba-
bly comparable to deeper branches of Indoeuropean, such as Balto-Slavic or Iranian. The Athabaskan 
family is composed of three geographical groups – Northern (Alaska and Western Canada), South-
ern, or Apachean (Southwest of the U.S.), and Pacific (U.S. Pacific coast, from Northern California 
northwards). My research has focused on three languages each representing one of these groups – 
Upper Kuskokwim (Alaska), Navajo (New Mexico and Arizona), and Hupa (California).  
  As is very typical of native North American languages, Athabaskan languages are strongly 
head-marking and polysynthetic. 1st and 2nd person arguments are coded only as pronominal affixes 
on the verb. In the 3rd person, of course, independent NPs can be used but they appear bare, without 
case markers. They are cross-referenced within the verb by pronominal affixes which in certain cases 
are null. Pronominal affixes occupy certain positions in the morphological template of the verbal 
word. Since almost all affixes in Athabaskan are prefixes, they are counted from right to left (root has 
position number 0). Pronominal affixes are organized according to the accusative pattern:  
 
• arguments of one-place verbs align together with agentives (that  is, agents or agent-like argu-

ments) of two-place verbs and occupy morphological position #2 or #5 (depending on individual 
pronominal affix)  

• they are contrasted to patientives (patients or patient-like arguments) of two-place verbs that oc-
cupy morphological position #6  

 
See some examples from Navajo.1 
 
 (1) One-place verb with an agentive argument 
       - dahnishjáád ‘I jump’ 
       - dah   ni-  sh-   jáád 

Morph. position #   3  2 
      upward  Impf- 1Sg.Nom- jump 

 (2)  One-place verb with a patientive argument 
       - Èinishgai  ‘I am white, I whitened’ 

                                                 
1 ABBREVIATIONS IN GLOSSES. Pf – perfective, Nom – Nominative, AnO – Animate object, Impf – imperfective 
Acc – Accusative, Sg – singular, TI – transitivity indicator, Dat – Dative, Prf – prefix of irrelevant function, 
Obl – Oblique. 
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        - Èini-   sh-   gai  
Morph. position #   2 
       - Prf-   1Sg.Nom- white 

  
(3)  Two-place verb, agentive monitored 

        - nishteeh  ‘I carry him (here)’ 
        - Þ-   ni-   sh-  È-  teeh 

Morph. position #   3   2 
      - 3.Acc-  Impf- 1Sg.Nom- TI- handle.AnO 

 (4)  Two-place verb, patientive monitored 
     [ŒôkÊÊŒ] shøÈteeh ‘He carries me (over there) [e.g. an invalid speaking]’ 

                        shi-  Þ-   ni-  È- teeh 
Morph. position #    6   3 

     [to.there]  1Sg.Acc-  3.Nom- Impf- TI-handle.AnO 
 
As is well known, there is a long debate in modern linguistics on the status of this kind of pronominal 
affixes. Many have proposed that they are genuine arguments of the clause, while full NPs (on the 
occasions when they are present) are some kind of referential supplements to morphologically coded 
arguments. The radical formulation of this approach encounters some problems (that are not the cen-
tral concern of this paper), but it is clear that pronominal affixes bear significant resemblance in 
many ways to what is arguments in more familiar languages. 
  Traditionally, in Athabaskan studies positions #2 (for some affixes, #5) and position #6 are 
dubbed “subject position” and “object position”, respectively. My claim is that such extension of the 
terms “subject” and “object” is misguided. If the function of verbal positions in which pronominal 
affixes are inserted can be compared with anything in traditional Indoeuropean languages, it should 
be case markers rather than grammatical relations. Linear morphological positions code the referent’s 
semantic roles, pretty much like case desinences in Latin.  
  Just as Latin would formally code the patientive argument in the equivalent of (4) by means of 
an Accusative form of the pronoun, Navajo codes it by means of locating the pronominal element 
into position #6. This approach is more systematically represented in Table 1 where Navajo phenom-
ena are compared with Latin and English.  
 
Navajo Latin analogy English analogy 
Position #2/5 Nominative case Pre-VP syntactic position 
Position #6 Accusative case Post-verbal syntactic position 
Position #6/9 Dative case Preposition to 
Preverbs (position #11a) Oblique cases and prepositions Various prepositions 

TABLE 1: Three techniques of role marking: morphological positions (Navajo, head-marking), nomi-
nal case markers (Latin, dependent-marking) and syntactic positions (English, null-marking) 

 
Thus morphological positions in Navajo verb are direct analogs of Latin Nominative and Accusative. 
I propose to call them “Nominative position”, “Accusative position”, etc. This terminology is re-
flected in the glossing I am using in the examples. One may like or dislike the idea of extending the 
grammatical case terminology to refer to verbal morphological positions, but in any case these two 
types of role coding are functionally identical. In English the coding technique is also order-based, 
but it is word order rather than morpheme order. Note that Sergej Jaxontov used to describe analytic 
languages of Eastern Asia, that are typologically similar to English in this respect, in terms of “syn-
tactic cases”.  
  Navajo verbal positions #2/5 and #6 are functionally very different from grammatical relations 
“subject” and “object”, and extending grammatical relations terms to role marking is not just non-
traditional, but notionally flawed. Grammatical relations are statuses related to behavioral properties 
of arguments. They can be (partly) defined in terms of coding techniques, such as nominal case desi-
nences, morphological positions or syntactic positions, but they don’t coincide with coding tech-
niques. Calling Navajo verbal positions “subject position” and “object position” is identical to calling 
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Latin -ø and -m in Puer-ø puella-m amat ‘The boy loves the girl’ subject and object cases, respec-
tively. Latin is postulated to possess subject and object relations not because it has such case markers 
but because grammatical relations associated with the markers have a range of stable syntactic prop-
erties, such as formation of participial and infinitive constructions, reflexivization, passive, and the 
like. 
  A language like Navajo can be tested for relevance of grammatical relations, independently of 
the head-marking technique of coding roles that is employed by this language. Theoretically, such a 
language may have some of the properties that substantiate the need for postulating grammatical rela-
tions. But then it would be pronominal elements that would bear grammatical relations rather than 
morphological positions wherein these elements are inserted. In reality, Navajo does not stand the 
tests for relevance of grammatical relations, and this will be demonstrated in the paper. 
  Note that in Table 1 not only Nominative and Accusative, but also Dative and Oblique are pos-
tulated for the Navajo case system. Examples in (5) demonstrate the reason for postulating the Dative 
case in Navajo. As is clear from example (3) above, the 3rd person Accusative pronominal element is 
zero. In certain constructions, such as causative in (5b), non-zero 3rd person pronoun b(i)-  occurs. 
 
 (5) a. ŒawóóŒ Þ-si-dô      b. ŒawóóŒ bi-s-ó-l-dô 

  baby  3.Nom-Pf-sit    baby   3.Dat-Pf-1Sg.Nom-TI-sit 
       ‘The baby is sitting up’     ‘I am keeping the baby sitting up’ 
 
The Dative 3rd person pronoun may appear in the same position #6 as Accusative pronoun, but the 
shape of the pronominal morpheme itself is different. Thus Navajo employs a mixed technique for 
coding semantic roles: morphological position on the verb plus the alteration of the shape of the pro-
nominal element. 
  Curiously, linguists that use the terms “subject” and “object” indiscriminately to refer to an 
unrestricted range of phenomena, often supplement this pair of terms with the term “dative”, as if it 
were also a grammatical relation term. This is another illustration of the frequent confusion of coding 
techniques and behavioral statuses. 
  In addition to core arguments, Navajo allows for many peripheral clause participants to also be 
coded on the verb. The pronominal element corresponding to such a participant occurs at the fartherst 
left end of the verb (position #11b), and is followed by a preverb specifying the participant’s seman-
tic role (position #11a). 
 
 (6) a. hastiin ŒasdzÌÌ ÈááŒ  y-e-i-Þ-nø-lùùz 
   mani  womanj horsek 3.Oblj-to-3.Acck-3.Nomi-Pf-lead 
    ‘The man brought/led the horse to the woman’ 
  b. y-e-i-Þ-nø-lùùz 
   3.Oblj-to-3.Acck-3.Nomi-Pf-lead 

 ‘He brought/led it to her’ 
 
The example in (6a) is a three-place clause, and the verb displays three distinct case positions: count-
ing from right to left, Nominative, Accusative, and Oblique. The Oblique pronoun is followed by the 
preverb -aa- ‘to’, here surfacing as -e-. Example (6b) demonstrates that the role-marking structure 
remains intact when no full NPs are present in the clause.  
  Traditionally, grammatical relations have been viewed as nearly-elementary linguistic notions, 
easily identifiable in any random language. Some linguists still adhere to this view. However, there is 
plentiful evidence that grammatical relations are in fact very complex notions and must be attributed 
to individual languages with significant caution. This paper presents one additional kind of evidence 
supporting this view. Grammatical relations and role-coding techniques must be very clearly distin-
guished, both in the thinking of linguists and in linguistic terminology. 
  The treatment of pronominal affixes in head-marking, polysynthetic languages is a necessary 
prerequisite for a cross-linguistically meaningful understanding of argument structure, grammatical 
relations, and role-marking techniques. In Eurasia, this problem is particularly important for Abkhaz-
Adyghean, some Uralic, and quite a few Paleoasiatic languages. 
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TRANSITIVIZER VS. CAUSATIVIZER IN KOREAN AND JAPANESE1 
 

HEE-SOO KIM 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

Department of Linguistics 
 
Along with the decomposition analysis of a transitive verb as CAUSE plus an intransitive verb or 
an adjective (e.g., Lakoff 1965), transitivization (henceforth, Trns) and causativization (henceforth, 
Caus) have been often used without distinction, and the confusion is especially salient in languages 
like Korean, which has one morpheme, the I-suffix with phonological variants of -i-, -hi-, -li- and -
ki-, for both functions (1, 2). However, there has been no attempt to distinguish between them, and 
transitivization and causativization have been assumed to be not distinguishable (Baek 1997, Lee 
1983, Chung per.com.). With a semantic notion of ‘event-control’, I show both the distinctions and 
the relationships among transitivization and different types of causation.  
  Shibatani and Chung (2001) is one of the most recent and well-received semantic approaches 
to Korean and Japanese causatives. As Figure 1 shows, they argued that there are three kinds of cau-
sations, direct (3i, 5), associative (3ii, 6i), indirect (4, 6ii), and these are differentiated by two factors: 
(i) the degree of the causer’s involvement in the caused/root event (physical, partial, no involve-
ment); (ii) whether the causing event and the root event occur at the same location (L) and time (T). 
They also showed that the causative semantics covered by ‘lexical’ or ‘productive’ mediums are dif-
ferent between Korean and Japanese (Figure 1). For example, while the ‘associative causation’ is en-
coded as a ‘lexical causative’ in Korean, it is constructed as ‘productive causative’ in Japanese. Ac-
cording to Shibatani and Chung (2001), a Korean I-causative (3ii) and a Japanese lexical causative 
(5) are both predicted that the causing event and the root event happen at the same location and time: 
L1T1. However, native speakers say that these constructions can be used when there is not even an 
overlap between the LT of the causing event and the LT of the root event. Thus, Shibatani and 
Chung’s (2001) descriptions of different causations should be reconsidered. Also, Shibatani and 
Chung (2001) did not mention what the ‘lexical causative’ morphemes are in Japanese, but Kitagawa 
(1999) analyses these idiosyncratic-looking morphemes as actually systematic variants of the transi-
tivizers –E and –AS. However, neither ‘lexical causativizer’ nor ‘transitivizer’ has ever been clearly 
defined though, among examples of them (1, 5, 7), there may be fine-grained semantic difference. 

  I propose that a continuum of event-control can illuminate both the differences and the rela-
tionships among transitivization and different causations. By ‘event-control’, I mean a semantic or 
pragmatic relation of an NP to the event denoted by the root verb: the force or responsibility of bring-
ing about the root event. For example, in all kinds of causatives (2~6), the NP going through a 
change, the child, has the ability to achieve the root event (i.e. can have event-control over the root 
event) no matter whether it actually works for it or not. In contrast, in (1) and (7), there is no way that 
the NP going through a change, the road or the door, can be considered as having event-control over 
the root event. However, this is not just because the argument of ‘be wide (Adj)’ or ‘open (Vi)’ is an 
inanimate argument. Actually, even in a typical transitive with two animate arguments such as ‘Mary 
kicked Tom’, the NP going through a change Tom has no control over someone else (e.g., Mary)’s 
action (e.g. kicking).2 Thus, based on these facts, I present Figure 2 and suggest that the difference 
between transitivization and causativization depends on whether the NP going through a change, β, 
can be considered to have event-control over the root event or not.3 Also, to distinguish among dif-

                                                 
1 I thank Prof. Acrisio Pires at the University of Michigan for his comments/suggestions. 
 
2 This observation agrees with Jacobson (1992): transitivity is about unidirectional or at least asymmetric 
dominance relationship between 2 arguments. 
 
3 Since the causer’s deeper/bigger involvement implies less even-control on the part of the causee, this aspect 
can be considered as reflected in Shibatani and Chung (2001). However, in terms of the ‘causer’, the differ-
ences among transitivization and diverse causations are not captured uniformly.  
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ferent causations, I replace Shibatani and Chung’s (2001) criteria (the causer’s involvement and the 
location and time) with the degree of the event-control that β has. Though one might say that the dis-
tinction between “co-operationg” in the associative causation and “taking charge” in the indirect cau-
sation is vague, an implicature test could serve this purpose; the grammaticality contrast between (8) 
and (9) shows that the indirect causation does not necessarily imply the achievement of γ (the root 
event) and that its success depends more on β rather than α (the NP making the change).4  

  In sum, by the continuum of event-control, both the semantic differences and the relationships 
among transitivization and different causations are captured in a unified way. 

 
 Direct Causation 

(A → P : L1T1)5 
Associative Causation
(A → A’ → P : 

6

Indirect Causation 
(A→A’ : L1T1.  A’→P: L2T2)7 

Korean              lexical -I- (-i-, -hi-, -li-, -ki-) productive -key ha-ta 
Japanese lexical             productive  -sase- 

 
FIGURE 1. 

   
 
 Transitivization  

(β cannot have any 
control over γ. 1, 7) 

Direct Caus  
(β neither works for 
nor resist γ. 3i, 5) 

Associative Caus  
(β co-operates with 
α working for γ. 3ii, 

Indirect Caus  
(β takes charge of γ. 
4, 6ii) 

Korean -I- (-i-, -hi-, -li-, -ki-) -key ha-ta 
Japanese -E-, -AS -sase- 

 
FIGURE 2. (α: NP making the change.  β: NP going through the change.  γ: root event). 

 
 (1)  inpwu-ka        cop-un       kil-ul     nelp-hi-ess-ta.    – Kor.8 

  worker-Nom     narrow-Rel  road-Acc  wide(Adj)-I9-Past-Dec 
    ‘The worker widened the narrow road.’  
 (2)  sensayngnim-i   cip-ey       ka-nun    ai-lul       uyca-ey    anc-hi-ass-ta.  
   teacher-Nom   house-at/to   go-Rel   child- Acc   chair-at/in  sit(Vi)-I-Past-Dec 
    ‘The teacher made the child, who was going home, sit down on the chair.’  
 (3)  emeni-ka        ai-eykey      os-ul            ip-hi-ess-ta.    – Kor. 
   mother-Nom  child-Dat    clothes-Acc  wear(Vt)-I-Past-Dec 

(i) ‘The mother put the clothes on the child (and the child didn’t make any effort).’ – 
Direct Caus 

                                                 
4 Though the achievement of the root event is implied in transitivization and direct and associative causations, 
these three can easily be differentiated by β’s role.  
 
5 The causer (A) is actively and physically involved in achieving the root event, without the causee (A’)’s ac-
tion involved (P: the patient of the root event). The causing event and the root event occur at the same loca-
tion/time (L1T1). 
 
6 The causer’s physical involvement in partial; the causer accompanies/assists/supervises the causee(A’)’s 
achieving the root event. The causing event and the root event occur at the same location/time (L1T1). 
 
7 The causer is not at all physically involved in achieving the root event, and the causee(A’) works alone on the 
Patient(P). The causing event and the root event occur at different locations/times (L1T1, L2T2). 
 
8 Korean. 
 
9 The -I- is the archimorpheme for -i-, -hi-, -li- and -ki-, that are treated either as transitivizer/intransitivizer or 
as causativizer/passivizer. 
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(ii) ‘The mother helped/supervised the child’s putting on the clothes.’ – Associative 
Caus 

 (4)  emeni-ka       ai-eykey   os-ul          ip-key-ha-yess-ta.   – Kor. 
   mother-Nom  child-Dat  clothes-Acc     wear-Comp-do-Past-Dec 

‘The mother had (e.g., by telling) the child put on the clothes (the mother: no action).’ 
- Indirect 

 (5)  hahaoya-ga    kodomo-ni    huku-o       ki-se-ru. – Jap.10 
   mother-Nom  child-Dat   clothes-Acc   wear(Vt)-AS(Trns)-Infinitive 

‘The mother put the clothes on the child (and the child didn’t make any effort).’ – Di-
rect Caus 

 (6)  hahaoya-ga    kodomo-ni    huku-o        ki-sase-ta.  – Jap. 
   mother-Nom  child-Dat   clothes-Acc   wear-SASE(Caus)-Past 
   (i) ‘The mother helped/supervised the child’s putting on the clothes.’ – Associative Caus 

(ii) ‘The mother had (e.g., by telling) the child put on the clothes (the mother: no action).’ 
– Indirect Caus 

 (7)  Hanako-ga     doa-o      ak-e-ru. 
   Nom  door-Acc  open(Vi)-E(Trns)-Infinitive 
    ‘Hanako opens the door.’ 
 (8)  *emeni-ka      ai-eykey    os-ul            ip-hi-ess-una      ai-ka       ip-cianh-ass-ta. 

  mother-Nom  child-Dat  clothes-Acc   wear-I-Past-but child-Nom   wear-not-Past-Dec 
‘The mother helped/supervised the child’s putting on the clothes, but the child didn’t 
put them on.’  

 (9)  emeni-ka         ai-eykey    os-ul        ip-key-ha-yess-una       ai-ka       
mother-Nom  child-Dat  clothes-Acc   wear-Comp-do-Past-but  child-Nom   
ip-cianh-ass-ta. 
wear-not-Past-Dec 

    ‘The mother had the child put on the clothes, but the child didn’t put them on.’  
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COMPLEMENTS SYSTEMATICALLY FOLLOW THEIR HEAD AND ATTRIBUTES 
PRECEDE IT IN THE RELATOR AREA 

 
WILLY VAN LANGENDONCK, PIERRE SWIGGERS & MARK VAN DE VELDE 

University of Leuven, Belgium 
 
This paper discusses the importance of argument structure for the word order of a large number of 
European languages. It presents some preliminary results of a research project on word order typol-
ogy at the University of Leuven. We will first point out striking similarities in the word order of sev-
eral genetically unrelated European languages. Then we will explain these in terms of our model of 
competing motivations and finally we will compare our solution to the Head-Complement Theory, a 
proposal made and immediately rejected by Matthew Dryer (1992 :106). 
 
1. THE RELATOR AREA. From the point of view of classic word order theories (i.e. those before 
Dryer’s Branching Direction Theory and Hawkins’ Performance Theory), English word order is 
problematic : there is a split between pairs of elements in which the head precedes the dependent and 
pairs of elements in which the head follows the dependent. This can be illustrated with the following 
examples : 
 
 head-dependent: 
 V-O   (I) read-a book 
 Prep-NP  in-the basket 
 Sub-Cl   because-she loves you 
 N-Rcl   examples-that I showed you before 
 N-Gen   uncle-of Gerald  
 
 dependent-head: 
 Adj-N   good-guys 
 Gen-N   Gerald’s-uncle 
 Dem-N   this-cake 
 S-V   he-drinks 
 Adv-Adv  very-well 
 
English is not an isolated case in this respect. It is the westernmost language of a large area with 
strikingly similar word order, which cuts across genetic subgroupings. This area includes the Scandi-
navian languages, Mordva, the Fennic languages (Livonian, Estonian, Votic, Ingrian, Finnish, Kare-
lian & Veps), Northern Saamic, the Slavic languages and to a certain extent Karaim.  
 
2. THE RELATOR PRINCIPLE. It would lead us too far to criticise Hawkins' and Dryer's approaches 
here. Instead, we will limit ourselves to presenting our description and explanation of the facts. Two 
preliminary remarks have to be made. First, we consider words to be the basic elements of which se-
rialisation has to be described and explained, not constituents, grammatical relations or other units. 
Second, constructions should be considered in their own right. The traditional approach of only con-
sidering binary patterns is arbitrary. These remarks can be illustrated by means of two genitive con-
structions in English: 
  
 Edward’s brother 
 the corner of the house 
 
Usually these are presented as word order alternatives for a binary structure of a noun and a semanti-
cally defined genitive, i.e. of the house is fully identified with Edward’s. In our view these are not 
word order alternatives whatsoever, but alternative encoding strategies for the genitive relation. The 
internal ordering in both constructions has to be accounted for individually. In the case of the ‘s-
genitive two words are involved, in the case of the prepositional genitive three. Thinking in terms of 
binary patterns makes it impossible to see that elements like of, which we call relators, are iconically 
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placed in between their relata (corner and house) in English. In fact, 2nd relata can be equated with 
complements.  
  A relator, a notion we adapted from Functional Grammar (e.g. Dik 1989), is a word or mor-
pheme that has two syntagmatic slots (relata) in its semantic-syntactic structure such that the relator 
defines a specific semantic-syntactic relation between the two relata. The first relatum is more 
prominent, but is also more varied in nature than the second, its presence being in general less obliga-
tory. As a rule, the second is obligatory because it has a tighter bond with its relator. The slot of the 
2nd relatum sometimes contains more than one filler. Adpositions, relative pronouns, subordinators, 
verbs and case markers are all relators. 
  It is now easy to describe the word order of the languages enumerated above (“relator lan-
guages”). Relators with word status are placed iconically in between their relata, more precisely after 
the first and before the second relatum. Constructions involving no relator have dependent-head seri-
alisation. Carola Trips recently argued that modern English word order was to a very high extent 
shaped under Danish influence. It might be no coincidence that the relator area coincides with the 
regions once dominated by Vikings. Investigating this possibility lies beyond the scope of our pro-
ject, however. 
 
3. THE HEAD COMPLEMENT THEORY. Matthew Dryer’s large cross-linguistic survey of word order is 
confined to binary patterns and compares the order of pairs of different kinds of elements to the order 
in the pair verb-object. Nevertheless, some of his empirical findings are in line with ours. He found 
that not all pairs of head and dependent are correlation pairs (i.e. correlate with the pair verb-object) 
and concluded that the head-dependent theory in its simplest form must be wrong. But on the other 
hand he noted that all pairs of head and complement are correlation pairs, e.g. complementizer-S and 
copula-predicate. Therefore he formulated the following principle (p106): 
 

The Head-Complement Theory (HCT): Verb patterners are heads and object patterners are 
complements. That is, a pair of elements X and Y will employ the order XY significantly more 
often among VO-languages than among OV languages if and only if X is a head and Y is a 
complement. 

 
The validity of this observation is predicted by the relator principle since a second relatum is always 
a complement of the relator. However, Dryer rejected the HCT because of correlation pairs such as 
verb–PP, adjective–Standard of comparison and noun-relative clause, in which the second element is 
not subcategorized for by the first (i.e. the object patterner is not a complement). The problem is that 
Dryer does not recognize the relator here and fails to take into account the first relatum. This can be 
illustrated by the order of noun and relative clause. The relativizer is a relator here. It is placed iconi-
cally between its first relatum (the nucleus) and its complement or second relatum (the head of the 
relative clause). The other problematic constructions can be treated along the same lines. The pair V-
PP should be split up into Verb (1st relatum) – preposition (relator) – Noun (second relatum). Com-
parison is encoded in a range of different ways in the languages of the world, but most European lan-
guages have a (typologically marginal) comparative particle. This particle (than in English) is a rela-
tor, the so-called standard of comparison being its second relatum (or complement). The first relatum 
is the comparee. 
  Thus, it turns out that the Head-Complement Theory can be remedied if one looks at the right 
constructions, taking into account the iconic order of the relator constructions: 1st relatum – relator - 
2nd relatum. 
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RUSSIAN: ACCUSATIVE OR ACTIVE? 
 

ALEKSEJ MIXAJLOVIČ LAVRENT’EV 
Institute for philology, Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Science 

Department of Russian language in Siberian 
Novosibirsk 

 
It is generally believed that all modern European languages are basically accusative. This seems to be 
evident for such languages as Latin (with a clear opposition of the markers -s for nominative and -m 
accusative singular) or modern English (with its rigid SVO word order). More complicated is the 
case of the modern Russian. “Classical” accusative constructions can be found there in the singular of 
-a nouns and feminine adjectives, but in all other morphological types (75-80 % of occurrences) the 
construction is different: the “accusative” has the form of nominative for inanimate nouns, and the 
form of genitive for personal pronouns and animate nouns. According to traditional Russian gram-
mars, the word order (generally pragmatic in Russian) becomes grammatical if the case markers do 
not permit to distinguish between the subject and the object. However, counter-examples can easily 
be found in sentences with rhematic subject (e.g. answers to “Who…” questions).  
  In other words, in a two-actant action sentence the marked “objective” form is only required 
for an animate Patient, whose actual inactivity conflicts with its potential activity. This shows the 
importance of the category of animacy (or activity) for the Russian morphosyntax and evokes imme-
diately the idea of the active language type. 
  Actually, two different approaches to the definition of this language type are found in litera-
ture. The first approach is purely syntactic (Kibrik 1992; Lazard 1998). The active (or “dual”) type is 
defined as the language type where the “Subjective” of one-actant verbs takes the mark of “Agen-
tive” with active verbs (like ‘run’ or ‘swim’), and the mark of “Objective” with inactive verbs (like 
‘die’ or ‘fall’).The second approach is “content-oriented” (Klimov 1977). According to this approach 
the basic feature of “active” languages is the importance for their grammatical structure of expressing 
an opposition between active and inactive (or animate and inanimate) nouns. It is in the second sense 
that Russian can be considered to be an “active” language. 
  In this paper I will argue that Russian morphosyntax is very sensitive to the effective inactivity 
of animate nouns and vice versa. The Dative case is used to mark actual inactivity of animate seman-
tic subjects. The predicate in these constructions is expressed either by the “impersonal” form (3 sg, 
neutral, reflexive) of ordinary verbs, or by a word from a special morphological class of predicates 
without standard verb markers, called the “category of state” in some traditional grammars (Vinogra-
dov 1947). Inanimate Agents tend to be presented by form of Instrumental (the verb taking the im-
personal form, as in the previous case). Generally speaking, the “impersonal” verb forms and the 
“category of state” may be interpreted as a special class of “inactive” verbs. The real Agent in such 
constructions seems to be an unnamed natural force. 
  Should this hypothesis on the presence of the “active” strategy in Russian morphosyntax be 
adopted, the question is what caused the Russian language to develop this strategy. The answer to it 
would require extensive investigations based on corpora of Old Russian texts and the history of non-
Indo-European languages that were in contact with Russian. However, as a primary hypothesis, the 
influence of old Finno-Ugrian languages can be assumed. 
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ARGUMENT STRUCTURE AND (A)TELICITY: 
EVIDENCE FROM KARACHAY-BALKAR 

 
EKATERINA LJUTIKOVA 
Moscow State University 

 
PROBLEM. There is a number of common assumptions about the relation between argument structure 
and (a)telicity. One of them, adopted within compositional theories of aspect (Verkuyl 1993, 1999; 
Krifka 1989, 1992, 1998), is that telicity of verbal predicates is determined, under appropriate condi-
tions, by properties of the Patient. In particular, under Krifka’s analysis, quantized internal arguments 
yield telic verbal predicates while cumulative arguments contribute to the atelic interpretation pro-
vided that they stand in incremental relation to the event denoted by the predicate. Thus, eat an/the 
apple and is telic (quantized) as an/the apple is quantized whereas eat apples is atelic (cumulative) 
since apples is cumulative. 
  In this paper, I will argue that in Karachay-Balkar (and presumably, in other Turkic languages 
as well) atelicity can come from two different sources: incremental change associated with the Pa-
tient and activity performed by the Agent.  
 
DATA. First, in Karachay-Balkar, there are result verbs (as opposed to manner verbs, see Rappaport 
Hovav & Levin 1998, Ramchand 2003) which, unlike their English counterparts, do not exclude atelic 
interpretation:  
 
 (1)  fatima xaly-ny   zyrt-ty.  
    Fatima thread-ACC tear-PST 

     1. Fatima tore a thread (in 5 minutes) {telic} 
2. lit. Fatima tore a thread (for 5 minutes) {atelic}  
(‘Fatima spent 5 minutes attempting to tear a thread’) 

 
Secondly, quantized arguments standing in incremental relation to events can yield both telic and 
atelic interpretations, as represented in (2):  
 
 (2)  alim  baxca-sy-n    sUr-gen-di. 
   Alim  kitchen.garden plough-PST-3:SG 
    1. Alim ploughed the kitchen garden (in two hours) {telic}. 

2. Alim ploughed the kitchen garden (for two hours) {atelic}.  
(‘Alim spent two hours ploughing the field’) 

 
Intuitively, it might seem that what happens in (1) and (2) is the same. In (1), as attempts at tearing a 
thread advance, at some moment the thread would have been torn, but the agent’s activity stops be-
fore this moment is reached. In (2), as the ploughing advances, at some moment the garden would 
have been ploughed to completion, but the process terminates earlier, and only a part of the garden 
has been ploughed. If it had been the case, both (1) and (2) could have received a unified account, for 
instance, in terms of Koenig & Muansuwan’s (2001) semi-perfectivity.  
  However, (1) and (2) are not alike as to their aspectual properties. In (3), the passive counter-
part of (1), the atelic interpretation disappears, while in (4), the passive counterpart of (2), it survives:  

 (3)  xaly zyrt-y-l-dy. 
    thread tear-ST-PASS-PST 

   1. The thread has been torn (in two minutes ) {telic}.  
   2. lit. *The thread has been torn (for two minutes) {atelic}  
   (‘the thread was about to tear for five minutes’) 

 (4)   baxca sUr-U-l-du. 
    kitchen garden plough-ST-PASS-PST 
    1. The kitchen garden has been ploughed  (in two hours ) {telic}.  
    2. lit. The kitchen garden has been ploughed  (for two hours ) {atelic}.  

(‘the kitchen garden underwent the process of being ploughed that lasted for two hours’) 
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ANALYSIS. To account for these data, we propose that (1) and (2) represent two essentially different 
sources of atelicity: whereas in (1) atelicity emerges trough the Agent’s activity that causes change of 
state of the internal argument, in (2) it is bound to the material extent of the Patient itself.  
  Consider result verbs like ‘tear’ in (1). Assuming, with Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998 (who 
rely heavily on Dowty 1979), the decompositional analysis of such verbs, one can suggest that they 
must be decomposed into two subevents, a causing subevent and a resultant state. For (1), existentially 
binding the state variable at some level of representation builds the property of events which cause the 
emergence of state of being torn: 
 

(5) ||Fatima tear a thread|| = λe ∃s [tear′ (e) & Agent (Fatima, e) & cause (e, s) & become [torn (s)] 
& Holder (thread, s)] 

 
Note that the event predicate in (5) is quantized: it does not hold for proper parts of e, correctly repre-
senting the fact that if one performs less activity than needed to tear a thread the resulting state does 
not come into existence. For this reason, a shift from events which are in the extension of the predi-
cate in (5) to their parts is exactly what we need to capture the atelic reading in (1) which signals that 
unsuccessful attempt of tearing a thread occurred: 
 

(6) ||Fatima tear a thread|| = λe ∃e′ ∃s [ e ≤ e′ & tear (e′) & Agent (Fatima, e′) & cause (e′, s) & be-
come [torn (s)] & Holder (thread, s)] 

 
e is not necessarily a proper part of e′, so (6) correctly predicts both telic (e = e′) and atelic (e < e′) 
readings of (1). Besides, the fact that the latter reading is absent in passive (3) is not unexpected either. 
Passive sentences disregard a causing subevent associated with the agent, foregrounding the change of 
state associated with the patient. As it is exactly a causing subevent which is the source of atelicity in 
(1), this results in an unambiguously telic interpretation of (3).  
  (6) is derived from (5) by the operator that maps an entity into its parts. As far as event predi-
cates are concerned, this job is normally done by the imperfective/progressive operator (Krifka 1992, 
Filip 1999). This agrees with what Koenig & Muansuwan’s 2001 suggest for languages like Thai: 
Impfv operator is embedded into the lexical representation of accomplishments, thus capturing the 
fact that they do encode completion of the event. 
  Manner verbs like ‘plough’, on the other hand, do not include reference to the resultant state in 
their lexical representation; whether or not they are telic is determined by reference properties of the 
internal argument. Accordingly, it is these properties that must be responsible for both readings of 
(2).  
  To account for (2), let us assume change in the nominal predicate that allows it to refer to parts 
of entities in its original extension. This amounts to the claim that the phonologically empty partitive 
operator PART = λPλy∃x[P(x) ∧ y ≤ x] (Krifka 1992) applies to the nominal predicate in (7) yielding 
a predicate in (8):  
 
 (7)  || baxCa || = field  (8) ||baxCa || = λx ∃y [field(y) & x≤y] 
 
Unlike the predicate field, which is quantized, the predicate λx ∃y [field(y) & x≤y] is cumulative: if 
the individual x is a part of the object y, and the individual x’ is a part of y, then their sum x ⊕ x’ is 
also a part of y. Due to the fact that the ‘field’ is the Incremental Theme, its reference properties are 
mapped into the event denoted by the verbal predicate yielding both telic (x=y, the whole field has 
been ploughed) and atelic (x<y, the part of the field has been ploughed) interpretations. As shift in 
the denotation happens to the internal argument and affects a corresponding event only indirectly, 
telicity of predicates like plough a field is not expected to change in passive sentences; cf. (4).  
  Therefore, in both (1) and (2) the atelic reading results from partitivity, but in considerably 
different ways: by selecting a portion of the agent’s activity which is less then needed to cause 
change in the internal argument, and by selecting a portion of the Incremental Theme, thus implying 
that not the whole object has been involved in the event referred to.  
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EQUIPOLLENT DIFFERENTIAL PARTICIPANT MARKING 
 

ELENA MASLOVA & TATIANA NIKITINA 
Fremont, USA 

 
This paper examines a special class of differential participant marking (DPM), i.e. of case marking 
patterns in which the encoding of core participant roles depends on semantic and/or referential prop-
erties of NPs (sometimes in addition to other factors). Typological and theoretical accounts of such 
dependencies have been concerned primarily with a class of DPM patterns that can be referred to as 
privative, where the presence of an overt role marker is opposed to a form unmarked for participant 
role. The goal of this paper is to explore the theoretical ramifications of equipollent DPM patterns, in 
which all competing encoding options involve overt morphological marking. 
 The empirical core of the paper is formed by two case studies of equipollent DPM from the 
Paleo-Siberian group of languages: the differential A marking in the Chukotko-Kamchatkan lan-
guages and the differential O marking in the Yukaghir languages. In spite of being diametrically op-
posed in terms of participant-role semantics of overt case markers, these DPM patterns are very simi-
lar in their paradigmatic makeup: in both systems, the competing role-marking forms are synchronic-
ally identical and/or diachronically related to the Locative and Instrumental case forms of their re-
spective language families. In each case, the distribution of these marking options lends itself very 
naturally, with minor adjustments, to a description in terms of the universal animacy/topicality hier-
archy (ATH), as established on the basis of cross-linguistic investigations of privative DPM patterns 
(Silverstein 1976; inter alia). Insofar as privative and equipollent DPM patterns appear to invoke es-
sentially the same clusters of semantic and referential distinctions, it seems plausible to hypothesize 
that the reason(s) why these distinctions can be relevant for case-marking systems must also have 
something in common. 
 In the privative DPM systems, the higher-ranked NPs are more likely to be overtly marked for 
the O role and less likely to be marked for the A role; in other words, case marking tends to be con-
fined to those situations where the actual participant role differs from the one expected for the given 
animacy/topicality value. Such distributions are widely taken to reveal a universal constraint against 
superfluous structural elements, or, in more general terms, the functional pressure towards economy 
of expression. This type of explanation cannot directly account for equipollent DMP patterns. In the 
systems under investigation, it is the Locative-like encoding that is associated with the higher end of 
ATH, while the Instrumental-like encoding is reserved for its lower end, independently of the partici-
pant role (A vs. O) being marked. A preliminary cross-linguistic survey suggests that the same holds 
true if a Locative-like or an Instrumental-like encoding participates in a privative DPM system. In 
our view, this strongly supports the need to complement economy-based accounts with the analysis 
of diachronic routes by which different oblique case markers can enter the domain of A vs. O mark-
ing (cf. Garrett 1990 on Instrumental-to-Ergative route via the lower end of ATH in Anatolian and 
Gorokan). In particular, we hypothesize that locative markers enter this domain through the higher 
end of ATH, since this development is closely associated with the semantic extension involved in the 
combination of locative with animate NPs. 
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TYPE-NAMING PREDICATIONS VERSUS  
EVENTUALITY-DENOTING PREDICATIONS 
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University of Leipzig, Leipzig 
 
Natural language sentences are generally viewed to syntactically consist of a predicate and its argu-
ments, whereby the predicate may correspond either to a primitive lexical item or to a complex ex-
pression derived by lexical and/or syntactic rules. It is often claimed that every predicate denotes 
some sort of eventuality and that the syntactic arguments of the predicate are in a particular way se-
mantically related to the denoted eventuality: every argument is analysed as being associated with a 
certain semantic role in such a way that the argument expression will be interpreted as denoting a 
participant playing this semantic role in the respective eventuality. The particular kind of semantic 
role an argument plays is dependent upon grammatical rules linking syntactic arguments with seman-
tic roles as well as upon the sort of eventuality denoted by the predicate. If the predicate denotes a 
(dynamic) event, its argument(s) will be associated with the role of one event participant such as 
´actor/causer´, ´patient/undergoer´, ´benefactive´ etc. The subject of (1) denotes an individual partici-
pating in the give-a-talk event as an actor: 
 
 (1) The linguist from India is giving a talk 
 
If the predicate does not denote an event, but rather a state, then the semantic role played by the ar-
gument´s denotation is different in nature – labels such as ‘holder’ or ‘bearer’ have been suggested to 
characterise the “participant of a state”, as in (2) 1: 
 
 (2) The linguist from India is an invited speaker 
 
  The present paper aims at showing that there are natural language sentences which it is not 
reasonable to think of as denoting eventualities at all – such sentences do neither denote events, nor 
states. The claim is that categorising sentences such as (3) and taxonomy sentences such as (4) do not 
denote eventualities. An alternative semantic treatment will be outlined. 
 
 (3) The linguist from India is a phonologist 
 (4) Phonologists are linguists  
 
The subject of a taxonomy sentence like (4), to begin with, names an object type, the predicate nomi-
nal names a second object type and the sentence as a whole reports on an “underlying map” 
(Macnamara et al. 1994) from the former type to the latter type: (4) states that every possible instance 
of the type PHONOLOGIST is at the same time an instance of the type LINGUIST. By contrast, the 
subject of a categorising sentence like (3) denotes an instance of the object type named by the head 
noun of the subject phrase, the predicate nominal names a second object type and the sentence as a 
whole states that the referent instantiating the former type at the same time instantiates the latter type: 
(3) states that there is an instantiation of the type LINGUIST (namely the linguist from India) and 
that the underlying map from PHONOLOGIST to LINGUIST is relevant in the sense that it can be 
concluded that the linguist from India is not only an instantiation of the type LINGUIST but even of 
the (more specific) type PHONOLOGIST.  
  Thus, predicates of taxonomy sentences and categorising sentences are type-denoting 
(better: type-naming) rather than particular-denoting. The predicates of (1) and (2), by con-
trast, denote eventualities, i.e. particulars.        
  The syntactic argument of a type-naming predicate must somehow be semantically related to 
the type. Otherwise the semantic composition would fail. For taxonomy sentences this is straighfor-

                                                 
1 Note, by the way, that so-called "dynamic states" (Bach 1986) denoted by verbal predicates like sit, lie, sleep 
etc. go with events rather than states.   
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ward since the subject itself is purely type-naming. Little as the formulation buys, one could say that 
the denotation of the subject of a taxonomy sentence plays the role of a ‘subtype’ of the type denoted 
by the predicate. For categorising sentences with particular-denoting subjects the situation is more 
interesting. In order to identify the relation among types in these cases, we must pick up an argument 
made in Macnamara et al. 1994 (see also Xu 1997, Carey & Xu 1999). According to these authors, 
reference to particulars always must be accompanied by the specification of a type. “[P]eople do not 
have conceptual access to bare particulars, or attribute-free individuals” (Xu 1997). On this view, 
every referring expression is by necessity typed (even proper names!) 2. Adopting this argument, one 
could say that the subject of a categorising sentence denotes an instantiation of the type it is typed 
with, whereby this type plays the role of a ‘supertype’ of the type named by the predicate.  
  This view complicates (in a welcome way) the semantic analysis of state-denoting sentences 
like (2). We say that the subject denotes an instantiation of the object type LINGUIST (furthermore 
characterised as being from India), the predicate nominal denotes an instantiation of the object type 
INVITED SPEAKER, the predicate nominal together with the copula forms the predicate-as-such 
denoting a state and the subject referent participates in this state as a ‘holder’. At least, event-
denoting sentences such as (1) can be characterised as follows: The subject denotes an instantiation 
of the object type LINGUIST (furthermore characterised as being from India), the predicate denotes 
an instantiation of the event type GIVE A TALK (i.e. denotes an event) and the denotation of the 
subject participates in the event denoted by the predicate as an ‘actor’.   
  In sum, in order to adequately capture the semantic properties of taxonomy and categorising 
sentences, it is proposed that every contentful linguistic expression is first of all (=lexically) purely 
type-naming 3. From such a type-naming expression a particular-denoting expression can be derived. 
If this is done, the particular-denoting expression will be typed by the type from which it is derived 
such that the particular-denoting expression refers to instances of the type it is typed with. Two sorts 
of types are assumed to be linguistically relevant: object types (named by nominals) and event types 
(named by verbs). Instantiations of object types are objects, instantiations of event types are events. 
To characterise a predicate as eventuality-denoting (as containing a referential event or state argu-
ment in its semantic structure) makes sense only for particular-denoting predicates. Since a denoted 
eventuality is a necessary prerequisite for a syntactic argument to be semantically related to the 
predicate via semantic roles such as ‘actor’, ‘undergoer’, ‘benefactive’, ‘holder’ etc., it must be con-
cluded that the argument of a type-naming predicate cannot be associated with one of these canonical 
semantic roles. 
  Thus, the present proposal rejects the often held view that every kind of predication is eventu-
ality denoting. Taxonomy sentences and categorising sentences are not. This implies that not every 
kind of syntactic argument can be analysed as semantically bearing one of the canonical event-related 
roles. Drawing a line of demarcation between type-naming predications on the one hand and eventu-
ality-denoting predications on the other hand is not a new idea. Virtually the same has been sug-
gested in Bulygina 1982 for Russian. Bulygina’s “qualities” (kaÿestva) correspond to type-level 
predications, whereas her “appearances” (javlenija) correspond to eventuality-denoting predications.  
  The present proposal furthermore offers a new semantic analysis for the range of linguistic 
phenomena discussed in the literature under various lables such as “essential property assignments”, 
“genericity markers”, “generic constructions”, “individual-level predications” and the like. Turkish 
verbs marked by the Aorist, Spanish predicates formed by means of the copula ser and Modern He-
brew predications realised along the lines of the so-called +Pron construction are arguably type-
naming predications. Indeed, it can be shown that every instance of a Hebrew +Pron sentence can be 
traced back to either a taxonomy sentence or a categorising sentence. In order to do so, systematic 
lexical semantic differences between nouns, verbs and adjectives must be taken into account. Only 
verbs and nouns are sortals and by themselves have the capacity to name object types or event types, 

                                                 
2 These authors critise standard Formal Semantics in its commitment to bare particulars.  
 
3 Ignoring proper names. 
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respectively. Adjectival descriptions are non-sortal descriptions which must be conceptually enriched 
in an accommodation process in order to supply the required type (see Mueller-Reichau 2003).     
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SYNTACTIC RELATIONSHIP AREAS IN SOME LANGUAGES OF EUROPE,  
CENTRAL AND NORTH ASIA: A COMPARATIVE TYPOLOGICAL SKETCH 

 
SHAMIL NAFIQOFF 

Russian Academy of Science, Institute for History, Language, and Literature, Ufa 
 
The geographical region in question is covered by various languages of two superfamilies the Boreal 
sive Nostratic and the Palaeo-Euroasiatic sive Sino-Caucasian. 
 From the viewpoint of syntactic typology the Nostratic languages belong to the Nominative or 
Accusative type while the Sino-Caucasian languages often display features of the Ergative type. 
 Yet from an historical, diachronic viewpoint certain language families from the Boreal stock 
reveal their Ergative past. This may be exemplified by the Indo-European languages (Gamkrelidze, 
Ivanov 1984 and other sources). 
 The Sino-Caucasian idioms are justly considered to be predecessors of their evolutionally 
younger Boreal congeners (J. Kerns 1994 and other sources).´ 
 
Several major syntactic principles characterize the Nostratic languages continuum: 

a) Modifier before its Head or A←B (left branching); 
b) The SOV word order in the majority of the superfamily;  
c) The dependant Genitive position in a phrase; 
d) Measure of analytical and syntactic constructions; 
e) Measure of parataxis vs hypotaxis in the sentence structure of a given language. 

 
 A handful of languages in the areas traditionally escape the hard-and-fast lines of the main-
stream taxonomy. Far west we have the Basque which falls within the West Caucasian languages’ 
syntactical pattern of Head before Adjunct or B→A (Trombetti; 1925), that is attributive adjectives 
are postnominal there; the same thing is in the Eskimo idiom, Far NE Asia.   
 In the Far Eastern Ainu the word order is SOV (Batchelor 1905) as much as in the Uralo-
Altaic and other East Nostratic languages. 
 On the border of Europe and Asia, in the Caucasus area all the vernacular languages tend to be 
SOV and to place the modifier before the head of grammatical structures (cf. Klimov, 1969: 40, 52). 
In the Tibeto-Burman language group of the Sinitic family the SOV sentence pattern is also observed 
as in the Tanghut language, for instance. 
 The sentence word order regarded diachronically is also known to be changeable. Many Indo-
European languages at present feature the SVO pattern (Slavonic, Germanic, etc.) but the PIE was 
predominantly SOV (Lehmann 1972). “Though English is now a VO language, it still retains some 
features reminiscent of prehistoric SOV origin” (Kerns, op.cit.: 162). 
 In the Afroasiatic stock one can also come across relics of the earlier SOV syntax (Kerns, 
op.cit.: 168). 
 In the Syntax of the phrase not a few languages of the areas analyzed are noted for frequent 
use of the so-called Serial verbs. Take Bengali ura ‘fly’ with the ure utha ‘to take to wing’ i.e. ‘to 
soar flying’. There a great similarity in employing such verbs in the Indo-Aryan and Dravidian lan-
guages, on the one hand, and in Turkic and Tajik, on the other. In this respect the Dravidian sentence 
structure is congruent since the law Rectum ante regens is observed in the idioms of the Dravidian 
area which historically had been located close to Central Asia. 
 Another peculiar syntactic feature of the discussed languages is frequent use of the so-called 
Echo-words or twin(ned) words of the type seen in Georgian are mare ‘here and there’, Turkish et 
met ‘meat and flesh’ and so on (Trombetti 1923: 619). 
 In many a language of the Boreal and Sino-Caucasian macrofamilies the relative Subordinate 
clauses are employed with no relative pronouns or any relational words in general. Specimens of this 
particular syntactic phenomenon can be cited from as diverse languages as Turkic and North East 
Caucasian like Chechen, etc. (Desheriev 1959: 272) 
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 Such is a brief sketch of the syntactic relationship areas in certain language families and idi-
oms of Europe, Central and Northern Asia (for more see such sources as Kozinski 1995: 130–132, as 
well as Kibrik 1993, Comrie 2000 and so forth). 
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CLAUSE STRUCTURE IN THE RUSSIAN-CHINESE PIDGIN 
 

ELENA V. PEREKHVALSKAYA 
St. Peterburg State University, Department of General linguistics 

 
 1. CLAUSE STRUCTURE IN THE RUSSIAN-CHINESE PIDGIN. The pidgin in question is known as the 
Kyachta language, the Maimachin idiom, the Far East Pidgin Russian or the Siberian pidgin, yet the 
most usual name is the Russian-Chinese pidgin (RChP). This name presupposes that the main con-
tributing languages in the formation of this pidgin were Russian and Chinese. Was it really so? Cer-
tain features in the clause structure may contribute to the solving of this problem.  

  The RChP in its basilect form practically lacks the inflectional morphology which contrasts 
with a very complicated morphological structure of the lexifier. In the Russian language the clausal 
structure is overtly expressed by the system of grammatical cases and prepositions and to a lesser 
extent by the word order. The RChP lost both grammatical case and prepositions so the clausal ar-
guments are interpreted mainly by the general semantic context:  
 
Agent-Patient 
 (1)  Eta  l’udi   patom  dzimli   kapadzi (K) 
   This person  then ground  dig 
    ’Then this person dug the ground.’ 
 (2)  Hedzu --  liba  kupi-la (Sh) 
   Hedzu ---  fish buy-PAST 
    ’Hedzu bought fish’ 
 
Other arguments  
Location  
 (3)  Sam  --- gorod  pashol  jivo.’ (FEP) 
   Himself - city  went 3Sg. 
    ‘He himself went to the city’ 
 (4)  My  prijehal  kareisa  fanza (Tz) 
   1Pl came Korean house 
    ‘We came to the Korean houses.’ 
Instrument 
 (5)  Buldozera rovno delaj (K) 
   bulldozer even make 
    ‘<they> leveled the ground with the help of bulldozer.’ 
 
  All arguments are identically expressed by noun phrases which may consist of a noun with or 
without dependant words (demonstratives or adjectives) or a personal pronoun. Thus, we rely mostly 
on the semantic role of the argument in order to determine its grammatical role in the clause. The 
Pidgin has only the active voice so the semantic role of agent always corresponds to the grammatical 
relation of the subject and the semantic role of patient corresponds to the grammatical relation of the 
direct object, cf (1) and (2). 
  Thus the actual interpretation of the grammatical structure of the clause is mainly based on the 
general semantic context. It may also be interpreted by the word order. 

 
2. WORD ORDER. As has often been pointed out the RChP tends to have the SOV word order. If the 
clause contains both the Object and the Benefactive or other arguments, the Object occupies the place 
nearer to the Verb. 
 
 (6)  evó  dúmaj  majá  jevó  čéna  daváj (Ja) 

 3Sg think  1Sg 3Sg price give 
     ‘He thinks that I give him the <real> price.’ 
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 (7)  Nada   lipahoza    kater  cho  vazi-la (K) 
 Necessary lumber.company cutter what carry-PAST 

       ‘It was necessary to carry things to the lumber company by motor boat.’ 
 

  All the secondary arguments (Location, Instrument, Means of transportation etc), with the ex-
ception of the adjunct of Time tend to occupy the position between S and V: 

 
 (8)  Eto  kotory  l’udi   kalotsa  lazi-l   (K) 

 This which  person well  climb-PAST 
     ‘That man who climbed into the well’ 
 

As RChP was always an oral auxiliary language it probably never had any norm, even a norm “de 
facto”. Therefore the grammatical rules were often violated and the word order was never really 
strict. Cf. (3), (4), (17). Without the strict word order rule the task of argument interpretation of a 
clause becomes almost impossible taking into account the lack of both inflectional morphology and 
prepositions. The last resort here would be to use the general context of the expression. 
 
3. CONTEXT INTERPRETATION. The exact interpretation of a single clause is impossible in RChP. In 
fact, the expression kaban taskaj (wild.pig drag) would be probably understood as “wild pigs usually 
drag (steal)”, because the word taskaj is highly polysemantic in the pidgin. It may mean “pull, drag, 
steal, carry”. But the wider context makes it possible to figure out the real meaning of this clause: 
“<we had> to carry <carcasses of> wild pigs <to the riverbank>”. 

 
 (9)  Isho  kada   kasa  stali,   kaban  taskaj,  panty  

 So  when  sand.bar stop  wild.pig drag  antlers 
 pili  chivo,   a  dom   dal’oko (FEP) 
 saw something but house  far 

‘When we stopped at sand bars, it was necessary to carry <carcasses of> wild  pigs <to 
the boat>, to saw off antlers <of elks>, but the house was far away <and it was neces-
sary to bring all that home>.’ 

 
  In order to make the argument structure more transparent the whole situation is often cut into 
minor situations so that each predicate would have only one or at the most two arguments.  

 
 (10) Hedzu  liba  kupi-la,  eta  liba  pamilaj  netu,  eta  vada  

 Hedzu fush buy-PAST this fish die  NEG this water 
 puskaj-la,  eta  liba  ubizha-la (Sh) 
 let-PAST this fish escape-PAST 

‘Hedzu bought a fish< it was alive and Hedzu put it into the water <river>, so the fish 
went away.’ 

 (11) Tak  hudo  hodi,  ego  mogu  strel’aj.  Ego  dumaj,   
 so  bad walk 3Sg can  shoot  3 Sg think  
 nasha  chushka  est’ (Ar). 
 1Pl pig  be 
  ‘We shouldn’t walk like that, they may shoot taking us for wild pigs’ 
 
The segmentation of the text into very simple clauses is a characteristic feature of all variants 

of the RChP. Practically all the texts available, be it modern recordings, citations in fiction or exam-
ples in linguistic articles present this feature. 
 
4. LEXICAL MEANS OF EXPRESSING THE CLAUSE STRUCTURE. At some point of its history the RCHP 
was expanding. This process was connected with the formation of new grammatical means on the 
basis of lexical items. The RChP was clearly in the process of forming a class of postpositions. Post-
positions are also characteristic for Govorka, the Taimyr Russian-based pidgin. In Govorka the po-
sposition mesto is used to mark different adjuncts. In RChP certain nouns, adjectives and adverbs 
could also be used as postpositions 
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Nouns 
 (12) ja   companija  hodi (FEP) 

 1Sg company go 
  ‘He went with me’ 

 (13)  Ivana doma sepasibo (Ch) 
 Ivan house thank.you 
  ‘thanks to Ivan’s house’ 

Adverbs 
 (14)  sidi  trava   r’adom (FEP) 

 sit  grass  near 
  ‘He sat in the grass’ 

 (15) reka  popereza (Ch) 
 river across 
  ‘across the river’ 

Adjectives 
 (16)  trava  adinakavy  ivo (FEP) 

 grass alike   3Sg 
  ‘It was green’ 
 

  Another model is presented by the use of deictic adverbs which help to define more precisely 
the meaning of a Locative argument. Such adverbs do not necessarily follow the argument and can be 
put elsewhere, though they also express a certain tendency of following the argument in question. 

 
 (17) Lan’se  ja   pasho-la  toka  lipahoza    des’a (K) 

 Before Isg go-PAST only lumber.company here 
    ‘I used to come only to the lumber company’ 
 (18) Ivo suda  hodi Vostok (FEP) 

 3Sg to.here go  Vostok 
    ‘He came to Vostok’ 
 
5. CONCLUSION. While expanding the RChP clearly had a tendency to establish the SOV word order, 
the system of postpositions and the system of deictic adverbs make the locative arguments more pre-
cise. The first two features are not characteristic of either the Russian or Chinese languages but are 
common for languages of the Altaic family which is spread all over Siberia. Native speakers of the-
ses languages often used the RChP for communication with Russians and other Europeans, as it is 
attested by the sources for the RChP. It seems obvious that this pidgin probably originated in the 
process of Russian-Aborigine Siberian trade and only after that it began to be used by the Chinese. 
As J. Nichols pointed out “the contribution of the Chinese … was not so much the nature of the 
pidgin as its stability” (J. Nichols, Pidginization and foreign talk: Chinese Pidgin Russian \\ Papers 
from the 4th Int. Conference on historical linguistics, John Benjamins, 1980, 405). The name Russian-
Chinese pidgin seems erroneous and it seems more adequate to speak about the Siberian pidgin 
formed on the Russian lexical basis in the course of communication with Altaic speaking peoples of 
Siberia. 
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CONTACT-INDUCED CHANGES IN FINNISH ROMANI: PASSIVE VOICE 
 

HELENA PIRTTISAARI 
University of Helsinki, Department of General Linguistics 

 

This paper discusses the language contact between Finnish Romani (Indo-Aryan, with earlier Indo-
European contact influence) and Finnish (Uralic), with particular attention to the form and function 
of voice. I intend to show that the coding of the passive voice in Finnish Romani manifests Finnish 
features, resulting in changes in the argument structure. The paper adopts the theoretical concepts of 
contact linguistics and the study of language universals. The study is based on a corpus of 147,000 
words, compiled mainly by Lars Borin (2001). 
  The term ‘influence’ is used as adoption of any elements or features from the contact language. 
We can define somewhat simplified convergence as the elimination (loss) of non-congruent forms in 
languages in contact, and interference as the introduction of new forms or rules in one language un-
der influence from another (Beniak & al. 1984–5). 
  The verbal system of Finnish Romani shows a complex mosaic of archaisms and innovations. 
As a residue of the late Middle-Indo-Aryan ergativity system, finitized past participles are continu-
ously used in past tense 3SG. At the same time, Finnish influence is manifested in various parts of 
the verbal system. First, Finnish interference is manifested in the occurrence of Agentless passive and 
Agent participle, or coding the voice in the past participle. Second, constructions and morphological 
oppositions not found in Finnish are (gradually) lost. An example of convergence is the loss of the 
synthetic passive in Finnish Romani. Instead, there are two kinds of analytic passives, formed by 
combining the copula with the Indic, ‘thematic’ past participle, or with the Greek, ‘athematic’ past 
participle in –men (< –ménos). In what follows, I shall discuss three related phenomena, triggered by 
Finnish influence, (i) coding of the voice in the two participle suffixes, (ii) Agent participle, and (iii) 
Agentless passive.  
  Unlike most other dialects that continuously use active past participles in the 3SG past tense 
(cf. Matras 1995), the finitization of participles is not restricted to intransitive verbs in Finnish Ro-
mani, even the past participles of transitive verbs being used actively in the 3SG past tense. The logi-
cal Subject of the sentence is then the grammatical one, and the construction is not ergative. Finitized 
participles can take same arguments as finite verb forms; cf. Example (1). Finitized participles no 
longer show gender agreement with the Subject, as was still the case in the 1930s (see Example (1a)) 
and not necessarily number agreement because of the influence of colloquial Finnish, consider Ex-
amples (1b–c). 

 
 (1) a.  Mi            dāi          na haja–dil–i                 te            
       my.FEM.SG  mother.NOM  NEG know-PP-FEM.SG.NOM  COMPL 
   dikk–el     pelexk–i  
     see-SUBJ.3SG   card.PL 

  ‘My mother did not know how to read the cards’ (AR:1940/00/0020) 
  b.  om kent–i         lii–l–o               gutti–ki        guos–i   
       if  child-PL.NOM  get-PP-MASC.SG.NOM  a little-even (Fin.)  thing-PL 
        ‘if children got even a few things’ (RB:1980/10/0075) 
  c. jos  lapset    saisi–Ø    edes  vähän  tavaroita 

 if child-PL.NOM get.COND-3SG. even a few  thing-PL 
    ‘if children got even a few things’ 

 
The same tendency can also be noted in other past tense forms. In Finnish Romani the active perfect 
and pluperfect are formed as compound tenses, the result of Finnish influence, with the copula 
som/aaĥĥaa ‘to be’ and the past tense form of the main verb (cf. Vuorela & Borin 1998). There is 
double marking of number and person, since these categories are coded both in the auxiliary and in 
the main verb, as in Example (2). 
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 (2)  Butvares  me  s–om   aah–t–om         mulani 
   often        I   be-PRES.1SG be-PAST-PRES.1SG sad.FEM 
    ‘I have often been sad’ (RB:1993/03/0022) 
 
This is against the definition of the Indo-European tradition of linguistics that only auxiliaries are 
inflected in the verbal complex (cf. Ramat 1987). However, the past participle can be used in active 
function even in compound tenses instead of the inflected form; cf. Example (3a). Since it is even 
more usual in compound tenses than in the past tense, this could be the first sign of its grammaticali-
zation as the uninflected constituent of the verbal complex, as in Indo-European languages and in 
Finnish. In Finnish it shows number agreement with the Subject (Example 3c), but in Romani the 
category number is occasionally lost; consider Example (3b).  

 
 (3) a. naa    jou          na      jakkes  huot  douva na      s–as       
      NEG he.NOM NEG  as    soon  it         NEG be-PAST.3SG  
   liilo  
   get.PP.MASC.SG.NOM 
        ‘he had not received it as soon’ (RB:1980/04/0007) 
  b. kaal–e          koon–en     hin               lii–l–o                  
       gipsy-PL.NOM  who-PL.OBL be.PRES.3PL get-PP-MASC.SG.NOM    
   penge    hisbi 
   REFL    house.PL 
        ‘Gipsies who have obtained houses (for themselves)’ (RB:1978/07/0003) 
  b.  romanit    jotka      ovat     saa–neet    talon 
       rom-PL.NOM    who-PL.NOM   be.PRES.3PL   get-PP.ACT.PL    house.SG 
    ‘Roma who have obtained a house’ 
 
Because the past participle has acquired the aforementioned active functions, it is in accordance with 
the principle of isomorphism, i.e., the 1:1 -relation of form and function, that its function as the past 
participle passive is coded in another form. As Bubeník (2000) has noted, the weakening of the oppo-
sition between active and passive perfect is an old Indo-Aryan dilemma, and there have been several 
attempts at its solution. One possible solution in Romani is borrowing the Greek participle suffix –
men. My corpus suggests that the tendency in Finnish Romani appears to be the coding of the voice 
in the participle: the active voice in the thematic and the passive in the athematic suffix in transitive 
verbs, which show interpretative ambiguity – but not in all cases or in every idiolect, since it occurs 
mostly among speakers born in the 50s and later. For example, the syntagm hin diile is ambiguous 
between the active and the passive, having two context-dependent interpretations: 1) have given, 2) 
has/have been given (the 3PL functions as Agentless passive with no agreement in number with the 
grammatical Subject, cf. below). In the suggested development the thematic participles get the active 
interpretation, the athematic ones the passive; consider the next Examples: 
 
 (4)  hin dii–l–e ‘1. have given 2. has/have been given’ 
   -> (a)  hin dii–l–e ‘have given’ 

  (b)  hin diij–ime ‘has/have been given’ = innovation, interference 
               
The morphological coding of the voice results in unambiguous alignment between morphology and 
semantics, i.e., whether the Subject is the Agent or the Patient. This development shows strong Fin-
nish interference, because in Finnish the active and passive voice are coded in different participle 
suffixes; see Example (5).  
 
 (5) a saa–nut        b.  saa–tu  
        get-PP.ACT.SG.NOM      get-PP.PASS.SG.NOM 
        ‘[have] got’              ‘[have been] got’ 
 
Further, there is asymmetry in the participle patterns over different tense-aspects, with the present 
passive participle missing in Finnish Romani, which is a cross-linguistically typical phenomenon (cf. 
Haspelmath 1994). This is shown in Example (6).  
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 (6)  Active         Passive 
   Present rann–ime  ‘writing’  – 
   Past ran–lo     ‘having written’  ran–lo ~rann–imeN  ‘written’ 
       
When the athematic suffix is replacing the thematic one in the passive function, the system of voice 
is developing towards greater symmetry. However, there are simultaneous tendencies towards greater 
complexity in other parts of the system, for instance, when the athematic suffix also codes the active 
present participle.  
  In what follows, I shall discuss two related phenomena with a specific argument structure. In 
the written language, four of the five Finnish participles, represented in Example (7), have an equiva-
lent in Finnish Romani. The fifth participle, luke–ma for instance, is labelled as [the second] Perfect 
participle passive by Haspelmath (1994) and Agent participle in the Finnish tradition of linguistics. 
To avoid ambiguity, I shall adopt the latter notation. 
 
 (7)  Active          Passive 
   Present luke–va  ‘reading’   lue–tta–va ‘readable, to be read’ 
   Perfect luke–nut ‘having read’  lue–ttu/luke–ma ‘read’ 
(based on Haspelmath 1994:156; but I understand the PRES.PART.PASS as expressing necessity in 
addition to potentiality) 
 
Finnish Romani does not allow an overt Agent in the passivization (8b), whereas an inanimate In-
strumental, marked by case, may occur (8a). The Instrumental cannot be promoted to Subject. 
 

 (8)a. guosi,   so   tser–na    horttas  tsihkas  vast–ensa   
       thing.PL   that  make-PRES.3PL  very   well   hand-PL.INSTR 
        ‘things that are made very well by hand’ (RB:1984/02/0016) 
  b. me  som     sikj–ime  *Jeesus–eha 

 I  be.PRES.1SG teach-PPATHEM Jesus-SG.INSTR 
   ‘I have been taught by Jesus’ 

 
By contrast, the so-called Agent participle demands an overt Agent in the Genitive case. Finnish uses 
a specific participle form, i.e., the fifth participle for this construction (9b), whereas Finnish Romani 
uses the athematic participle in -men for the same purpose (9a); contrast (9a) with (8b). It is to be 
noted that interference features in Finnish Romani are mostly triggered by spoken Finnish but in this 
case by a written language, since the Agent participle hardly occurs in spoken Finnish.  
 
 (9) a. Me   pinsavaa    jakkes,  te    Jeesus–es–ko      sikj–ime   
           I.NOM feel.PRES.1SG  like when  Jesus-SG.MASC-GEN  teach-PPATHEM      

                  ‘I feel like taught by Jesus’ (RB:1996/05/0034)  
       b. Minä   tunnen   kuin  Jeesuks–e–n  opetta–ma 

      I.NOM feel.PRES.1SG  like  Jesus-SG-GEN teach-PPAG 
    ‘I feel like taught by Jesus’ 
 
We now turn to the third phenomenon to be discussed in this paper. While Finnish lacks a ‘true’ pas-
sive, it manifests Agentless passives, hence ‘PASS’. It is not undisputed whether these are to be con-
sidered as passives or as actives with an indefinite Subject (cf. Palmer 1994). They can be treated as 
‘backgrounding’ passives, which can occur without Object promotion (Foley and Van Valin 1984; cf. 
Palmer 1994). Finnish uses a specific verb form for this purpose (10), whereas Finnish Romani uses 
the 3PL, which is typical of the world’s languages (Keenan 1985) (8a). The use of the Agentless pas-
sive has probably extended on the impact of the Finnish pattern, even though the form differs. 
 
 (10) Tavarat,  joita tehdä–än    oikein  hyvin käsin 
    thing.PL  that  make-PRES.‘PASS’ very   well  hand-PL.INSTR 
     ‘things that are made very well by hand’ 
 
In colloquial Finnish, the Agentless passive form is used instead of the 1PL (11b). It has been sug-
gested that Finnish Romani uses the 1PL in a similar way, omitting the Agent (11a). 
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 (11)a.  j–aha     toori  mark    
                go-PRES.1.PL  there marketplace       
                   ‘we go/let’s go to the marketplace’ (Valtonen 1968:145)     

b.  mennä–än      sinne     markkinoille 
        go-‘PASS’      there     market.PL.LOC 
         ‘we go/let’s go to the marketplace’ 
 
To conclude, the verbal morphosyntax of Finnish Romani shows, at least to some extent, Finnish fea-
tures. Three phenomena triggered by Finnish contact influence were discussed in this paper: (i) there 
is a functionally motivated tendency to distinguish morphologically between active and passive per-
fect, resulting in unambiguous grammaticalization of the participant roles, (ii) a passive-like con-
struction with an overt Agent in Genitive case occurs, (iii) 3PL and 1PL are used as an Agentless 
passive. Only (i) can be regarded as a (partial) simplification of the system. 
  There is nothing new in that the speakers of Romani use Romani morphology in this way to 
“copy” the structure of a European contact language (cf. Matras 1995). Structural borrowing is possi-
ble wherever languages are in intense contact (Thomason & Kaufman 1988). The situation becomes 
more complicated when the great amount of idiosyncrasies is taken into account. This makes the sys-
tem less regular and less predictable. The assumption of a monolithic linguistic system needs to be 
questioned, as argued by Vuorela and Borin (1998).  
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SINGLE, DOUBLE OR TRIPLE:  
WHAT AFFECTS THE NUMBER OF CAUSATIVE MARKERS IN BEZHTA 

 
ALEXANDR PODOBRJAEV  
Moscow State University 

 
This investigation explores the valency-changing phenomena in Bezhta. It is the result of one-week 
fieldwork in the village of Tliadal (Daghestan, Russia) in August 2003 (MSU linguistic expedition 
under the direction of K.I. Kazenin, A. E. Kibrik and Ya.G. Testelets). Bezhta (Nakh-Daghestanian, 
Avar–Andi–Tsez, Tzesic) is an ergative language spoken by less than 7000 people in the Tsunta 
region of Daghestan. 
  The morphological  causative in Bezhta is formed means of an affix –(i)l, which (under certain 
circumstances) can be duplicated or even triplicated, which is rather untypical for Daghestanian 
languages. A few examples are given below:  

 
 (1)  ijQ    <ali  ut'-in-na-j 
   mother.Е  Ali.N  sleep-CAUS-CvPf-Cop  
    ‘Mother put her son to bed.’ 
 (2)  ijQ    <ali  ut'-il-in-na-j 
   mother.Е  Ali.N  sleep-CAUS-CAUS-CvPf-Cop  
    ‘Mother caused her son to go to bed .’ 
 (3)  ijQ    <ali  ut'-il-il-in-na-j 
   mother.Е  Ali.N  sleep-CAUS-CAUS-CAUS-CvPf-Cop  
    ‘Mother caused someone to put her son to bed / to make her sone go to bed.‘ 
 (4)   ijQ    taLe-l-[T-]-i        kibbT-d  wara 
    mother.E  milk-CAUS-PrtDv-Dt-Cop girl-I  cow.N 
     ‘The mother causes her daughter to milk the cow (keeping an eye on her).’ 
 (5)   ijQ    taLe-l-il-[T-]-i       kibbT-d   wara 
    mother.E milk-CAUS-CAUS-PrtDv-Dt-Cop girl-I    cow.N 
    ‘The mother causes her daughter to milk the cow (by asking or forcing).’ 
 (6)  mThTmT-di  <ali  ok'ijac'-il-ca-s-i 
   Magomed-E  Ali.N  jump-CAUS-PrtDv-Dt-Cop 
    ‘Magomed makes Ali jump.’ 
 (7)  mThTmT-di  <ali  ok'ijac'-il-il-ca-s-i 
   Magomed-E  Ali.N  jump-CAUS-CAUS-PrtDv-Dt-Cop 
    ‘Magomed makes Ali jump.’ 
 (8)   rasul-li  <ali yo:da:-l-il-in-na-j 
    Rasul-E Ali.N  laugh-CAUS-CAUS-CAUS-CvPf-Cop 
    ‘Rasul made Ali laugh.’ 
 (9)   *rasul-li <ali yo:da:-l-in-na-j  
      Rasul-E Ali.N laugh-CAUS-CAUS-CvPf-Cop 
 (10)  *rasul-li <ali yo:da:-n-na-j 
      Rasul-E Ali.N laugh-CAUS-CvPf-Cop 
 
The earlier description of the causative construction in Bezhta was based on the idea that transitive 
verbs are causativized only by reduplicated or triplicated causative morpheme (tiple causative encod-
ing strong causation) – see [Kibrik, Testelets 1982 (“causatives” by A. Dybo)], which is evidently 
wrong (see (5)), though it reflects a very strong tendency. 
 At first glance, double and triple causatives encode the meanings of distant vs. contact 
causation (1–2), double vs. simple causation (1,2–3) or strong vs. weak causation. In some cases they 
tend to be meaningless (6–7) (semi-causative in terms of [Kulikov 1993], analyzing the examples of 
the related Tsez language). What is to be discovered is the constraints on the reiterating causative 
affix in sentences with different sets of paricipants and semantic background.  
  The probable solution of the problem is achieved by placing causer and causee both on the 
scale of agency / activity control. Cognitively, the scale is continual. Language divides it in two axes: 
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in the first one the participant is conceptualized as week, in the second one it is conceptualized as 
strong, these two have a certain intersection (Figure 1). The coplacement of causer and causee on this 
continuous scale seems to be the only way to predict the number of causative affixes attaching to a 
verb.  
 
not conrolling (=weak)_______________________________________+ control 
(---------------------------------(---------intersection------------)-----------------------------------) > 

controlling(=strong) 
______                

FIGURE 1. 
 
The basic principles are as follows: if the causer is weak and the causee is as weak or stronger, 
double causative will occur; if the causee is weak and the causer is as weak or stronger, single 
causative is observed; if both causer and causee are strong, triple causative. Reduplication of the 
causative morpheme is the means to mark that the situation is controlled by the causee rather than the 
causer. This model explains also the presence of “meaningless” second causative, which occurs in the 
conflict siuations (causer and causee in the intersection).  
  There is a huge tradition explaning the presence of different causativizing possibilities in 
language (in our case: single, double and triple causatives). Certain typologically-oriented works (e. 
g. [Dixon 2000]) are rather close, though not identical, to our views. Dixon describes the set of  
analogous parameters concerning causer and causee taken separately, but that analysis fails to 
explain Bezhta data, where the relation between causer and causee is to be measured. 
  The proposed explanatory model may be useful in the analysis of causative constructions in 
the other related and non-related languages, especially the facts concerning “semantically empty” 
markers.  
  Finally, we should mention that the semantic features involved have some interesting parallels 
in syntax (e.g. causee case marking). 
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SYNTACTIC AND INFORMATION STRUCTURE OF STATIVE VERB  
SENTENCES WITH EXPERIENCER NP-S IN KOREAN 

 
ELENA RUDNITSKAYA 

Institute of Oriental Studies, Language Division, Moscow 
 
This paper considers bivalent stative verbs with ‘EXP(eperiencer)’ and ‘TH(eme)’/ ‘Patient’ argu-
ments in Korean, such as mwusep-ta ‘be afraid of' or coh-ta 'like’. Whereas the ‘TH’ argument of 
mwusep-ta ‘be afraid of' is NOM(inative), the ‘EXP’ argument can, besides DAT(ive) (1a), be 
marked TOP(ic) or NOM (1b-c). Such verbs often have a non-stative counterpart (mwusep-ha-ta ‘be-
afraid-of-do’) with an ACC(usative) ‘TH’ object (1d). The ‘TH’ NP in (1a-c) is not ACC because a 
stative verb in Korean cannot govern an ACC complement. 
 
 (1) a. Chelswu-eykey  Mia-ka  mwusep-ta 
   Chelswu-DAT  Mia-NOM be-afraid-of-DECL 
  b. Chelswu-nun Mia-ka  mwusep-ta 
   Chelswu-TOP Mia-NOM be-afraid-of-DECL 
    ‘Chelswu is afraid of Mia’ 
  c. Chelswu-ka  Mia-ka  mwusep-ta 
   Chelswu-NOM Mia-NOM be-afraid-of-DECL 
    ‘It is Chelswu who is afraid of Mia’ [marginal] 
  d. Chelswu-nun/ka  Mia-lul  mwusep-ha-n-ta 
   Chelswu-TOP/NOM Mia-NOM be-afraid-of-do-ASP-DECL 
    ‘Chelswu is afraid of Mia’ 
 
It has been proposed (originally by Heycock and Lee 1989) that the pattern in (1b–c) includes two 
(syntactic) predications, similar to well-known “double predication” sentences with “two subjects” 
(2a–b). This proposal is mainly based on the NOM-NOM pattern in (1c) and the assumption that a 
NOM NP is a subject (that is, (1c) has two subjects: Chelswu and Mia). According to Teng 1974 and 
Heycock 1993, in a sample “double predication” sentence (2a–b), the first TOP/NOM NP (Waikhikhi) 
is not an argument, but the logical and at the same time the “major” subject of the sentence. The sec-
ond NOM NP (kyongchi) is the grammatical subject included into the sentential predicate of 
Waikhikhi: [kyongchi-ka coh-ta] ([NP(NOM)-V]). Waikhikhi and kyongchi-ka coh-ta in (1b–c) form 
an additional verb-less “syntactic” (and semantic) predication.  
  Lee and Kim 1988, and Yoon 2003, on the contrary, claim that (1b–c) correspond to only one 
predication: the ‘EXP’ NP is the syntactic subject, whereas the ‘TH’ NP is the syntactic object.  
  TOP in Japanese/ Korean is a marker of a logical subject rather than of a discourse topic (Ku-
roda 1972), but NOM marks rheme or focus (cf. (2a–b)). In an embedded context, all subjects are 
NOM (2c). 
 
 (2) a. Waikhikhi-nun kyongchi-ka   coh-ta 
   Waikiki-TOP landscape-NOM good-DECL 
    ‘Waikiki has good landscape’ 
  b. Waikhikhi-ka kyongchi-ka   coh-ta 
   Waikiki-NOM landscape-NOM good-DECL 
    ‘It is Waikiki that has good landscape’ 
  c. Na-nun  Waikhikhi-ka kyongchi-ka 
   I-TOP  Waikiki-NOM landscape-NOM 
   coh-ta-ko    sayngkakha-n-ta 
   good-DECL-QUOT think-ASP-DECL 
    ‘I think that Waikiki has good landscape’ 
 
Based on my data, TOP/NOM sentences (1b–c) have one predication based on the argument structure 
of bivalent stative verbs with an ‘EXP’ semantic role (mwusep-ta ‘be-afraid-of’). However, the 
TOP/NOM ‘EXP’ is grammaticalized as a logical subject of its [NP(NOM, ’TH’) – V] sentential 
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predicate. This results in the “frozen” information structure of (1b–c) and certain restrictions on the 
information status of the ‘EXP’ and the ‘TH’ NP-s.  
  In the (1b–c) pattern, the ‘EXP’ NP always controls honorific verb agreement (3a–b); only the 
‘EXP’ NP – ‘TH- NP binding relation is possible (4a–b). Thus, agreement and reflexivization tests 
allow us to conclude that TOP/NOM-NOM sentences contain one predication, based on a bivalent 
predicate, with the ‘EXP’ NP as a grammatical subject.  
 
 (3) a. Chelswu-nun halape-nim-kkeyse 
   Chelswu-TOP grandfather-HON-NOM.HON 
   mwusew-(*usi)-ta 
   be-afraid-of-(*HON)-DECL 
    ‘Chelswu is afraid of the grandfather’ 
  b. Halape-nim-kkeyse    Chelswu-ka 
   grandfather-HON-NOM.HON Chelswu-NOM 
   mwusew-usi-ta 
   be-afraid-of-HON-DECL 
    ‘The grandfather is afraid of Chelswu’ 
 (4) a. Mia-nun  caki-casin-i  mwusep-ta 
   Mia-TOP  self-self-NOM be-afraid-of-DECL 
  b. *Caki-casin-nun Mia-ka mwusep-ta 
   self-self-TOP Mia-NOM be-afraid-of-DECL 
    ‘Mia is afraid of herself’ 
 
What are the grammatical features of the (1b–c) TOP/NOM-NOM pattern that distinguish it from 
(1d) with the regular TOP/NOM-ACC pattern? 
  Certain syntactic similarities between (1b–c) and (2a–b) can be regarded as evidence for a 
“double predication” analysis of (1b–c). First, the order of the ‘EXP’ and the ‘TH’ NP-s in (1b–c) 
(Chelswu and Mia) is fixed: (1b) cannot be translated as ‘Mia is afraid of Chelswu’. Similarly, 
kyongchi ‘landscape’ cannot be the “major” subject marked TOP in (2a) with the ‘As for landscapes, 
Waikiki’s one is good’ interpretation. (In general, word order in Korean is free, and a both subject and 
object can be marked as TOP.) Second, the ‘TH’ NP in (1b–c) cannot be relativized, as in (5a), simi-
lar to the “second subject” in a “double predication” sentence – cf. (5b). Lee and Kim 1988 and Mirto 
1998 view this restriction as evidence for the “predicative NP” status of the “second subject” (similar 
to director in John is a director).  
 
 (5) a. Namphyen-i    mwusew-un   pwuin  un  napp-un pwuin-i-ta 
   husband-NOM be-afraid-of-PART wife-TOP  bad-PART wife-be-DECL 

‘A wife that is afraid of her husband is a bad wife’,  
    *‘A wife that her husband is afraid of is a bad wife’ 
  b. *Mikwuk-i        manh-un  kes-un  catongcha-0-ta 
   America-NOM  a-lot-PART thing-TOP car-be-DECL 
    ‘Things that are numerous in America are cars.  
 
The information structure of (1b–c), however, is kind of “frozen”, unlike (2a–c), which allows all 
regular information structure options. First, the TOP-NOM pattern in (1b) is highly preferred to the 
NOM-NOM pattern in (1c). Second, (1b–c), unlike (2a–b), cannot be embedded with the ‘EXP’ 
NOM NP being non-focused (cf. (2c) and (6)). Third, neither the ‘EXP’ NP, nor the ‘TH’ NP can be a 
wh-question focus (7a–b), whereas both of the two “subject” NP-s in “double predication” sentences 
can (8a–b).  
 
 (6)  Na-nun Chelswu-ka Mia-ka  mwusep-ta-kosayng    kakha-n-ta  
   I-TOP  Chelswu-NOM Mia-NOM be-afraid-of-DECL-QUOT  think-ASP-DECL 
    ‘I think that it is Chelswu who is afraid of Mia’;  
    *’I think that Chelswu is afraid of Mia’ 
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 (7) a. *Nwu-ka  Mia-ka mwusep-ni? 
   somebody-NOM Mia-NOM be-afraid-of-QUEST 
    ‘Who is afraid of Mia?’ 
  b. *Chelswu-nun nwu-ka mwusep-ni? 
   Chelswu-TOP  sombody-NOM be-afrai-of-QUEST 
    ‘Who is Chelswu afraid of?’ 
 (8) a. Enu kos-i  kyongchi-ka  cohni? 
   some place-NOM landscape-NOM good-QUEST 
    ‘What place has a good landscape?’ 
  b. ??Waikhikhi-nun mwues-i  coh-ni? 
   Waikiki-TOP  something-NOM good-QUEST 
    ‘What is good in Waikiki?’,  
    ‘What good things does Waikiki have?’ 
 
The information structure restrictions mentioned above suggest that the ‘EXP’ NP in (1b–c) is not 
only the grammatical subject but also a grammaticalized logical subject, whose sentential predicate is 
the [NP(NOM)-V] constituent. Unlike “double predication” sentences, the ‘EXP’ NP in (1b–c) is not 
a “major” subject (that is, not a subject of an additional semantic predication). 
  The logical subject status of the ‘EXP’ NP can account for the marginal status of (1c) and the 
“‘EXP’ as focus” interpretation of (6), as well as for (7). Since the ‘EXP’ NP is a grammaticalized 
logical subject, it cannot be a neutral embedded subject in (6) or be questioned in (7a). The ‘TH’ NP 
cannot form a separate information structure entity (e.g. question focus in (7b)) because it is part of 
the [NP(NOM)-V] constituent, which is a grammaticalized predicate for the ‘EXP’ NP logical sub-
ject. 
  The restriction on the ‘EXP’ NP – ‘TH’ NP order mentioned above and the ban on the ‘TH’ NP 
relativization in (5a) can also be explained by the “grammaticalized logical subject” hypothesis. 
‘EXP’ must precede ‘TH’ because logical subject cross-linguistically precedes the sentential constitu-
ent predicated over it (Aissen 1999). The ‘TH’ NP cannot be relativized because a relativized NP 
must be able to form a separate information structure entity (for instance, because it is realized as a 
null NP in the relative clause). 
  To conclude, the ‘EXP’ and the ‘TH’ NP-s in TOP/NOM-NOM sentences are arguments of the 
stative verb, corresponding to grammatical subject and object. In the information structure, the ‘EXP’ 
NP is grammaticalized as logical subject, whereas the ‘TH’ NP is part of the sentential [NP(NOM)-
V] constituent, predicated over the ‘EXP’ NP. Such “frozen” information structure results in restric-
tions on information status options available for both argument NP-s. 
 Another instance of a clause with two argument NOM NP-s (Agent and Patient), in which the 
Agent NP has the logical subject status, is the Caucasian “binominative construction” (Kazenin and 
Testelets 1999, and Kibrik 2003: 353).  
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THE SYNTACTIC SUBJECT IN ERZYA WITH POSSESSIVE MARKING 
 

JACK RUETER 
Mordovian State University, Saransk, Mordovia, Russia 

 
In the Erzya language there are suffixes which correlate with the personal pronouns provided that the 
latter are in the nominative or the genitive. The correlation is so extensive that personal suffixes cor-
relating to the nominative personal pronouns are readily attached to predicative NPs, as well as the 
finite verb in predicative sentence types. Likewise, possessive suffixes correlating to genitive-form 
personal pronouns are added to the head of the possession NP in certain cases. 

 NPs in the Erzya language with genitive-form attributes can be marked with possessive suf-
fixes or determinate/definite markers, which are in apposition to zero-marking indetermi-
nate/indefinite. All three forms of the NP can be observed as the syntactic subject – the indeterminate 
form, with no marking, and the determinate and possessive forms indicated by suffixes.  What makes 
the possessive suffix interesting is that possessive relations in Erzya are generally anaphoric, whereas 
the referent of a third person POSSESSOR might be located in the previous sentence or even more re-
motely; a possessive suffix is an adequate marker for the person of the possessor.  Determinate mark-
ing, on the other hand, usually indicates contrast or topicalization and tends to require the presence of 
the possessor. 

 Possessive suffixes in Erzya indicate virtually the same thing as the genitive forms of the cor-
relating personal pronouns.  In the case of third person possession both the pronouns and the posses-
sive suffixes can make direct reference to a genitive-form NP, a feature contrary to that of the Finnish 
system where the PX appears to be subordinated to the third person genitive-form pronoun.  Fur-
thermore possessive suffixes in the Erzya language are used in both possessive and habitive expres-
sions, whereas a habitive construction would be a predication of the possessive relation. 

 A possessive suffix on the subject of a sentence tends to be used without an accompanying 
genitive-form pronoun when the possessor is obvious from the THEME of the/a preceding sentence.  
Hence a lone PX tends to indicate a positionally more remote or by discourse more familiar referent 
than a personal-pronoun.  A construction with the latter, on the other hand, usually entails contrast or 
topicalization of the focus or more prominent elements of the preceding sentence.   
 In the Erzya language body-parts such as ‘eyes’, ‘nose’, ‘ears’, etc. are common to the subject 
of sentences indicating perception.  One might immediately regard these as referring to the INSTRU-
MENT of the verb of perception.  The additional usage of possessive suffixes might therefore be seen 
as an indication of an EXPERIENCER notion in the primary argument of a verb of perception regard-
less to whether that primary argument involves an ACTOR or an INSTRUMENT, see (1) and (2) below.1 

 
 (1)  Сельме +нзэ     неи +ть ? 
   eye/eyes + POSS-PX3SG see + PRED-PX3PL ? 
    ‘Do his/her/its eyes see?’ > ‘Can he/she/it see?’ 
 (2)  Не +и ? 
   to-see + PRED-PX3SG ? 
     ‘Does he/she/it see?’ 

 
Constructions with the role INSTRUMENT attributed to the primary argument of the type observed 

in (1) above, can be attributed a MODAL nuance.  Such is the case of other verbs of perception, as 
well, regardless to whether the verb operates as an intransitive with a single argument or a transitive 
with two.  Nevertheless, it is difficult to find a correlation between the expression of INSTRUMENT 
and the aforementioned MODAL nuance.   

                                                 
1 ABBREVIATIONS:  GEN_DET_SG = Genitive Singular Determinate, GEN-INDET = Genitive Indeterminate (singu-
lar or plural), INE+POSS-PX3SG = Inessive (singular or plural) Possessive Suffix Third Person Singular, POSS-
PX3SG = Possessive Suffix Third Person Singular, PRED-PX3PL = Verbal Conjugation Third Person Plural Sub-
ject, PRED-PX3PL_OBJ3 = Verbal Conjugation Third Person Plural Subject, and Third Person Object. 
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To better assess the usage of this MODAL nuance it is important that we return to the meaning of 
the Erzya genitive, and the semantics of a statement involving a perception verb with the INSTRU-
MENT as subject.  Firstly body-parts are indicative of a meronymic relation part-to-whole, and sec-
ondly perception verbs can take primary arguments with the notion of ACTOR or INSTRUMENT.   

From a meronymic viewpoint of example (3) only the INSTRUMENT as a part of the whole is in-
volved.  Hence there is no presupposition of a reaction made by the possessor.  It is as though the 
eyes see but no other part of the person becomes involved. 

 
 (3)  Сельме +нзэ     не +изь      киска +нть. 

 eye/eyes + POSS-PX3SG see + PRED-PX3PL_OBJ3  dog + GEN_DET_SG? 
     ‘His/her/its eyes saw the dog?’ 

 
In order to insure the presupposition of involvement of the possessor, the primary argument of 

the verb of perception ‘to see’ must be attributed the notion of ACTOR, see (4).  Here the verbal mark-
ing alone is sufficient. 
 
 (4)  Сельм +сэ+нзэ      не +изе       киска+нть. 

 eye/eyes +INE+POSS-PX3SG see+ PRED-PX3SG_OBJ3SG  dog+ GEN_DET_SG? 
     ‘He/she/it saw the dog with his/her/its eyes?’  

 
It will interesting to see whether other instances with the alternation of notions of ACTOR (pos-

sessor) versus INSTRUMENT (body-part) attributed to the primary argument also involve a modal nu-
ance. 
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THE SO-CALLED ‘BACKWARD CONTROL’ AND CLAUSAL COMPLEMENTS 
OF ‘BEGIN’ TYPE VERBS IN ADYGHE1 

 
SERGEY SAY 

Russian Academy of Science (РАН), 
Institute for linguistics research (ILI), Saint Peterburg 

 
Adyghe is a morphologically ergative, predominantly head-final (SOV), pro-drop language with ex-
tremely rich system of verb agreement. Basically, the verb agrees with all its arguments. There are 
distinct sets of agreement markers for A (root adjacent position), and for O and S treated uniformly 
(either leftmost or post-root position within the word form). Since the system of verb agreement 
normally matches case assignment, these agreement markers are conventionally glossed below as 
e.g. 1sg.erg, 1sg.abs, 1sg.obl etc. as in the following examples (for the sake of simplicity examples 
are given in traditional Cyrillic-based Adyghe orthography):  
 
 (1)  сэ  ахэ-р  с-щ-агъ-эх 

 I(abs) they-abs 1sg.erg-lead-past-3pl.abs 
  ‘I led them’ 

 (2)  ахэ-р  кIу-агъ-эх 
 they-abs go-past-3pl.abs 
  ‘they went’ 
 
Importantly, non-finite verb forms (converbs, the so-called supines, etc.) in various comple-

ment clauses take exactly the same agreement markers as they would in an independent clause.  
The paper focuses on the case-assignment patterns in the Adyghe constructions with ‘begin’ 

type verbs that take clausal complements. There are 5 more or less synonymous verbs ‘begin’ that 
are discussed below. They fall into three types based on their argument structures, namely, there are 
two transitive verbs that take ergative nominals as their subjects (егъэжьэн and ублэн, cf. 3), one 
two-argument intransitive verb (фежьэн) that takes an absolutive subject and oblique ergative com-
plement (cf. 4) and two one-argument verbs that take event as their sole argument. 

 
 (3)  ащ  урок-хэ-р  ри-гъэжь-агъ-эх 

 he.erg lesson-pl-abs 3sg.erg-begin-past-3pl.abs 
  ‘he starts doing his homework’  

 (4)  сэ  урок-хэ-м     с-а-фежьа-гъ 
 I(abs) lesson-pl-erg(=obl) 1sg.abs-3pl.obl-begin-past 
  ‘I start doing my homework’ 
 
All the five verbs at issue can take either transitive or intransitive verbs as their complements 

and (somewhat unexpectedly cross-linguistically) convey the meaning of either purposeful or spon-
taneous initiating of the embedded event. 

Before proceeding to the problems of case assignment on subjects of analytical inchoative 
constructions, it would be germane to mention an option that is available in those cases when the 
embedded verb is a verb of perception, emotion, etc., namely the possibility of impersonal construc-
tions, such as: 

 
 (5)  [сэ орэд-хэ-р   зэхэ-с-хэ-н-х-эу]     ре-гъажьэ 

 I(erg) song-pl-abs prev-1sg.erg-hear-fut-3pl.abs-conv 3sg.erg-begin 
  ‘I begin to hear the songs’ 
 
Here the phase verb does not agree with any argument corresponding to the participant of the 

event, although an alternative construction with 1sg.erg agreement on the matrix verb is also possible 

                                                 
1 The study reported here was partially supported by the grant of the President of the Russian Federation for 
the support of leading scientific schools НШ-2325.2003.6 
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(there is a slight difference in meaning, with (5) not implying conscious intention on the hearer’s 
part; this semantic discrepancy recalls the contrast that is often posited for raising vs. control struc-
tures). There is further evidence that proves correctness of the syntactic structure shown by bracket-
ing in (5). In other words, the subject of (5) is overtly represented as an argument of the embedded 
verb in non-finite form. This option of Adyghe grammar must be kept in mind when discussing per-
sonal phase constructions constructions; in these, there is a so-called like-subject constraint (that is, 
nothing like English “Mother started the maid cleaning the bathroom at ten o’clock” is possible). In 
other words, the subject of the phase verb (an argument with which the phase verb agrees) must be 
coreferential with the S-argument of the embedded verb in case the latter in intransitive and with the 
A-argument of the embedded verb if the latter is transitive. We now will examine case assignment in 
constructions with intransitive (I) and transitive (II) matrix verbs. 

I. Intransitive phase verbs. If both the matrix verb and the embedded verbs are intransitive 
there appears to be no problem in case assignment on the subject, and it is marked for the absolutive 
case. However, if the embedded verb is transitive the subject of the construction receives ergative 
marking: 

 
 (6)  ахэ-мэ сэ  с-а-щэ-н-эу      фежьа-гъэ-х 
         they-erg I(abs) 1sg.abs-3pl.erg-lead-fut2-conv begin-past-3pl.abs 
             ‘They began to lead me’ = 7, 8 
 

Thus, the argument that is marked for the ergative case triggers agreement of the intransitive 
phase verb, and the agreement marker belongs to the set of absolutive agreement markers – an oth-
erwise unattested option in Adyghe. In such constructions the subject can receive absolutive marking 
only under an unusual word order pattern (which may be due to pragmatic factors), e.g.: 

 
 (7)  ахэ-р  фежьа-гъэ-х   сэ   с-а-щэ-н-эу  
          they-abs begin-past-3pl.abs I(abs) 1sg.abs-3pl.erg-lead-fut2-conv 
 

The contrast between (6) and (7) together with some further evidence, and in view of the 
aforementioned ability of subjects to remain overtly expressed within the embedded clause, allows 
one to conclude that the ergative pronoun in (6) is the subject of the embedded clause. Similar pat-
terns have been reported for some dozen of languages (though never, to my knowledge, for Adyghe); 
such a configuration is usually referred to as ‘backward control’ (see Polinsky and Potsdam 2002 
and references therein), since a fuller structure reconstructed for (6) would be something like (8), 
which is strongly reminiscent of the usual (forward) control pattern except for the fact that it is the 
structurally superior ‘copy’ that remains mute, unpronounced, deleted or whatever is the termino-
logical convention of a particular formalism: 
 
 (8)  0i    [ахэ-мэi сэ   с-а-щэ-н-эу]        фежьа-гъэ-х 
          they-abs they-erg I(abs) 1sg.abs-3pl.erg-lead-fut2-conv  begin-past-3pl.abs 
 

There are, however, further facts that pose problems for the ‘backward control’ type of analy-
sis. First, even one-argument ‘begin’ verbs can appear in structures totally parallel to those in (6). 
However, the control analysis for those verbs seems to be unmotivated, since control structure pre-
supposes an external argument of the matrix verb, which is not the case of the Adyghe one-argument 
verbs ежьэн ‘start’ and хъун ‘begin, become’. Second, there seem to be no constraints on the use of 
the pattern represented in (6) that are usual for the control verbs, such as animacy (volitionality, 
agentivity etc.) of the subject. 

 II. Transitive phase verbs. If both the matrix and the embedded verbs are transitive the subject 
is as expected marked for ergative. However, if the embedded verb is intransitive, then a mirror im-
age of the structure in (6) is possible for the (transitive) verbs егъэжьэн and ублэн ‘begin’ (9) along 
with more expected (10): 

 
 (9)  [ахэ-р   къэшъо-н-х-эу] р-а-гъэжьа-гъ 

  they-abs  dance-fut-3pl.abs 3sg.abs-3pl.erg-begin-past 
   ‘they began to dance’ = 10 
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 (10) ахэ-м  [къэшъо-н-х-эу]  р-а-гъэжьа-гъ 
  they-erg dance-fut-3pl.abs  3sg.abs-3pl.erg-begin-past 
 
 The basic ‘strangeness’ of (9) is that the absolutive argument that receives its case from the em-

bedded verb triggers agreement on the matrix verb. Once again, word order phenomena together with 
some further indications allow us to assume that the overt subject belongs to the embedded clause in (9) 
and to the matrix clause in (10), as suggested by bracketing. The preference for ergative vs. absolutive 
marking of subjects in ‘begin (tr.) + V (intr.)’ constructions seems to be dependent on a number of fac-
tors: i) the matrix verb: out of the two transitive ‘begin’ verbs there is one (ублэн) that strongly favors 
ergative marking; ii) the semantic type of embedded event and agentivity of subject; iii) the morphologi-
cal type of complement. Once again, the data seem to resist the usual formalist approach, in which the 
contrast between structures in (9) and (10) would be treated as merely a contrast between ‘forward’ and 
‘backward’ control. Out of the three properties in (i)-(iii), this contrast cannot capture only the first one. 

  
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.  

 1) In the spirit of Kibrik (2003: 472) who discusses a Lak pattern very similar to that in (6), I 
would prefer to leave the problem of formal characterization of the discussed phenomena unanswered, 
noticing in passing that they may posit some inconvenience for the usual formal syntactic models. In or-
der to avoid unnecessary theoretical implications it seems to be more theoretically neutral to label the 
structures in e.g. (6) or (9) ‘backward concord’ rather than ‘backward control’ (cf. Kozinsky et al. 1988: 
701, fn. 11).  

 2) Case assignment in Adyghe verb complexes appears to be dependent on a whole range of vari-
ous factors, syntactic as well as lexical and semantic. On closer examination, the latter group of factors 
seems to show some relevant hierarchies compatible with the Transitivity hypothesis (Hopper & Thomp-
son 1980) with ergative subject marking gravitating towards the Transitive pole of the corresponding con-
tinua. 

 3) The paper adds to the growing database of already documented ‘backward subject control’ con-
figurations. There seems to be some interest in the areal-typological assessment of this typologically un-
usual phenomenon, since it has been reported for several Caucasian (Daghestanian) languages, such as 
e.g. Tsez, Bezhta, Tsaxur, Lak. Besides, the lists of verbs allowing backward concord in various lan-
guages appear to be strikingly and not quite yet understandably homogenous, with ‘begin’ verbs as 
probably the likeliest entry in such a list. 
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FUNCTIONS OF JAPANESE ZERO-PREDICATE FINAL PARTICLES 
 

YUKA SHIGEMITSU 
Tokyo Polytechnic University, Kanagawa, Japan 

 
The purpose of this study is to introduce the usages of zero-predicate final particles.  Isolated final 
particles are often used in oral communication in Japanese, although Japanese final particles are usu-
ally located after predicates.  
  Final particles convey how a speaker transmits his or her message to the target hearer. For ex-
ample, -ka as in Ikimasu-ka (‘Are you going’) is used when the speaker does not have the informa-
tion and believes the target hearer has the information. So the example should be interpreted as ‘I (the 
speaker) do not know whether you (the target hearer) will go or not. Therefore, I am asking it to you.’ 
‘-ne’ as in Oishi-ne (‘It is delicious’) is used when the speaker believes both the speaker and the tar-
get listener have and share the same information. So the example should be interpreted as ‘I (the 
speaker) know you (the target hearer) feel the food is delicious and I have the same idea. Therefore, I 
am confirming.’ ‘-yo’ as in Gohan desu yo (‘The dinner is ready’) is used when only the speaker has 
the information and the speaker knows that the target hearer does not have the information. So the 
example should be interpreted as ‘I (the speaker) know you (the target hearer) do not know that the 
dinner is ready. Therefore I am informing it to you.’ 
  Although these final particles are usually located after the predicate, we find isolated final par-
ticles that do not have a preceding predicate. For example, ‘Ne’ conveys ‘do you agree with me?’ or 
‘but’ according to the context. ‘Ne, ne, ne’ is used when the speaker forced the target hearer to agree 
with the speaker’s idea.  
  This presentation illustrates such isolated usages of zero-predicate final particles, then dis-
cusses the usages from the morphological and pragmatic points of view. 
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DERIVATIONAL ACTIVITY OF FOREIGN ELEMENTS  
IN KARACHAY-BALKAR 

 
EWA SIEMIENIEC-GOŁAŚ 

Jagiellonian University, Institute of Oriental Philology, Kraków, Poland 
 

Karachay-Balkar is one of the Turkic languages upon which many other languages had active influ-
ence. 
  The homeland of the Karachay-Balkar speakers is the Northern Caucasus. During the course of 
history the ancestors of contemporary Karachays and Balkars had contacts with various peoples and 
their languages, such as: Arabic, Iranian languages (including Persian and Ossetian), Turkic lan-
guages (including Turkish) , Kabardian, and Russian. 
  Since the XIXth century, when the Caucasus was incorporated into Russia, a large number of 
Russian loan words entered the Karachay-Balkar language. The activity of Russian lexical elements 
in Karachay-Balkar is noticeable and manifested in various aspects. Together with Russian loan 
words so called “international” words also entered Karachay-Balkar and their number inevitably 
grows. 
  The purpose of this paper is to present how Russian and “international” elements are active on 
the ground of Karachay-Balkar word formation. 
 Given the agglutinative character of the Karachay-Balkar language, only suffixes are involved 
in the process of its word formation. In our analysis we take into consideration only suffixes of native 
origin, i.e. Turkic. 
  To have a possibility of estimating the scale of formative activity of the above mentioned ele-
ments we took into consideration both nominal and verbal derivatives. The analysis of the lexical 
material collected from the modern sources shows that on the basis of nominal word formation the 
following suffixes are very active: -(a \ i ) u, -či , -li, -lik , -siz. Examples: 
 
Suffix   -( a\ i )u: 
avtomatlau  ‘automatization’ <  avtomatlanirga  ‘to automatize’ ; 
demonstracijalau ‘demonstration’ < demonstracijalarga  ‘to demonstrate’ ; 
 
Suffix –či : 
astronomijačï  ‘astronomer’  < astronomija  ‘astronomy’; 
avantüračï  ‘1.wrangler.  2.adventurer’ < avantüra  ‘1. wrangle. 2. adventure‘; 
fabrikačï   ‘factory owner’  <  fabrika  ‘ factory ‘; 
revolucijačï   ‘revolutionist ‘  <  revolucija  ‘revolution’; 
 
Suffix  -li : 
absolutlu  ‘absolute’  <  absolut  ‘the absolute’; 
diskussijalï  ‘controversial’  <  diskussija  ‘discussion’; 
kalibrli   ‘having a certain calibre’  <  kalibr  ‘calibre’; 
 
Suffix  - lik : 
banditlik  ‘banditism’  <  bandit  ‘ bandit’ ; 
bankrotluk  ‘bankruptcy’  <  bankrot  ‘bankrupt’; 
direktorluk   ‘the function of a director’  <  direktor  ‘director’; 
redaktorluk  ‘editorship, editoring’  <  redaktor  ‘editor’; 
 
Suffix   -siz :   
kalorijasïz  ‘caloryless’  <  kalorija  ‘calory’; 
kvalifikacijasïz  ‘without  qualification’ <  kvalifikacija  ‘qualification’; 
magnitsiz   ‘demagnetized’ <  magnit  ‘magnet’. 
 
  Not only nominal suffixes take part in the process of derivation from Russian and “interna-
tional” bases but also verbal and infinitive forming suffixes. The process is observed on a wide scale. 
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  The suffixes -la, -lan, added to the nominal elements, form the verbal bases. There are quite 
frequent examples that these suffixes are also added to Russian and “international” bases, e.g.: 
 
demokracijalan- ‘to democratize’  <  demokracija  ‘democracy’ +suf. –lan; 
duxla- ‘to scent somebody’  <  dux  ‘perfume’ +suf. -la.  
 
The infinitive forms are made with suffixes:  -arga, -erge; -irga, -ïrga -urga, -ürge. 
 
 Not only native elements but also “international” and Russian words are involved in the proc-
ess forming infinitive, e.g.: 
 
demokracjalanirga ‘to democratize’  <  demokracijalan-  +suf. -ïrga; 
mašinalarga  ‘to mechanize’  <  mašinala-  + suf. -rga. 
 
  From such bases are also formed some forms expressing the categories of mood and voice. 
 The analysis presented leads to some conclusions. 
First of all, it is noticeable that Russian and “international” words (mostly nominal forms) constitute 
very active formative bases in the process of derivation in Karachay-Balkar. 
  In this process new, both nominal and verbal forms are formed. Paralel to these conclusions we 
have to pay attention to the great productivity of several formative suffixes such as: -( a\i )u,  -či,  -la,  
-la(n),  -li,  -lik,  -siz. 
  Most of those suffixes are also known in other Turkic languages where some of them are very 
productive as well.  
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RECONSIDERING GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS IN FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR 
 

ANNA SIEWIERSKA, University of Lancaster 
DIK BAKKER, University of Amsterdam 

 
Functional Grammar (FG; Dik 1997) has a very restricted view of on GRs. Employing the traditional 
notions Subject and Object, FG recognises grammatical relations only in case they generalize over 
both arguments of a bivalent predicate. For its functional motivation, Subject is assumed to be the 
grammatical implementation of the extra-grammatical notion of perspective on the state of affairs 
which is represented in a sentence. Perspective is exclusively expressed by a combined set of mor-
phosyntactic coding and behavioural properties typically associated with subjects in the linguistic 
literature, such as zero case marking, verb agreement, constituent order, conjunction reduction, rais-
ing etcetera. Objects provide a secondary perspective, and are associated mainly with dative shift. 
Under this strict definition, only very few languages turn out to have Subjects, and even fewer have 
Objects. Also, FG does not allow for multiple subjects, as in Role & Reference Grammar (Van Valin 
& LaPolla 1997) and other theories. In our paper, we would like to reconsider this position in FG, 
making GRs applicable to a wider set of languages. At the same time, this will provide us with a 
broadly applicable typology and a diachronic scenario relating the respective language types histori-
cally. Taking a sample of languages of Europe and North and Central Asia for our empirical basis, 
we will discuss a definition of GRs in terms of the linkage of the core arguments to the Dynamic Ex-
pression Rules of FG as introduced in Bakker (2001). Rather than implement a type of competence 
model of a grammar, these rules seek to model what speakers actually do when uttering a sentence. 
We will look at a restricted set of morphosyntactic phenomena as proposed in Givon (1997) as the 
explanandum and a language specific subset of functional features as the explanans of our exercise. 
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ASPECT IN RUSSIAN AND TURKISH: SEMANTICS AND PRAGMATICS  
OF A GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY 

 
BARBARA SONNENHAUSER 

University of Leipzig, Department of Slavic Languages 
 
The multitude of readings of the Russian aspects – particularly the ipf1 (Table 1) – and the compari-
son with aspectual usage in the respective English and Turkish equivalents raises the question of how 
to account for those different readings and the cross-linguistic differences. This paper deals in par-
ticular with the following questions: is there an invariant meaning to be found in the Russian pf and 
ipf aspect, or are we dealing with grammatical polysemy? Are there any regularities in deriving the 
different readings – language-internally as well as cross-linguistically? What is the common denomi-
nator that justifies the subsumption of certain phenomena under the heading of ‘grammatical aspect’? 
 This paper will argue for a so-called ‘selectional theory’ (Bickel 1996; Johanson 1971; 2000) 
of aspect in combination with well spelled-out pragmatic principles in the sense of Levinson’s heuris-
tics (Levinson 2000). This approach has certain advantages: it captures the crucial assumption that 
lexical content and aspect (‘situation aspect’ and ‘viewpoint aspect’, Smith 1997) strictly have to be 
separated, and it provides a cross-linguistic skeleton that allows for systematic language-specific 
derivation of aspectual readings and for systematic explanation of the cross-linguistic differences.  
  Within a selectional theory of aspect (Figure 1) phases and boundaries constitute the decisive 
units accessible for aspectual selection by special markers like the English progressive -ing, the Turk-
ish markers -iyor(du) and -miş, and the Russian pf aspect. Assumed is a tripartite event structure, 
consisting of a preparation phase (dynamic phase ϕdyn), a culmination point (boundary τ) and a con-
sequent state (static phase ϕstat). Selection is to be understood as making visible a relevant part of an 
event and making it accessible to truth-conditional evaluation at a certain interval of time (‘točka 
otsčeta’/TO; Padučeva 1996) that may be located after that relevant part of the event or within that 
part of the event (retrospective/synchronous; Padučeva 1996), thereby distinguishing different groups 
of aspectual readings (Table 1). Selecting a certain part of an event does not mean dropping or cut-
ting of the rest of the event, rather selection means ‘asserting’ and leaving the other parts of that 
event for presupposition or implicature.  
  Verbs are classified in terms of combinations of phases and boundaries (Johanson 2000; Bickel 
1996), that may be part of the semantic representation of the verb, emerge as the result of VP-
composition, or may be pragmatically induced. So the question of class-affiliation of verbs to one of 
the Vendlerian classes becomes irrelevant, at least with regard to issues of grammatical aspect. The 
advantage of such an approach is that ‘coercion’ or ‘recategorization’ can be captured by simple 
composition – semantically or pragmatically achieved. No combinations are excluded a priori, as ap-
pears to be the case within Vendlerian approaches that classify verbs according to their internal tem-
poral properties and exclude, e.g., the combination of the progressive with stative verbs. The same 
holds for the argument structure of the verb that is fixed only during interpretation and not in the 
lexicon. This assumption avoids the difficulties of Vendlerian approaches with classifying verbs like 
‘eat’ and ‘eat something’ (cf. Marten 2002 who argues within the framework of dynamic syntax for 
an underspecified representation of verbal argument strucuture that is to be fixed only during inter-
pretation).  
 Figure 1 shows only the marked members of the aspectual categories in the respective lan-
guages. This does not imply that the unmarked members are semantically vacuous. Rather, they are 
sense-general (Atlas 1989), i.e. they have a definite meaning, but this meaning is neutral insofar as it 
is neither identical to one of the readings nor to the sum of them. Accordingly, theses forms are in-
stances of underspecification that receive the appropriate specific reading in the course of interpreta-
tion. This serves as an argument against grammatical polysemy and strongly suggests that semantics 
alone is not enough in deriving aspectual readings, and that some pragmatics is needed, pragmatics 
being understood as “taking context into account in a principled way” (Bunt 2000: 25). 

                                                 
1 ipf = imperfective aspect, pf = perfective aspect. 
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FIGURE 1: A schematic sketch of selection theory. 
 
  Here we will concentrate mainly on the pragmatic principles involved in the derivation of as-
pectual readings. These principles are basically Levinson’s three heuristics, which are based on the 
Gricean Maxims of Conversation and constitute default rules for interpretation that act on different 
levels of aspectual composition: the I-heuristic elaborates the underspecified semantic representations 
to yield truth-evaluable propositions, which are taken as input to purely pragmatic inferences gov-
erned by the Q- and M-heuristics.  
  Q-implicatures act on the level of grammatical aspect and are based on the principle of provid-
ing the strongest statement possible, thereby inducing scalar implicatures based on hierarchically or-
dered sets of linguistic alternates. As regards Russian aspect, this scale is <pf; ∅2>, the pf aspect ex-
plicitly selecting a boundary, whereas the ipf aspect does not exclude that selection, thus allowing 
also for the denotation of completed and bounded events (general-factual and durativer reading). The 
possibilities for the concrete interpretation of this Q-implicature are constrained by the interaction of 
the aspectual value of the marker with the aspectual reference interval TO which can be synchronous 
(‘normal’ and ‘over-long’, Padučeva 1996) or retrospective. At TO the viewpoint value of the respec-
tive marker is asserted and truth-conditionally evaluated. That aspectual value can be captured by 
Klein´s (1995) temporal-relational analysis of aspect, where aspect is defined as the relation between 
the situation-time T-Sit and T-Ast, the time for which an assertion is made. According to selection 
theory, T-Sit has to be further specified in terms of the respective phases and boundaries that are se-
lected.  
  M-implicatures are based on the principle of indicating anormal, nonstereotypical situations by 
using marked expressions. ‘Marked’ here means the application of an aspectual marker on a verbal 
basis that has to undergo a pragmatic inferential process to be a suitable basis for that marker to ap-
ply. This is what traditionally is labelled ‘recategorisation’ or ‘aspectual coercion’ and for which 
usually coercion operators are postulated (Pulman 1997). These implicatures work on the level of 
aspectual class, i.e. they yield to the induction of phases and boundaries if necessary. 
  The derivation of Q- and M-implicatures, that is the selection/induction of phases and boun-
daries and the specification of the temporal relation is not yet enough for specifying the concrete, 
contextually relevant reading. This is achieved by the derivation of I-implicatures. They differ from 
the former kinds of implicatures in that they are not based on linguistic alternates and thus are not 
metalinguistic, but instead invoke world-knowledge of stereotypical relations thereby enriching the 
lexical content of the aspectual phrase. As these implicatures are necessary for the generation of 
truth-evaluable propositions, they can not be regarded as implicatures in the sense of the above men-
tioned. They rather constitute what Relevance-Theory calls explicatures. 
  The selectional and pragmatic principles of computation can be claimed to be cross-
linguistically valid, but their concrete realization depends on language-specific grammatical and lexi-
cal features. This is partly exemplified in Table 1, which shows the readings of the Russian ipf aspect 
and how TO helps in disambiguating: Whereas in Turkish TO is morpho-logically encoded in the 
aspectual marker, it has to be fixed contextually in Russian. The concrete readings then have to be 
further specified within the groups I–III (Padučeva 1996) by means of I-implicatures: 

                                                 
2 ∅ means ‘semantically unmarked’ 

-ing 
-
i (

ϕdyn τ  ϕstat 

culmination point 

preparation consequent
1. event structure 

2. temporal tier 

pf -miş   3. aspectual operators  
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 Russian Turkish TO Relation 

I. → actual-processual, iterative -iyor(du) synchronous, 
normal T-Ast included in [ϕdyn] 

II. → general-factual, durative, it-
erative -di retrospective T-Ast includes [ϕdyn τ ϕstat] 

 

III. → habitual, continuous, 
potential, permanent, atemporal Aorist synchronous, 

over-long 
T-Ast simultaneous with   

[ϕdyn τ ϕstat] 

TABLE 1. Ipf aspect in Russian and Turkish. 
 
This approach allows for a systematic account of aspect, in that it captures the cross-linguistic 
common denominator, namely selection of phases and boundaries. Language-internal as well as 
cross-linguistic regularities in deriving aspectual readings are captured by the interaction of the as-
pectual value with TO and the combination with the pragmatic principles stated. The cross-linguistic 
differences in aspectual usage are due to language-specific factors that have to be taken into account 
to systematically flesh out the semantic and pragmatic skeleton presented here. Within this approach, 
these differences can be systematically predicted and explained.  
  This paper has concentrated mainly on the ipf aspect in Russian and its equivalents in Turkish. 
But the theoretical assumptions provided can be applied along this lines to the Russian pf aspect and 
to the Turkish postterminality marker -miş, and should also be applicable to other languages with 
grammatical aspect.  
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EVENT STRUCTURE, ASPECT, AND QUANTIFICATION:  
A CASE STUDY ON FINNISH AND UDMURT 

 
PIRKKO SUIHKONEN 

University of Helsinki, Department of General Linguistics 
 
This paper deals with quantification in event structures, and relationships between event structure and 
quantifying adverbials. The goal is to investigate how quantification expressed with sentential adver-
bials, or adverbials quantifying over verbal phrases interact with internal quantification of events 
(situation types), and quantification expressed with morphological means included in the predicates. 
 Argument structure consists of a predicate and NPs which have the main syntactic and seman-
tic functions in the sentence structure. Structure building operations, e.g., passivization, and causa-
tivization which change the syntactic and semantic relationships of functional elements in sentences 
have their scope in the argument structure. Semantic properties, such as quantification and aspect 
which can be expressed with different kind of structural means reflect and specify syntactic and se-
mantic relationships in the argument structure. The concept “event structure” is close to the concept 
“argument structure”, but, when argument structure acts at syntactic and semantic levels, in the event 
structure, also the semantic relationships based on the inherent properties of predicates, and external 
temporal framework are taken into account.1 
 A basic classification of predicate types can be done on the basis of the number of obligatory 
arguments the predicate accepts: we speak of one-place, or two-place predicates, etc. All the NPs in 
the sentence structure are not arguments: e.g., the NPs which are semantically instruments are located 
outside the argument structure. Descriptions of the argument/event structure vary with respect to the 
theoretical approach of the analysis. According to the terms presented in Role and Reference Gram-
mar, the predicate is located in the nucleus, and the arguments in the core of the sentence structure. 
Some adverbs, e.g. those expressing modality or aspect are located in the core. The argument struc-
ture is seen as a relationship between the elements located in the nucleus and core (Van Valin & La-
Polla 1997: 154–178). In generative theory, the argument structure is considered to refer to gram-
matical relationships dependent on the properties of predicates and their relationships with the argu-
ments. Argument structure is a combination of inference between lexical semantic structure and 
grammatical relationships. “Argument structure is projected from lexical semantic structure, and d-
structure is projected from argument structure and principles of X-bar theory” (Grimshaw 1994: 2). 
In Grimshaw’s own description, in addition to the common generative framework, also the aspectual 
relationships of sentences are taken into account (Grimshaw 1994).  
 In the classification of aspect, Grimshaw follows the classical study of Zeno Vendler (1967) 
(in fact, “Aristotele-Ryle-Kenny-Vendler” (cf. Dowty 1979: 51–52)), according to which the predi-
cate types are classified into four basic aspectual groups: states, activities, achievements, and ac-
complishments (cf. Table 1). This classification which represents aspectual types of situations 
(Comrie 1976: 13, 48–51) has been a basis of numerous works done in describing the aspectual se-
mantics of predicates (cf., e.g., Tenny & Pustejovsky 2000). According to the most widely accepted 
definition of aspect, aspect is defined as a temporal course of an event or a situation (cf. Comrie 
1976). Terms such as continuative, frequentative, progressive, perfective, or momentary, are 
used in this classification (Comrie 1976; cf. also Cinque 1999: 83–106). The systems of how aspect 
is expressed in the languages vary remarkably. E.g., in Russian, the aspect is expressed with verbal 
prefixes and suffixes, but in Finnish, case marking of the main syntactic arguments has an important 
role in marking aspectual relationships: the arguments marked with the nominative or genitive case 
occur in sentences which express closed situations, and the arguments marked with the partitive case 
represent unclosed situations or states (Table 1, example 4; Suihkonen 2003). Both aspect types im-
ply information on quantification. Quantifying temporal relationships with regard to the aspect of 
situation were already described by Zeno Vendler and particularly David Dowty (1979: 71–). Func-
tionally, quantifiers are operators. For characterizing different types of quantification, Barbara H. 
                                                 
 1 There are several terms which are used to characterize situations or event types. On the history of the 
study of event structures, cf., e.g. Tenny & Pustejovsky 2000.  
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Partee has introduced the term “D-quantification” for quantification expressed with determiners, and 
“A-quantification” for quantification expressed with affixes, auxiliaries, adverbs, and argument-
structure adjusters. The elements which are classified as belonging to A-quantification are complex, 
and A-quantification can be divided to sub-types (Partee 1995: 544–556, 577–). In the predicate 
level, quantification concerns modification of predicate and its relationship to the obligatory argu-
ment. The terms used in classifying aspect types typically are terms that characterize different kind of 
quantification: the terms “iterative”, “momentary”, or “continuative”, represent, in addition to aspect 
types, also A-type quantification expressed with predicates.  
 Finnish and Udmurt are synthetic languages in which suffixation has an important role in word 
formation. The verbal derivational system of Finnish contains suffixes which change the meaning of 
the predicate to momentary, frequentative, causative, etc. Also the derivational system of Udmurt 
shows variety comparable with that of Finnish. Derivation system of Udmurt is different from that in 
Finnish in the way that Udmurt has two conjugational classes, -y- and -a-conjugation. Usually, when 
connected with non-derived verbal roots, the suffix -a- occurs with verbs expressing continuative 
predicates, and the suffix -y- with verbs which are non-continuative. Stems that already contain a 
derivational suffix can be a basis of a new derivational process: 
 
Fin heil+u+a ‘swing (R+REFL-PASS+INF)’ – heil+u+tta+a ‘sway, wave (R+MID+CAUS+INF)’ – 
heil+u+t+el+la ‘sway, swing, keep swinging (R+MID+CAUS+FREQ+INF)’ – heil+ahta+a ‘sway, 
swing (once) (R+MOM+INF)’. 
Udm šon+t+y+ny ‘to wave, lift (one's hand) (R+CAUS+SEMF+INF)’ – šon+a+ny ‘to wave; shake 
(one's head) (R+CONT+INF)’– šon+a+l’l’+a+ny ‘to wave; shake (one’s head) (R+CONT+FREQ-
+CONT+INF)’ – šon+a+lt+y+ny ‘to wave; shake (one’s head) (once) (R+CONT+MOM+SEMF+INF). 
 

Finnish Udmurt English AST 
1. States: classifying predicative sentences 
[Tyttö]SUBJ/A o+n       
girl.NOM     be+PRES.3SG  
kaunis.   
beautiful   

[Nyl] SUBJ/A   ƒeber.   
girl.NOM        beautiful 

‘A/The girl 
is beautiful.’ 

1-place  
predicate 
A = thema 

2. Activities: sentences sensory predicates 
[Poika]SUBJ/ A  
boy.NOM        
kuu+ntel+i. 
listen+FREQ+PAST.3SG 

[Pi] SUBJ/A     
boy.NOM      
kylzi+Ñk+i+z. 
listen+REFL- PASS+PAST-+3SG 

‘The boy was 
listening.’ 

1-place  
predicate 
A = experiencer 

3. Achievements 
(mies men+i             ja) 
man   go+PAST.3SG and  
löys+i              [se+n        
find+PAST.3SG that+GEN  
vaimo+nsa]OBJ/A2 
wife+PX.3SG 

(myn+em      no)   šett+em  
go+PERF.3SG and) find+PERF.3SG  
[so kyšno+z+e] OBJ/A2  
that wife+PX.3SG+ACC 
(Wichmann 1954: 25) 

‘(the man went) 
and find that his 
wife.’ 

2-place  
predicate 
A1 = experi-
encer  
A2 = theme 

4. Two- and three-place accomplishments (and activities) 
[Pankki]SUBJ/A1      
bank.NOM   
raho+itt+i 
finance+CAUS+PAST.3SG  
[yritykse+n  
firma+GEN 
toiminna+n/ toiminta+a]OBJ/A2 
work+GEN/  work+PTV 

[Bank] SUBJ/A2     
bank.NOM          
[predpijatije+leÑ  
firma+ABL     
uñ+z+e]OBJ/A2 
work+ACC 
finanÑirova+t’  kar+i+z. 
finance+INF      do+PAST+3SG 

‘The bank fi-
nanced the work 
of the enter-
prise.’ 

2-place  
predicate 
A1 = agent, 
A2 = theme/ 
      

 
TABLE 1. Examples of semantic sentence types in Finnish and Udmurt.2 

                                                 
2 A = argument, ABL = ablative, ACC = accusative, ADVL = adverbial, ALL = allative, AST = argument structure 
type, CAUS = causative, +/-CLSD = +/-closed, CONT = continuous, DAT = dative, F = facultative NP, FREQ = fre-
quentative, GEN = genitive, IMP = imperative, INF = infinitive, INTR = interrogative particle, MOM = momentary, 
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Semantic properties of the derived forms are based on lexicalization processes, and also basic lexical 
semantic properties of the verbs: derivation can change the type of the aspect of situation expressed 
with the verbs. In Udmurt, there are some semantic restrictions concerning possibilities to combine 
derivational suffixes (cf. pon+y+ny: *pon+y+l’l’+a+ny ‘to put, place, set; to stand’; Suihkonen, 
Zagulyayeva & Tronina 2004 [1995]). Also in Finnish, possibilities to apply derivational processes 
are lexically restricted. 
 The semantics of predicate determines the basic argument structure of the situation types. Each 
of the four classes of types of situation included in Vendler’s classification (Table 1) (or three: states, 
processes, and events) contains a lot of variety that is based on inherent semantics of predicates. In 
the first example, quantifying adverbials are not accepted: *a girl is beautiful all the time/three 
times/often. The sentences with sensory predicates can be interpreted as a process or an event, and the 
acceptability of the adverbial is dependent on the interpretation. In example 3, there is a typical 
achievement predicate, and only countable adverbials are accepted. Example 4 represents accom-
plishment sentences: case marking in the Finnish example tells if the activity is completed or not.   
 At least some quantifying adverbials are opaque in the way that they can be interpreted as 
predicate or sentential adverbials (cf. Cinque 1999: 25–28). In the sentence below, the scope of the 
countable quantifying adverbial kolmesti ‘three times’ ranges over the VP and the S:  
 
 (1) Fin  Pietari  kiels+i    Jeesukse+n  kolmesti. 
    Peter   deny+PAST.3SG  Jesus+GEN  three-times 
     ‘Peter denied Jesus three times.’ 
 
The same rules can be found in Udmurt (Leonid Ivšin, pc.; example (2)). It will be shown in this pa-
per that acceptability of the adverbial type is dependent on the closure of the aspect. When a count-
able quantifying adverbial is interpreted as a sentential one, iterative/frequentative derivational suf-
fixes are not accepted in the predicate (cf. (1’)). Non-countable adverbials which stress and extend 
continuative properties of the predicate having a frequentative derivational suffix are accepted (ex-
ample (3)).  
 
 (1’)    Pietari kiels+i / *kielt+el+i Jeesukse+n kolmesti. 
 (2) Udm Kyd’ok+yn,  busy    šor+yn,   t’uragaj    kyrdz’a   
    far-off+INE,  field+SG.NOM  centre+INE, lark.SG.NOM  sing.PRES.3SG       
    (UHLCS, Konovalov) *(ukmis pol ‘nine  times’)  

‘Far off, in the centre of the field, a lark is singing (literally: sings, continuously) 
*(nine times).’  

 (3) Fin ja   sano   itse,  sopi+i+ko       arvo+lle+ni 
    and  say.IMP  self   be-good+PRES.3SG+INTR  dignity+ALL+PX.1SG  
    hyp+el+lä   oj+i+en    ylitse (UHLCS, Waltari); 
    jump+FREQ+INF  ditch+PL+GEN  over (… jatkuvasti ‘continuously’) 
     ‘and say yourself, if it is with dignity proper to my rank jumping over ditches,’ 
 
The hypothesis is that sentence and predicate level quantifying adverbials can be accepted, when they 
both represent the same semantic type with respect to the closure of the aspect of the sentence. In 
Finnish, the change of the closure of the aspect type is marked in the case marking of the obligatory 
arguments. In Udmurt, the division of predicates into two conjugational classes is the main method 
used in creating the opposition between countable and non-countable eventualities. A basic division 
characterizing derivational suffixes can be done on the basis their ability to change the closure of as-
pect. Quantification will be investigated within the framework of general theory of quantification and 
the theory of Generalized Quantifiers (cf., e.g., Keenan 1996). The greatest part of the data to be in-
vestigated is collected from the computer corpora of Finnish and Udmurt located at the University of 
Helsinki Corpus Server (UHLCS; cf. http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/uhlcs/). 
                                                                                                                                                       
NOM = nominative, NP = noun phrase, OBJ = object, PAST = past, PERF = perfect, PL = plural, PRES = present, 
PRG = progressive, PTV = partitive, PX = possessive suffix, R = root, REFL-PASS = reflexive-passive, S = sen-
tence, SEMF = semelfactive, SG = singular, SUBJ = subject, * = ungrammatical. 
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IDEOPHONES AS DEPICTIVE SECONDARY PREDICATES 
 

MARIA TOLSKAYA 
  Holliston, USA 

 
The paper is based on the analysis of depictive secondary predicates proposed by Eva Schultze-
Berndt & Nikolaus P. Himmelmann in (Himmelmann 2003). In their thorough investigation a cross-
linguistically applicable definition of the genuine depictive construction is introduced and criteria of 
depictiveness are suggested. I would like to consider in this perspective data from Udeghe, a Man-
chu-Tungusic language, in which secondary predication is widespread. In this connection, one 
observation in (Himmelmann 2003) attracts special attention:  

 
It is to be expected that uninflecting predicates …in depictive function can also be found out-
side the Northern Australian area. Potential candidates are some types of those uninflecting 
elements variously known as ideophones, “expressives” or “sound-symbolic adverbs”, found 
e.g. in many African languages. (p. 37) 
 

The prediction, made for African languages, might prove to be also for Udeghe, a Manchu-Tungusic 
language with a striking amount of ideophones. My aim is to provide evidence from Udeghe in sup-
port of this hypothesis, and to investigate what properties of ideophones make them typical lexical 
fillers for depictives.  
  The examples come from our field materials, recently published (in this case reference is not 
provided) and from the following sources: (Kormushin 1998), (Simonov et al. 1998), (Kanchuga 
2002) and (Kjalundzjuga 1998–1999). Although Udeghe is represented by two main dialects, the di-
vergences between them with respect to the phenomena in question are not significant. The analysis 
is consistent with the theoretical framework used in A Grammar of Udihe (Nikolaeva 2000).  
  Ideophones are a large and distinctive, though not uniform class of words, which create a figu-
rative image related to visual, audible or tactile impressions, and not necessarily by sound-poetic 
means. They form a specific lexical subsystem with phonetic peculiarities such as presence of mar-
ginal consonant /r/, expressive lengthening of final /i/ or sonorant or, on the contrary, drop of final 
vowel.  Most of them are not derived from a synchronic point of view, although there are several 
productive patterns, including reduplication. We are concerned with ideophones ending in -r (like 
puniar, rendering the impression of the smoke rising over a  traditional dwelling, seen from a dis-
tance), -li (like lumbulili ‘impression of waving long tail or hair’), -‘oi (like mogz’oi ‘naked’) and -m 
(like jolom ‘ajar’), which seem to be used as genuine depictives.  
      In Udeghe, not only ideophones can function as depictive elements, and, on the other hand, 
ideophones have also other grammatical tasks besides involvement in depictive constructions, but 
they share a number of semantic, syntactic and prosodic characteristics with depictives:  
 
1) The two major syntactic functions of Udeghe ideophones are (i) verbal modifiers, and (ii) compo-
nents of compound adjectives that are mostly used in the predicative position. This allows them to be 
used as secondary predicates, specifically as depictives, which are assumed to participate in two 
overlaping independent relationships: (i) between the depictive and the main predicate (adjunction) 
and (ii) between the depictive and its controller (predication). 
2) Ideophones do not have morphological verbal properties, though some of them are probably de-
rived from ideophonic verbs not preserved in the modern language. It makes them candidates for de-
pictive status, since depictives are required not to be marked for tense or mood categories. 
3) The common feature of ideophones and depictives is their optionality, that is, both can be omitted 
without changing the structural relationships, although the text will lose much in expressiveness: 
 
 Kasanziga [bombolie]  tukia-wasi:-ti.  
 puppy       round           run-DIV-3SG 
   ‘Puppies are running around, [(like) little balls].’ (Simonov, 456)  
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This delimits them from constructions with “semantically bleached” predicates, such as bagdi- ‘live, 
grow’, isepte- ‘seem, look’, te:- ‘sit’, which are very close to copulas. In the following example the 
depictive ideophone ca:m cannot be dropped: 
 
 Uli   xe:-ni,             sugzia  ca:m    ise-pte. 
 river  bottom-3SG  _ fish       white    look-DEC 
   ‘River bottom and fish seem white.’ (Kanchuga) 
     
4) Since Udeghe requires preverbal position of the focus element, which is highlighted by a 
high pitch intonation, preverbal position of this group of ideophones and their failure to ad-
here to the Udeghe phonotactics clearly mark them as focused elements.  Depictives, in their 
turn, are inherently focused, which is supported by their prosodic characteristics: a separate 
pitch accent and individual intonational domains (Winkler 1997).  
5) Depictives are restricted with respect to semantics and most frequently encode a physical or psy-
chological state or condition, including bodily posture (e.g. ‘upright’, ‘sitting’, ‘barefoot’, ‘with one’s 
mouth open’). The same range of meanings, especially the states which can leave visual, audible or 
tactile impressions, is typical for ideophones. A few ideophones form compound idiomatic expres-
sions with the word denoting body parts: dili ‘head’, igi ‘tail’, bugdi ‘legs’, ja: ‘eyes’. These are, e.g. 
ja: bugdam ‘with goggled eyes’, ja: pam ‘with black eyes’ (from anger), ja: kilum ‘with suspicious 
eyes’, igi kicom ‘with tail up’, dili gingom ‘with head up’. Such compound depictives can be subject- 
or object-controlled. The noun, denoting the body part, may be dropped (let us note, this noun is not 
depictive controller in this construction).   
 
 Meiexi  kialani [(igi)  lumbulilie] sul'ai  __ tukia:-ni. 
 M.       near      tail  waving       fox      _ run.PAST-3SG 
   ‘A fox with [a waving   tail] ran past Meiexi.’ (Simonov, p.524) 
 
  Udeghe formally distinguishes depictives from other semantically depictive constructions, such 
as adverbials or resultatives, but this requires special investigation. Thus, although depictive ideo-
phones and adverbials are restricted to different syntactic environments (depictive ideophones char-
acterise a subject or object participant and modify a noun phrase, whereas adverbials modify the 
verb) this distinction is not always clear-cut. This difference is indirectly shown by the fact that de-
pictive ideophones, like depictive adjectives, express Plural agreement with the controller, while ad-
verbs are never morphologically marked for the Plural. The following examples demonstrate differ-
ent strategies for plural marking, used in depictive adjectives (-ngku) and depictive ideophones (-
zigA):  
 
 Nuati  zo:ngku-ngku-zi     bagdi:-ti. 
 they     poor-PL-INST       live-3PL           

  ‘They live poorly.’ 
  Exe-zege  bigzam-ziga        xetigesi-li-e-ti. 
 frog-PL    bow-legged-PL  jump-INH-PAST-3PL 
  ‘The frogs started jumping bow-legged.’ (Simonov p.167)  
 
The subject and the object control number agreement on the depictive adjective, but the controller 
does not have to be an overtly expressed argument of the main predicate, cf. the controllerless object-
oriented depictive in plural bokchom-ziga ‘tied, in crooked position’: 
  
 A:na  xe:-le-ni     wentegi-e-ni    o:-ti     bokchom-ziga.  
 boat   bottom-LOC-3SG  throw-PAST-3SG   do.PAST-3PL crooked-PL 

 ‘(The enemies) threw (them) crooked on the bottom of a boat.’ 
 
   Apart from the accusative direct object, in Udeghe the patient/theme argument may be en-
coded by the destinative object, marked by the destinative case and the possessive affix. The head 
noun denotes an object designated for a particular person (benefactive) or purpose. Like a regular 
direct object, the destinative object can control copredicates. However, this destinative-
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controlled copredicative construction is semantically ambiguous, since it allows both depictive and 
resultative readings, which follows from semantics of the main predicate (it is a transitive verb of 
transition, and creation, such as gada-‘buy’, uli-‘sew’, ule-‘dig’, olokto- ‘cook’ and wo:-‘make, 
build’, in contrast to the genuine depictive predicates). The fact that ideophones almost never occur 
in sentences with destinative object argues in favour of their resultative reading. Depictive adjectives 
with instrumental marking are used instead:  
 
 Tuxi-we    o:-mi,          Ilige-ne-ni        guigda-zi   o:. 
 sledge-ACC  make-INF (a part of the sledge)-DEST-3SG    high-INSTR  make.PRP     
  ‘Making a sledge, they make a certain part of it high.’  (Simonov p. 248) 
 
I will conclude by arguing that the class of ideophones in question is used almost exclusively as de-
pictives. They may not be used as attributes, but only as predicates, with or without a copula, and 
their prototypical function is copredicative.  
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PARTITIVE CASE IN ESTONIAN 
AN ANALYSIS BY WAY OF MACROROLES 

 
VIRVE VIHMAN      

University of Edinburgh, Theoretical and Applied Linguistics, Edinburgh 
 

This paper presents a unified analysis of partitive case-marking in Estonian using the notion of 
macroroles, as employed in Role and Reference Grammar (RRG, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). The 
partitive case has been described as a default object-marking case in both Finnish and Estonian (Sul-
kala 1996:170, Tauli 1968:216, Heinämäki 1984). It marks ‘partial objects’, signalling primarily par-
tiality and low transitivity (related to but not limited to partial affectedness of the object, Helasvuo 
1996), and it alternates with an abstract ‘accusative’ total object case (realised as either nominative 
or genitive, Hiietam 2002). 
  The fact that partitive case marks low transitivity can be called upon to partially account for a 
few facts about Estonian grammar, such as the following: 
 
• While ‘total objects’ are marked with nominative case in the absence of an overt nominative sub-
ject, as in impersonal and imperative clauses, partial objects are consistently marked with partitive 
case, e.g. in impersonals and imperatives. 
• Partitive case marks non-canonical ‘subjects’ in existential clauses. These clauses involve intran-
sitive verbs and are low in transitivity (à la Hopper & Thompson 1980), expressing the existence of 
something in a locative or temporal space and representing a state, not an action (Sands & Campbell 
2001: 263). 
 
  However, this explanation does not account for the differential behavior of partitive objects 
among predicates which only assign partitive case, as shown in examples (1) and (2).  
 
 (1)  a. ma   üllatan     sind  
           1SG.NOM  surprise.PRS.1SG  2SG.PAR 
           ‘I surprise you/ I'll surprise you’ 
    b. sa    oled    üllatatud  
          2SG.NOM  be.PRS.2SG  surprise.2PTC 
           ‘you are surprised’ 
  (2) a. ma   näen    sind  
            1SG.NOM  see.PRS.1SG  2SG.PAR 
           ‘I see you’ 
    b. #sa   oled    nähtud  
            2SG.NOM  be.PRS.2SG  see.2PTC 
             ‘you are seen’ 
 
The verbs in these examples both only take partitive objects. Personal passivisation promotes even 
partitive objects to full subjects, but it does not apply equally to these two predicates. While (1b) 
shows that the passive counterpart of (1a), with üllatama ‘surprise’, is natural and grammatical, the 
passive of (2a) requires a very particular interpretation, acquiring semantics unrelated to the active 
clause. Example (2a) would be understood to mean “you are caught”, rather than the stative “you are 
seen”. Rajandi (1999) also mentions examples like that repeated in (3), of transitive verbs with hu-
man subject referents which can be impersonalised (as in 3a) but not passivised (3b). 
 
 (3) a. aimati     õnnetust  
         sense.IMP.PST   accident.PAR.SG 
             ‘people guessed an accident/ one imagined there'd been an accident’ 
    b. *õnnetus      oli     aimatud  
        accident.NOM.SG   be.PST.3SG  sense.2PTC 
             ‘the accident was sensed/ guessed at’ 
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There is no explanation for why this verb is ungrammatical in the personal passive in Rajandi 
(1999). However, these facts fall out of an analysis using macroroles with no further stipulation: the 
puzzle of bivalent verbs which cannot be passivised is easily explained by the theory of macroroles. 
  Semantic macroroles derive from the assumption that thematic roles can be ordered in a hier-
archical continuum. The RRG notion of transitivity reflects the number of macrorole arguments a 
verb takes.  Verbs can have a maximum of two macrorole (MR) arguments, the generalised actor MR 
and the generalised undergoer MR. The actor MR includes semantic roles on the agentive side of the 
thematic role hierarchy (such as agent, experiencer, instrument), while the undergoer MR covers pa-
tientive roles (such as patient, theme, recipient).  Macrorole selection is based on the logical struc-
tures of verbs, which can include zero, one or two macroroles. 
  Not all core arguments have macrorole functions. The maximum number of macroroles a 
predicate can have is two, namely the actor and the undergoer. Just as there are verbs which take one 
syntactic argument which is not a macrorole (e.g. English rain), so are there also verbs which have 
two core arguments, both syntactic and semantic, yet only one macrorole argument. 
  An example of this relation between logical structure and the number of macroroles is a verb 
like eat, which in many languages can take either one or two core arguments. In Estonian, its second 
core argument also exhibits case alternation. Importantly, the object argument of eat has been 
claimed not to always fill a macrorole. This verb has both variable transitivity and variable Aktion-
sart, e.g. in Italian and Estonian. The bivalent form of eat can align itself with either transitive or 
intransitive predicates in terms of syntactic behavior, and this is crucial for macrorole allocation and 
valency operations. Van Valin & LaPolla claim that “the majority of activity verbs, regardless of how 
many arguments they have, take no more than one macrorole” (1997:153). The Estonian data fits this 
generalisation, tying in with partitive object marking. 
  The second argument of the activity predicate when it is not assigned a macrorole function is 
an inherent argument: it “serves to characterize the action rather than pick out any of the partici-
pants… If it does not refer to any specific participant in a state of affairs, it cannot be an undergoer” 
(1997:149). The partitive object is lower in transitivity and sometimes does not fill a macrorole func-
tion, serving merely to characterise the activity rather than denoting an independent object affected 
by the activity. 
  An object with undergoer MR status is licensed for more syntactic object-related operations 
than one without MR status. Personal passivisation in Estonian is one of the syntactic operations that 
require an undergoer MR object. This explains the different behaviour under passivisation of the ob-
ject of nägema ‘see’ and üllatama ‘surprise’, in examples (1-2). Nägema ‘see’ – a stative verb – does 
not assign MR status to its object. If that object is promoted to subject in a personal passive, the as-
pectual class of the predicate is forced to change, as the object of stative nägema is simply not avail-
able for passivisation. The object is coerced into a macrorole status (and hence, a higher-transitivity 
affected undergoer semantic role) by the simple operation of being promoted through passivisation. 
The object of üllatama ‘surprise’, on the other hand, is available for passive promotion. This is an 
achievement verb which assigns affected undergoer MR status to its patient. 
 The explanation using MRs also accounts nicely for the ungrammaticality of the personal pas-
sive in (3). It is not only variable verbs like sööma ‘eat’, but also invariable bivalent verbs with only 
one MR (nägema, aimama), which do not allow passivisation. The verb in (3), aimama ‘guess at, 
divine’, clearly does not have a semantically affected patient. This non-affected object, in turn, does 
not have MR status, and hence is unavailable for passive promotion to subject. The macrorole expla-
nation is entirely compatible with the general facts about partitive case as well as the idiosyncratic 
facts mentioned above. It derives from semantic explanations using the scalar notion of transitivity, 
but, as this paper shows, it is more powerful than previous semantic explanations have proved to be. 
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ON THE ERGATIVE RECIPROCAL TSOTSAZ CONSTRUCTION  
IN STANDARD AVAR* 

 
HISANARI YAMADA 

University of Tokyo, Japan 
 
When the transitive A and O stand in a reciprocal relation, standard Avar uses the construction with 
the ergative free-standing reciprocal pronoun tsotsaz in the A position and its antecedent in the O po-
sition. This configuration will be referred to in what follows as the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz con-
struction. This is illustrated in (1).1 
 
 (1) Гьел    цоцаз  чIвана. 
  G′el     tsotsaz ch^wana. 
  They-ABS  each   other-ERG kill-PST 
   ‘They killed each other.’ 
 
Avar is one of Daghestanian (Northeast Caucasian) languages and it is spoken mainly in the Republic 
of Daghestan in the Russian Federation and in the Republic of Azerbaijan. Avar exhibits the absolut-
ive-ergative case marking pattern: The intransitive S and the transitive O are marked with the abso-
lutive case, whereas the transitive A is marked with the ergative case. In (1) an absolutive NP g′el 
antecedes an ergative reciprocal tsotsaz. The standard Avar reciprocal pronoun tsotsa- does not use 
the absolutive form, and therefore standard Avar does not have the construction in which the ergative 
NP antecedes the absolutive form of the reciprocal tsotsa-. The aim of this presentation is to show 
that the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz construction is not transitive but intransitive. In this respect this 
construction is similar to the Romance reflexive clitic construction, which is discussed by many 
scholars (Grimshaw 1982, etc.). Two arguments for the intransitive analysis of the ergative reciprocal 
tsotsaz construction are presented. The first argument is provided by the case marking in the causa-
tive construction. The intransitive S embedded under the causative verb g′a-AM-ize appears in the 
absolutive case, whereas the embedded transitive A occurs in the first locative case and the transitive 
O takes the absolutive case, as is exemplified in (2) and (3). 
 
 (2) Мусаца   ГIали  лъедезе   гьавуна. 
  Musatsa  G^ali   l″edeze   g′awuna. 
  Musa-ERG Ali-ABS to swim-INF make-PST 
   ‘Musa made Ali swim.’ 
 (3) Мусаца  ГIалида  ГIиса  чIвазе  гьавуна. 
  Musatsa  G^alida  G^isa  ch^waze  g′awuna. 
  Musa-ERG Ali-LOC1 Isa-ABS to kill   make-PST 
   ‘Musa made Ali kill Isa.’  
 
When a clause with a reciprocal in the A position and its antecedent in the O position is embedded in 
a causative construction, the reciprocal is marked not with the first locative but with the ergative case 
and its antecedent stands in the absolutive case, as is illustrated in (4). 
 
 (4) Мусаца  гьел   цоцаз    чIвазе гьаруна. 
  Musatsa   g′el   tsotsaz    ch^waze g′aruna. 
  Musa-ERG they-ABS each other-ERG to kill-INF make-PST 
    ‘Musa made them kill each other.’ 
 
This fact is explained by the intransitive analysis of the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz construction. The 
second argument for the intransitive analysis of the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz construction comes 
from case marking of arguments of the verb embedded under the verb l″ug’ine ‘to begin’. The verb 

                                                 
1 ABREVIATIONS: ABL1 = first ablative case, ABS = absolutive case, AM = agreement marker, ERG = ergative 
case, INF = infinitive, LOC1 = first locative case, PST = past tense.  
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l″ug′ine ‘to begin’ takes an infinitive complement. With the verb l″ug′ine ‘to begin’, the embedded S, 
A, and O all stand in the absolutive case, as is shown in (5) and (6). 
  

(5) ГIали   лъедезе   лъугьана. 
  G^ali   l″edeze   l″ug′ana. 
  Ali-ABS to swim-INF to begin-PST 
   ‘Ali began to swim.’ 
 (6) ГIали   ГIиса   веццизе   лъугьана. 
  G^ali   G^isa   wetstsize  l″ug′ana. 
  Ali-ABS Isa-ABS   to praise-INF to begin-PST 
   ‘Ali began to praise Isa.’ 
 
When the verb l″ug′ine ‘to begin’ takes an infinitive complement with a reciprocal in the A position 
and its antecedent in the O position, the reciprocal take not absolutive but ergative case and its ante-
cedent stands in the absolutive case, as is exemplified in (7). 
 
 (7) Гьел    цоцаз     реццизе   лъугьана. 
  G′el    tsotsaz    retstsize   l″ug′ana. 
  They-ABS  each other-ERG to praise-INF to begin-PST 
   ‘They began to praise each other.’ 
 
This fact supports the intransitive analysis of the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz construction. This pres-
entation additionally shows that the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz does not lose a slot in the syntax and it 
is demoted to the oblique function. In this respect, there is a difference between the standard Avar 
ergative reciprocal tsotsaz and the Romance reflexive clitic, which is argued to have no position in 
the syntax (Grimshaw 1982 etc.). Zec (1985) uses the comparative construction as the evidence that 
the Serbo-Croatian reflexive clitic has no position in the syntax and many studies uses her test for the 
analysis of the Romance reflexive clitic (Alsina 1996 etc.). In the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz con-
struction, the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz can be the object of comparison, as is illustrated in (8). 
 
 (8) Гьел  дидаса  цоцаз   реццана. 
  G′el  didasa   tsotsaz  retstsana. 
  They-ABS I-ABL1 each other-ERG to praise-PST 
   ‘They praised each other more than me.’ 
 
This fact supports the conclusion that the ergative reciprocal tsotsaz has a position in the syntax. 
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THE ROLE OF LEXICAL SEMANTICS IN UNACCUSATIVE-UNERGATIVE  
DISTINCTION IN TURKISH 

 
DENIZ ZEYREK 

Middle East Technical University, Ankara 
 
One of the approaches to understanding argument structure, lexical semantics, and verbal alternations 
is to presume that verbs belong to distinct classes. I will deal with unaccusativity in Turkish in the 
spirit of this line of research. Following the lead of Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995), I will assume 
that unaccusativity is semantically determined but syntactically represented. Building on Levin and 
Rappaport-Hovav (1995) and the studies of Sorace and her colleagues (Sorace 1995, 2000, Keller & 
Sorace 2003, Sorace & Shomura 2001), I will argue that impersonal passivization, suggested as a 
diagnostic for unaccusativity (Perlmutter 1978, Özkaragöz 1986, Nakiboğlu 1998, among others) is 
sensitive to a thematic/aspectual hierarchy of verb classes, and adjectival passivization shows a split 
between core unaccusatives and core unergatives. I will propose that certain subsets of verbs mani-
fest indeterminate behaviour, which is either attributable to compositional factors, or to event-
structure properties of verb classes. The data I will review will shed light on the semantic determi-
nants of the single argument of intransitive verbs, which in turn will have implications for the argu-
ment structure of intransitive verbs. 
  The Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy (ASH) (Sorace 1995, 2000) is the basic framework of this 
study. It is a thematic/aspectual hierarchy based on the auxiliary selection properties of four Western 
languages. It maintains that certain intransitive verbs manifest ‘core’ unaccusativity, certain verbs 
exhibit core unergativity, while others are invariant in their syntactic behaviour. The behaviour of an 
intransitive verb is largely predictable from its position on the hierarchy (Figure 1).  
 
Change of location    selects BE (least variation) 
Change of state 
Continuation of state 
Existence of state 
Uncontrolled process 
Controlled process (motional) 
Controlled proces (non-motional)  selects HAVE (least variation) 
 

FIGURE1. Auxiliary Selection Hierarchy (ASH). 
 
The ASH predicts that intra and crosslinguistically, native speaker judgements about core unaccusa-
tives and core unergatives are categorical, while the judgements about the verbs close to the center 
are consistently unstable. According to the ASH, there is no language where the position of the verbs 
occupying the highest and the lowest positions is completely reversed. However, languages may 
make finer distinctions within individual classes represented on the ASH, merge verb classes, and 
may have different cut-off points along the hierarchy. 
  I will regard the ASH as a working hypothesis to analyse unaccusativity in Turkish. I believe 
that it is a legitimate starting point mainly because it predicts systematic variability in a verb’s behav-
iour, which is the central motivation behind the semantic approach I am using here. Furthermore, it 
has been shown that acquisition studies do not fail to confirm the hierarchy’s predictions (Sorace 
1995, Sorace & Shomura 2001).  
  I will limit the discussion to monadic verbs, leaving the verbs entering the causative-
anticausative/inchoative pattern for further research (e.g. Kapıyı kapadım ‘I closed the door’/Kapı 
kapandı ‘The door was closed’. The results I will report on will be based on native speaker judge-
ments ellicited informally. 
  I will first deal with impersonal passivization (IP) and propose that it is sensitive to agentivity 
and telicity. I will present data illustrating the fact that as the verbs appearing in IP are increasingly 
more agentive, the acceptability of the construction would increase. The acceptability of the IP con-
struction would also increase when the telicity of the verb decreases. I will show that these observa-
tions are consistent with the predictions of the ASH.  
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  Nakiboğlu-Demiralp (2001) has observed that IP is grammatical with some unaccusative verbs 
in the aorist, e.g. öl- ‘die’, doğ- ‘be born’; inducing a generic and an existential reading. She has sug-
gested that this is due to variable verb behaviour, a phenomenon discussed by Rosen (1984) and 
many others. Building on this observation, I will show that variability extends to a larger number of 
verbs covering most verbs in the class of change of state verbs. I will propose that the indeterminacy 
of this class is attributable to compositional factors contributed by the grammatical context in which 
a verb appears (Pustejovsky 1995, Pustejovsky & Busa 1995).  
  I will also touch on the behaviour of motion verbs, which are known to participate in event-
shift alternations crosslinguistically. Similarly in Turkish, some telic and directional motion verbs 
(e.g. alçal ‘descend’) and all atelic and nondirectional ones (e.g. yüz ‘swim’, koş ‘run’) are sensitive 
to temporal adverbs and Path expressions. On the other hand, not all directional and telic verbs (i.e. 
the change of location class on the ASH) allow adjectival passivization. If adjectival passivization is 
a test for unaccusativity, it seems that pure path verbs like çik ‘exit’, gir ‘enter’, etc. would pose a 
problem for the ASH as they do not allow adjectival passivization. I will attempt to provide an expla-
nation for this situation relying on the generalizations about verb-framed languages (Talmy 2000) 
and Slobin’s (to appear) refinements of Talmy’s generalizations. I will propose that Turkish merges 
change of location verbs with change of state verbs.    
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